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Rayleigh-Bénard Convection (RBC), in which fluid in a box is heated from below and
cooled from the top, is a classical problem in fluid dynamics with relevance in astrophysical, geophysical, atmospherical, and engineering flows. It exhibits various patterns, chaos,
spatio-temporal chaos and turbulence. The dynamics of RBC is mainly governed by two
non-dimensional parameters, the Rayleigh number (R), which is the ratio of the buoyancy
and the dissipative terms, and the Prandtl number (P ), which is the ratio of the heat
diffusion time scale and the viscous diffusion time scale. This thesis addresses different
aspects of Rayleigh-Bénard convection near the onset and in the fully developed turbulent
regime through direct numerical simulations and phenomenological models.
The layout of the thesis is as follows:
In Chapter 1, we first introduce Rayleigh-Bénard convection and the corresponding
governing hydrodynamical equations. This is followed by a discussion on different types
of boundary conditions used in numerical and theoretical studies of RBC. Subsequently,
we present various convective states that are observed in RBC as the control parameters
R and P are varied. We describe the patterns and instabilities observed near the onset
of low-Prandtl number and zero-Prandtl number convection. To this end, we present a
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brief literature survey of the analytical, experimental, and numerical works in the area of
non-linear instabilities of low-P and zero-P convection. Next, we focus on the turbulent
regime of convection, wherein, we discuss two issues: (i) the nature of the velocity and
temperature cascades in the inertial range, and (ii) the dynamics of large scale circulation.
We first introduce the existing phenomenological theories of the scalings of the spectra of
the velocity and temperature fields in the inertial range of turbulent convection. Further,
we present the experimental and numerical works related to the phenomenological theories
on energy spectra and fluxes. Next, we discuss the Large Scale Circulation (LSC) and
its associated dynamics, such as azimuthal reorientations and reversals, in the turbulent
regime of RBC as observed in the laboratory experiments. This is followed by an extensive
review of the previous phenomenological and numerical works that have been carried out
to explain the observed dynamics of LSC in laboratory experiments.
In Chapter 2, we present the details of the two codes used in our thesis work: (a) a
parallel Pseudo-spectral code for a 3D box, and (b) a parallel finite-difference code for a
cylindrical container. We use pseudo-spectral code for two problems: (i) to investigate the
dynamics near the instabilities for low-P and zero-P convection, and (ii) to investigate
the scalings of the energy cascade in the inertial range for turbulent RBC. The finitedifference code has been used to analyze the reorientations and reversals of LSC in the
turbulent regime of convection. In the first part of the chapter, we discuss the details
of the techniques and algorithms used in the pseudo-spectral code. This discussion is
followed by an introduction to different schemes that have been used for the calculation
of various statistical quantities such as fluxes, velocity and temperature spectra, etc.,
from the numerically calculated fields. In the second part, we provide the details of the
algorithm used to solve the RBC dynamical equations in a cylindrical geometry with
realistic boundary conditions: no-slip at all the walls, adiabatic on the lateral wall, and
isothermal on the horizontal plates. At the end of the chapter, we provide the details
on (i) the function used for the distribution of the grids, (ii) numerical schemes used to
solve the dynamical convective equations in a cylindrical geometry, and (iii) higher order
schemes used to discretize the fields in space.
In Chapter 3, we present the results from the Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS)
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and related low-dimensional models regarding the dynamics of patterns near the onset for
low-Prandtl number (P = 0.02, P = 0.005, and P = 0.0002) convection for r (reduced
Rayleigh number) ranging from 1 to 1.25. We perform the DNS in a 3D box on 643 grid
size with free-slip and conducting boundary conditions on the top and bottom plates,
and periodic boundary condition on the lateral walls. In the DNS, we observe various
convective patterns: rolls, asymmetric squares, squares, oscillatory asymmetric squares,
and chaotic patterns for low-Prandtl number (low-P) convection. To investigate the origin
of the patterns and chaos, we identify the active large scale Fourier modes present near
the onset from the DNS data and develop a thirty-dimension model for low-P convection.
We numerically solve these coupled nonlinear equations of the low-dimensional models
and construct bifurcation diagrams for various Prandtl numbers. We find that the static
patterns such as rolls, squares, and asymmetric squares are generated as a result of supercritical pitchfork bifurcations, and periodic patterns are generated via Hopf-bifurcation.
We observe the presence of chaotic attractors just above the onset for P . 0.005. We
present a comprehensive analysis of the route to chaos for these values of P (P = 0.005
and P = 0.0002) and find that the chaotic attractors are related to the “gluing bifurcations”, “attractors merging crisis” and “homoclinic chaos” phenomena. These results are
compared with those for zero-P convection. Furthermore, we find that the bifurcation
diagram for low-P is very similar to that for zero-P convection case, except near the onset
of convection where 2D stationary rolls, stationary asymmetric squares, and oscillatory
asymmetric squares are observed for non-zero Prandtl numbers. We also find that the
range of Rayleigh number for which stationary 2D rolls exist decreases rapidly with decreasing Prandtl number. These results are in general agreement with earlier numerical
results.
In Chapter 4, we compute the spectra and fluxes of the velocity and temperature
fields in the inertial range of turbulent RBC using DNS in a 3D rectangular box on 5123
grids. We consider free-slip conditions for the velocity and isothermal conditions for the
temperature on the horizontal plates. We employ periodic conditions for the fields in the
horizontal directions. We perform our simulations for the Prandtl numbers of 0, 0.02, 0.2,
1, and 6.8. We present a phenomenology for the nature of the energy spectra for zero-
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P and low-P convection which supports Kolmogorov-Obukhov scaling. Our numerical
simulations for P = 0 and 0.02 are in good agreement with this phenomenology. For
large-Prandtl number convection, the system appears to follow Bolgiano-Obukhov scaling
(with as the −11/5 spectral exponent for the velocity field). We also calculate the heat and
viscous dissipation rates using our numerical data and find them to be in reasonably good
agreement with their corresponding analytical values. We observe that the temperature
spectrum exhibits dual branches for all finite-Prandtl number simulations with the upper
branch following a k −2 scaling. Using the numerical data, we present a phenomenological
model to explain this behaviour. Our study suggests that the lower branch of the spectra
participate in the non-linear transfer of energy in the inertial range.
In Chapter 5, we analyze the dynamics of reorientations and reversals of the Large
Scale Circulation (LSC) in Rayleigh-Bénard convection using direct numerical simulations
for air (P = 0.7). This simulation was performed in a cylindrical container of aspect ratio
of one. We vary R from 6 × 105 to 3 × 107 . For the velocity, we employ no-slip boundary
conditions. For the temperature, we employ conducting conditions on the top and bottom
pates, and adiabatic condition on the lateral surfaces. We calculate the velocity and
temperature fields at eight azimuthal probes placed near the side walls in the middle of
the container. We first establish the presence of LSC in our simulation by calculating the
autocorrelation function of temperature at these probes. We find the presence of regular
oscillations at an interval of one eddy turn-over time in the autocorrelation function. This
result is consistent with earlier experimental results on LSC. We calculate the phase and
amplitudes of the azimuthal Fourier modes. We show that the phase and amplitude of
the first Fourier mode provide interesting information on the orientation and strength of
the LSC. Next, we find that during the “complete reversals”, the phase of first Fourier
mode changes by an angle of 1800 , leading to the reversals of vertical velocity at all the
probes. We also observe partial reorientations, in which the phase of the first Fourier mode
changes by an angle other than 1800 . We observe rotation-led and cessation-led partial
and full reorientations of LSC in our numerical simulations. We also report the structure
of the flow during rotation-led and cessation-led orientations. We find that the second
Fourier mode dominates over the first Fourier mode during the cessation in cessation-
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led reorientations, while the first Fourier mode continues to dominate throughout in the
rotation-led reorientations. This observation is consistent with the quadrupolar dominant
temperature profile observed during cessation-led reorientation. We also observe doublecessation led reorientation in our simulation which is a rare event during the azimuthal
reorientations of LSC.
In Chapter 6, we present a summary and the conclusions of our studies on the
non linear instabilities and turbulence in Rayleigh-Bénard convection. We also propose
possible numerical and theoretical extensions of our present work.
In the Appendix, we present a phenomenological model to understand the dual
branches observed in the temperature (entropy) spectra of non-zero Prandtl numbers.
This appendix is based on the results of Chapter 4.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Rayleigh-Bénard Convection

Thermal convection has been of major interest to the scientific community owing to its
ubiquitous presence in many natural flows and its potential applications in science and
engineering [1, 2, 3, 4]. For instance, many solar and stellar structures depend critically
on the nature of heat transport from the core to the surface. Convection in Earth’s
mantle is responsible for the movement of the tectonic plates, which is of major interest
to geophysicists. Convection plays an active role in the generation of magnetic fields
within the earth’s core, and it is possibly responsible for the reversal of the geomagnetic
field. In the atmosphere, convection is an important factor in weather prediction at small
length and time scales, and for climate prediction at large time scales. In the oceans,
convection is responsible for the mixing of water masses. Convection is not only confined
to natural flows, it is also manifest in various forms in industrial applications, for example
in nuclear reactors, crystallization processes, solar heating devices, etc.
From the basic science point of view, thermal convection is one of the few systems
in which various instabilities, spatio-temporal chaos, and soft and hard turbulence are
observed. Among convective systems, Rayleigh-Bénard convection (RBC) is an ideal
system in which fluid in a closed box is heated from below and cooled from above. In the
present thesis, we focus on some of the instabilities, chaos, and the turbulent aspects of
RBC.

2 1.1. Rayleigh-Bénard Convection

1.1.1

Governing equations and parameters of RBC

The governing hydrodynamical equations of RBC flow are
1
1
∂u
+ (u · ∇)u = − ∇σ + ρ(T )gẑ + ν∇2 u,
∂t
ρ0
ρ0
∂T
+ (u · ∇)T = κ∇2 T,
∂t
∇ · u = 0,

(1.1)
(1.2)
(1.3)

where u = (u1 , u2 , u3 ) is the velocity field, T is the temperature field, σ is the pressure
field, and ẑ is the buoyancy direction. ν is the kinematic viscous coefficient, κ is the
thermal diffusivity coefficient, ρ0 is the fluid density at a reference temperature, and ρ(T )
is the density of the fluid at temperature T. We assume Boussinesq approximation under
which all the properties (e.g., ν, κ) of the fluid are considered to be independent of the
temperature, and the fluid is considered to be incompressible except for the buoyancy
term. Note that the buoyancy force depends on the linear variation of density as a
function of temperature (ρ ∝ −ρ0 (1 − αT ), where α is the heat expansion coefficient).
The Boussinesq approximation is valid for small temperature differences between the top
and bottom plates.
Generally two types of containers are used for the study of an RBC system: (i) a Rectangular box, and (ii) a Cylindrical container. In the following, for the sake of simplicity,
we define the problem for the rectangular box geometry which can be easily generalized to
the cylindrical geometry. We consider that the fluid is confined in a box with dimension
Lx × Ly × d, where Lx and Ly are the lengths in x and y directions respectively, and d
is the vertical height of the container. In the experiment, the top and bottom plates are
kept at constant temperatures, i.e.,
T |z=0 = TH ,

T |z=d = TC ,

(1.4)

where TH and TC are the temperatures of the lower (hot) and upper (cold) horizontal
plates of the container, respectively. Quite often, the temperature of the dynamical system
is expressed as a sum of the linear profile of the conduction state and the temperature
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fluctuation θ(x, t), i.e,
T (x, t) = TH −

∆T
z + θ(x, t),
d

(1.5)

where ∆T = TH − TC . Then the Boussinesq equations, Eqs. (1.1) - (1.3), become
1
1
∂u
+ (u · ∇)u = − ∇σ + ν∇2 u + αgθẑ,
∂t
ρ
ρ
∂θ
∆T
+ (u · ∇θ) =
u3 + κ∇2 θ,
∂t
d
∇ · u = 0.

(1.6)
(1.7)
(1.8)

Note that an additional term from the body force has been absorbed into the pressure
term:
σ → σ + αg

µ

¶
∆T 2
z − TH z .
2d

(1.9)

The boundary condition for θ at the top and bottom plates would imply that
θ|z=0 = 0 = θ|z=d .

(1.10)

For the velocity field, the typical boundary conditions used are no-slip and free-slip at the
thermal plates. Under no-slip conditions,
u|z=0 = 0 = u|z=d ,

(1.11)

while for the free-slip or stress-free conditions,
u3 |z=0 = 0 = u3 |z=d ,
∂z u1 |z=0 = 0 = ∂z u1 |z=d ,

∂z u2 |z=0 = 0 = ∂z u2 |z=d .

(1.12)

For the lateral walls, different choices of boundary conditions are possible: (a) adiabatic for temperature and no-slip for velocity, (b) free-slip for velocity and adiabatic/periodic
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for temperature, and (c) periodic for both the fields. Quite often periodic conditions for
the fields are considered to ignore the effects of the side walls. Note that typical experiments have no-slip boundary conditions at all the walls. However free-slip boundary
conditions are appropriate in situations when the convective fluid of high viscosity is
confined between the fluid having low viscosity. Eqs. (1.6)-(1.8) with the boundary conditions in Eq. (1.10) and those either Eq. (1.11) or Eq. (1.12) is called the Rayleigh-Bénard
problem.
The dimensional equations of RBC contain various dynamical parameters such as
thermal expansion coefficient (α), acceleration due to gravity (g), thermal diffusion coefficient (κ), viscous diffusion coefficient (ν), etc. However, owing to the self-similar nature
of the dynamics, this large number of parameters can be reduced to the compact form by
choosing a relevant length scale, time scale, velocity scale, and temperatures scale present
in the RBC system. In RBC, the characteristic length scale is the distance ‘d’ between
the top and bottom plates. There are three time scales: (a) heat diffusion time scale given
by d2 /κ, (b) viscous diffusive time scale given by d2 /ν, and (c) free-fall time scale given
√
by d/ αg∆T d. The characteristic temperature scale is ∆T . If one choose d as a length
scale, d2 /ν as a time scale (and thus ν/d for the velocity scale), and ν∆T /κ as a scale for
the temperature, the corresponding non-dimensional equations of the RBC system will
be
∂u
+ (u · ∇)u = −∇σ + Rθẑ + ∇2 u,
∂t
µ
¶
∂θ
P
+ u · ∇θ
= u3 + ∇2 θ,
∂t
∇ · u = 0,
where R =

αg∆T d3
νκ

is the Rayleigh number, and P =

ν
κ

(1.13)
(1.14)
(1.15)

is the Prandtl number. These

two dimensionless quantities, together with the boundary conditions, characterize the
convection problem in the Boussinesq approximation.
The Prandtl number (P ) is the ratio of the heat diffusion time scale and the viscous
diffusion time scale of the system. It measures the relative importance of the advection of
momentum with heat advection, thus affecting the non-linear properties of the convection
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accordingly. The values of Prandtl number vary from 10−8 for the sun’s convective zone
to 1023 for Earth’s mantle. The values of P for some fluids are listed in Table 1.1. In
the literature, the fluids with P < 1 are considered as low-Prandtl number fluid, while
those with P > 1 are considered as high-Prandtl number fluid. Another parameter, the
Rayleigh number (R) is proportional to the temperature difference (∆T ) applied between
the bottom and top plates, and relates the strength of the destabilizing mechanism (buoyancy force) to the stabilizing processes (viscous diffusion and thermal diffusion). These
two non-dimensional parameters are the main control parameters for RBC. The other
control parameter that critically affects the dynamics of RBC is the aspect ratio (τ ) of
the container. It is the ratio of the horizontal and the vertical dimension of the container,
and it plays a crucial role in determining the convective patterns of the flow.
Table 1.1: Typical value of Prandtl number for different fluids.

P

Sun
10−8

Sodium (liquid) Mercury Air
0.01
0.02
0.7

Water Silicon oils
7
100

Glycerine Earth’s Mantle
104
1023

Apart from the above-mentioned control parameters, there are three response parameters, that characterize the dynamical behaviour of the system: (i) the Nusselt number
(N u), which is the ratio of the convective heat flux to the conductive heat flux, (ii) the
Reynolds number (Re), which is the ratio of the momentum advection term to the momentum diffusion term, and (iii) Peclet number (P e), which is the ratio of the temperature
advection term to the heat diffusion term. In the following, we discuss various forms of
dynamical equations used to study RBC.
When we take the limit P → 0 in Eq. (1.14), we obtain the equation for zero-Prandtl
(zero-P) number convection [5]:
∂u
+ (u · ∇)u = −∇σ + Rθ + ∇2 u,
∂t
u3 + ∇2 θ = 0,
∇·u = 0.

(1.16)
(1.17)
(1.18)

6 1.1. Rayleigh-Bénard Convection
We use these equations for simulating zero-P convection.
For large-Prandtl (large-P) number convection, the time scale d2 /ν is too small. Hence,
d2 /κ is used as the time scale for large-P convection. Consequently, the non-dimensional
equations become
∂u
+ (u · ∇)u = −∇σ + RP θẑ + P ∇2 u,
∂t
∂θ
+ u · ∇θ = u3 + ∇2 θ,
∂t
∇ · u = 0.

(1.19)
(1.20)
(1.21)

The dynamical equations (Eqs. (1.13)-(1.15)) have been written using the three components of the velocity field and the temperature field. These equations can also be written
using the vertical velocity (u3 ) and the vertical vorticity (ω3 ), where ω3 = ẑ ·(∇×u). Now,
the governing dynamical equations under the same scalings as used for Eqs. (1.13)-(1.15)
would be
∂t (∇2 u3 ) = ∇4 u3 + R∇2H θ
−ẑ · ∇ × [(ω·∇)u − (u·∇)ω] ,

(1.22)

∂t ω3 = ∇2 ω3 + [(ω·∇)u3 − (u·∇)ω3 ] ,

(1.23)

P (∂t θ + (u · ∇)θ) = u3 + ∇2 θ,
∇ · u = 0,

(1.24)
(1.25)

where ω = ∇ × u, ẑ is the vertically-directed unit vector, and ∇2H = ∂xx + ∂yy is the
horizontal Laplacian operator. For zero-Prandtl number convection, the above equations
reduce to
∂t (∇2 u3 ) = ∇4 u3 + R∇2H θ
−ẑ · ∇ × [(ω·∇)u − (u·∇)ω] ,

(1.26)

∂t ω3 = ∇2 ω3 + [(ω·∇)u3 − (u·∇)ω3 ] ,

(1.27)
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∇2 θ = −u3 ,
∇ · u = 0.

(1.28)
(1.29)

In the next section we discuss various instabilities and patterns exhibited in RBC.

1.2

RB Convection near the onset

LSC

Figure 1.1: Plot showing transitions in convection as a function of the Rayleigh and Prandtl numbers
[adapted from Krishnamurti and Howard, PNAS (1981) [6]]. The curve indicates the onset of steady
rolls (I), three-dimension steady convection patterns (II), time dependent convection (III), and turbulent
flow (IV). Symbols denote the dynamical structure of the flows in different regime: ◦, steady roll; •,
time-dependent cellular flow; and ∼, large-scale flow.

Convection starts as the Rayleigh number is increased beyond a critical value. This
is called the critical Rayleigh number (Rc ). The critical Rayleigh number is independent
of the Prandtl number, but still it depends on the boundary conditions. For the box
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geometry, the numerical value of Rc is 657.5 for the free-slip boundary condition and 1707
for the no-slip boundary condition. Flow appears as a two-dimensional roll at the onset of
convection. Note that the orientation of the roll depends on the initial perturbation. As
the Rayleigh number is increased beyond the transition state, the RBC system exhibits
transitions from the static states to the turbulent states via periodic and chaotic states
as intermediate states. Systematic transitions between the convective states are shown in
Fig. 1.1 [6] for different fluids.
As shown in Fig. 1.1, the transition from conduction to convection states occurs at
RI ≃ 1707. Note that the transition occurs at the same RI for all Prandtl numbers.
The flow is two-dimensional near the onset. For moderate Prandtl number (P ∼ 1)
and high Prandtl number (P > 1) fluids, steady two-dimensional rolls are realized upto
R ∼ 2 × 104 . Beyond R = RII = 2 × 104 (shown as curve II in Fig. 1.1) the steady
two-dimensional rolls make a transition to steady three-dimensional convection patterns.
Note that the structure of the three-dimensional patterns depends on the symmetry and
aspect ratio of the container. For example, square pattern, asymmetric square pattern,
etc., are observed for a rectangular box, while hexagonal pattern and spiral pattern are
observed for a cylindrical container. The steady three dimensional flow continues till
R = RIII , marked as curve III in Fig. 1.1, beyond which the flow becomes periodic
in time due to various kinds of time-dependent instabilities. The nature of the timedependent instabilities depends on the initial perturbations and control parameters (R,
P , τ ). Some of these time-dependent instabilities are zigzag, skewed-varicose, wavy roll,
Eckhause etc. [7, 8, 9, 10, 11].
At R = RIV (curve IV in Fig. 1.1), the flow loses its temporal coherence and the
flow becomes chaotic. Further increase of the Rayleigh number results in a loss of the
spatial and the temporal coherence of the flow. In this state, flow exhibits the spatiotemporal chaos. Flow becomes turbulent at R = RV (curve V in Fig. 1.1). In turbulent
state, flow exhibits random characteristics in both space and time. It is interesting to
note that the statistical coherence of the flow is restored above a certain threshold value
of the Rayleigh number with an appearance of “large scale circulation” (shown as ∼ in
Fig. 1.1). In this state on average flow rises from one side of the lateral wall and comes
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down on the opposite side wall. The length and time scales of this large scale circulation
are the container size and the eddy turn-over time of the flow, respectively. Later in this
chapter, we will discuss random reorientations and reversals exhibited by the “large scale
circulation” (LSC).
The transition to convective state for low-P convection is different from that for high-P
convection. For low-P (P << 1), secondary instabilities appear as time-dependent, contrary to the high-P convection case for which secondary instabilities appear as a steady
three-dimensional convection. Questions arise as to how the secondary instabilities are
generated for low-P convection. Furthermore, the regime for the stable two-dimensional
roll pattern shrinks rapidly as P is decreased. An important topic of investigation has been
the nature of flow structures just near the onset for low-Prandtl number and zero-Prandtl
number convection [12]. In the following subsection, we review the analytical, experimental, and numerical works that investigate the nature of patterns and their dynamics near
the onset of convection for both low-P and zero-P convection.

1.2.1

Patterns and chaos for low-Prandtl number convection

For small Prandtl number convection, secondary instabilities occur near the onset of
convection. The secondary instabilities and the resulting patterns depend critically on
the Prandtl number. For low-P, the inertial term u · ∇u becomes quite important and it
generates vertical vorticity. Consequently, the flow patterns are three-dimensional, and
oscillatory waves along the horizontal axes are generated near the onset of convection. On
the contrary, for large-Prandtl number (large-P) convection, vertical vorticity is absent
near the onset and the two-dimensional (2D) rolls survive till large Rayleigh numbers [7].
Instabilities and chaos in low-P convection have been widely studied using analytical
tools (e.g., approximation techniques), experiments, and numerical simulations. Busse [13]
established a close connection between vertical vorticity and time-dependent behaviour
of RBC. He demonstrated that in the limit of small Prandtl numbers, the ‘oscillatory’
instability for stress-free boundaries sets in due to the generation of the vertical component
of the vertical vorticity. Using perturbative analysis, he showed that for small Prandtl
numbers, the 2D rolls become unstable when the amplitude of the convective motion
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exceeds a critical value. According to him, the condition for the instability takes the form
Rt
− 1 ≈ 0.310P 2
Rc

(1.30)

where Rc is the critical Rayleigh number for the onset of convection, and Rt is the Rayleigh
number when time-dependent instability first sets in in the system.
In a review article, Libchaber and Maurer [14] point out that the vorticity is horizontal
before the onset of the oscillatory instability, and the vertical component of the vorticity
is generated with the introduction of time-dependent instabilities. Busse and Bolton [15]
argued that under free-slip boundary conditions, the stability of the 2D rolls exists only
for Prandtl numbers above a critical value Pc , which is around 0.543. Ozoe and Hara [16]
performed numerical simulations for the Prandtl numbers P = 0.001-0.1 fluid in a twodimensional rectangular enclosure of aspect ratio 4 and observed that the time-dependent
behaviour sets in at the onset of convection for P = 0.01, thus decreasing the value of Pc
to a much lower limit than that predicted by Busse and Bolton [15]. Clever and Busse [17]
extended the oscillatory instability analysis to no-slip boundary conditions and showed
that the convective rolls are unstable for Prandtl numbers less than about 5.
The role of the non-linear terms in the generation of various kinds of instabilities
and patterns for low-P convection have been extensively studied using different analytical techniques. One way for the analytical investigation is to write the equations of
the amplitudes of slowly varying large scale modes [18]. Newell and Whitehead [19] and
Segel [20] derived the amplitude equations for wave packets of 2D rolls. Using these equations, they investigated the nature of secondary instabilities for containers with small and
large aspect ratios. Subsequently, Siggia and Zippelius [21, 22, 23] included the marginal
modes associated with a slowly varying vertical vorticity in the amplitude equations and
predicted that for low-Prandtl numbers, 2D rolls are always unstable in an infinite layer.
Later on, Busse and Bolton [15] included the modes pertaining to the free-slip boundary
conditions in their analytical studies which were validated by their subsequent numerical
works [24]. Fauve et al. [25] investigated the origin of instabilities in low-P convection
using the phase dynamical equations and argued that the instability always saturates
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into travelling waves as observed in experiments and numerical simulations. Jenkins and
Proctor [26] studied the transition from 2D rolls to square patterns in RBC for different
Prandtl numbers using analytical tools.
Interesting experiments have been performed to explore the instabilities and chaos
in convective flows near the onset. Willis and Deardorff [27] carried out experiments on
air (P = 0.7) and observed time-dependence as a result of wavy instability. Rossby [28]
demonstrated the existence of wavy instability in mercury (P = 0.02). Krishnamurti [29]
performed extensive convection experiments on a variety of fluids (P = 0.1-50) and
observed stationary and time-dependent three-dimensional patterns in her experiments;
time-dependent rolls appear at much lower Rayleigh numbers for low-P convection compared to that for large-P convection.
One of the convection experiments performed for low-P in the laboratory is on liquid
sodium (P ∼ 0.01). The visualization of flow patterns inside these types of low-P fluids (also mercury) is quite difficult. Due to these limitations of experiments, numerical
simulations have played a very significant role in the study of low-P convection. Furthermore, numerical simulations complement experiments in the investigation of instabilities
and chaos in convection. Lipps [30] simulated convective flows in air (P ≈ 0.7) and
investigated various states including 2D rolls, time-periodic and aperiodic convection as
functions of the Rayleigh number and the aspect ratio. He showed that the roll solution
becomes unstable due to the oscillatory instabilities consequently leading to chaotic states.
Bolton and Busse [24] studied the stability of the steady convection rolls with respect to
arbitrary three-dimensional infinitesimal disturbances and observed stability of steady solutions for a small regime of Rayleigh numbers and wavenumbers. Clever and Busse [31]
simulated convective flows for P = 0.02 with rigid boundary conditions using Galerkin
technique and observed the instabilities of the roll to be due to the travelling waves
along the axis of the roll. They found that these travelling waves encounter a secondary
bifurcation which saturate in a quasi-periodic regime. Meneguzzi et al. [32] performed
three-dimensional convective simulations for P = 0.2 under stress-free boundary conditions, and for P = 0.025 under no-slip boundary conditions. For P = 0.2, they observed
stationary, periodic, bi-periodic, and chaotic regimes as the Rayleigh number is increased.
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For the latter, they found stationary and time-periodic solutions only. Thual [12] studied low-P convection using numerical simulations for both no-slip and free-slip boundary
conditions. In his simulations, he observed supercritical oscillatory instabilities, competition between the two-dimensional rolls, square and hexagonal patterns, travelling and
standing waves, and chaos for low-P convection.
The study of the origins of the large number of patterns and instabilities observed in
numerical simulations and experiments can be quite intricate. Each run of the simulation
takes a long time, so it is not possible to scan the entire parameter space minutely for
the purpose of deciphering a detailed bifurcation scenario. Moreover, experiments have
their own limitations. The large number of modes present in simulations and experiments tend to obscure the underlying dynamics. These difficulties can be circumvented
by a powerful and complimentary approach in which the system is analyzed using an appropriately constructed low-dimensional model employing Galerkin-projection techniques.
Lorenz [33] was one of the first scientists to propose a three-mode low-dimensional model
to investigate the chaos and patterns observed in Rayleigh-Bénard convection using the
Galerkin projection techniques. Subsequently, McLaughlin and Martin [34], and Curry
et al. [35] proposed a generalized Lorenz model in higher dimensional state space. They
observed various convective states including chaos through the period-doubling route and
quasi-periodic routes. Yahata [36, 37] constructed the 48-mode model to explain the experimental results of RBC near the onset and reported a chaos through quasi-periodic
(Rouelle-Takens type) and period-doubling routes.
Mishra et al. [38] proposed a 30-mode low-dimensional model for low-P convection
using the energetic modes of a direct numerical simulation performed on 643 grids in a
3D box with free-slip boundary conditions, and perform a bifurcation analysis using this
model and simulation results. Our model and the simulation results exhibit chaotic behaviour near the onset for low-P (P ∼ 0.005). Furthermore, the bifurcation analysis for
the low-dimensional model provides an explanation for the origin of squares, asymmetric squares, oscillating asymmetric squares, relaxation oscillations with an intermediate
square regime, and three kinds of the chaotic attractors. These results will be described
in Chapter 3 of this thesis.
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1.2.2

Patterns and chaos for zero-Prandtl number convection

The numerical works of Thual [12] indicate that the properties of low-P convection as
P → 0 are quite close to those of zero-P convection. Hence, low-P convection as P → 0
appears to approach zero-P convection as a limiting case. Therefore, zero-P convection is
very useful for understanding the properties of low-P convection. Even though numerical
analysis of zero-P convection is quite tricky due to its inherent instabilities near the onset,
it provides certain advantages. For P = 0, the thermal modes are enslaved to the velocity
modes [see Eq. (1.17)], hence the number of independent variables is less than those
required for low-P analysis. Also, the time steps for numerical simulations of low-P could
be very small due to the stiffness of the equations, which is not a limitation for zero-P
convection [12]. Further, the growing two-dimensional roll solution becomes the exact
solution of the nonlinear equations near the onset for zero-P convection. This feature
makes the study of zero-P convection theoretically very interesting [39]. In the following
we present a brief review of the numerical and theoretical studies performed for P = 0
convection.
Herring [40] was the first to simulate zero-P convection under the free-slip boundary
conditions. However, he observed a divergence of the solutions possibly due to an inadequate selection of the initial modes. Clever and Busse [31] performed simulations with
no-slip boundary condition for low-Prandtl and zero-Prandtl number convection. They
compared the first instabilities of zero-Prandtl number convection to those of low-Prandtl
number convection and found that the limit of vanishing Prandtl number approaches
zero-P smoothly in the range of Rayleigh numbers that includes at least two subsequent
bifurcations beyond the onset of convection. Subsequently, Thual [12] performed the simulation of zero-P convection with free-slip and no-slip boundary conditions. The patterns
observed by Thual are two-dimensional rolls, periodic and quasi-periodic rolls, squares,
travelling waves, etc. Many of the patterns and instabilities observed for zero-P resemble
those observed for the low-P simulation [32].
Many low-dimensional models have been proposed to study the patterns and instabilities near the onset for low-Prandtl number and zero-Prandtl number convection. Using
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a 6-mode model of zero-P convection, Kumar, Fauve and Thual [39] showed that the
growth of the 2D rolls saturate through the generation of the vertical vorticity (wavy
nature). Kumar, Pal and Fauve [41] observed critical bursting in the above model during
the saturation. Pal and Kumar [42] explained the mechanism of the selection of the square
patterns using a 15-mode model of zero-P convection.
Pal et al. [43] constructed a bifurcation diagram for zero-P convection using a lowdimensional model and direct numerical simulation. The bifurcation analysis for the
low-P convection has significant similarities with that for zero-P convection, except near
the onset of convection. These issues will be discussed in Chapter 3.
As the Rayleigh number is increased, various non-linear instabilities generate chaos,
spatio-temporal chaos, soft-turbulence, and hard turbulence. In the turbulent state, RBC
exhibits many interesting dynamics at both small and large scales. In the next section,
we will discuss two aspects of turbulent RBC: (i) the energy spectra and fluxes at small
scales, and (ii) dynamics of large scale flow.

1.3

Turbulent RBC

In our thesis, we focus on two features of turbulent RBC: (a) nature of the energy cascade
in convective turbulence in the presence of buoyancy force, and (b) properties of large
scale structures appearing in hard turbulence. Scientists have observed in experiments
that these structures tend to reverse over time. We will, thus, study the dynamics of
reversal.

1.3.1

Scalings of energy spectra in the inertial range of turbulent RBC

One interesting problem in turbulent convection is the scaling of the energy spectra and
fluxes in the inertial range of turbulent RBC. In 1941, Kolmogorov [44] proposed a phenomenological theory for the energy transfer from large scales to small scales in the inertial
range of fluid turbulence. According to this theory, the energy cascade is independent of
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the fluid properties and nature of the energy input at the large scales, and the energy
spectrum of the velocity field can be expressed in terms of this energy cascade and the
local wave number. The energy spectrum of the velocity field falls with an exponent of
−5/3, and corresponding flux remains constant in the inertial range.
The energy spectra and fluxes for the convective turbulence are more complex than
those for fluid turbulence due to the presence of the buoyancy force [45, 46]. For stablestratified fluid convection, Bolgiano [47] and Obukhov [48] proposed a dual cascade picture in the inertial range. For small wavenumbers (large length scale), they predicted a
dominance of the buoyancy force over the inertial term leading to the velocity and temperature spectra scaling as k −11/5 and k −7/5 , respectively, where k is the wavenumber. In this
regime, the energy flux of the temperature field is constant, while the flux of the velocity
field varies as k −4/5 . For the intermediate wavenumbers, Bolgiano [47] and Obukhov [48]
conjectured the dominance of the inertial force over the buoyancy force. Consequently,
the temperature field evolves as a passive scalar, and both the velocity and temperature
fields have Kolmogorov’s energy spectrum (k −5/3 ) and constant energy fluxes [44, 47, 48].
The length scale that separates these two different regimes of the energy cascades is called
the Bolgiano length (lB ).
Later, Procaccia and Zeitak [49], L’vov [50], and Falkovich and L’vov [51] proposed
the same scaling for Rayleigh-Bénard convection. In convective turbulence, for scales
above the Bolgiano length (l > lB ), the kinetic energy spectrum (E u (k)) and the entropy
spectrum (E θ (k)) follow the Bolgiano-Obukhov (BO) scaling
4

2

11

E u (k) = Ck (ǫθ ) 5 (αg) 5 k − 5 ,
2

4

7

E θ (k) = Cθ (ǫθ ) 5 (αg)− 5 k − 5 ,
3

6

4

Πu (k) = Cf (ǫθ ) 5 (αg) 5 k − 5 ,

(1.31)
(1.32)
(1.33)

while for l < lB , the spectra follow the Kolmogorov-Obukhov (KO) scaling
2

5

E u (k) = KKo (ǫu ) 3 k − 3 ,
1

5

E θ (k) = Kθ ǫθ (ǫu )− 3 k − 3 ,

(1.34)
(1.35)
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where Πu is the kinetic energy flux, ǫu and ǫθ are the kinetic and entropy dissipation rates,
respectively, α is the thermal expansion coefficient of the fluid, and g is the acceleration
due to gravity. KKo is Kolmogorov’s constant. Ck , Cθ , Cf , and Kθ are other universal
constants. Note that in literature, the spectrum and the flux of the temperature field
are also referred to as the “entropy spectrum” and the “entropy flux”, respectively. The
entropy flux is defined in the similar spirit as the energy flux, and it is θ2 /2 (entropy)
leaving per unit time from a wavenumber sphere of radius k0 . Note that the entropy flux
is not same as heat flux, which is defined as < u3 θ − κ∂z θ >A , where <>A denotes the
average over the horizontal plane.
The Bolgiano length lB has the following dependence on the convective parameters:
1

lB =

Nu2 d
1

(RP ) 4

,

(1.36)

where N u is the Nusselt number (dimensionless heat flux), R is the Rayleigh number,
P is the Prandtl number, and d is the vertical height of the container. Grossmann and
L’vov [52] and Chillá et al. [53] argued that for P < 1, the Bolgiano length is of the
order of container’s size. Hence, only KO scaling is expected in the inertial regime for low
Prandtl number convection. For large-Prandtl number convection, lB lies in the inertial
regime and hence mixed scaling is expected. Several exact relationships connecting ǫu , ǫθ ,
N u, R, and P have been derived for homogeneous convective turbulence. Shraiman and
Siggia [54] have derived that
ν3
(N u − 1)RP −2 ,
d4
(∆T )2
= κ 2 N u.
d

ǫu =

(1.37)

ǫθ

(1.38)

Researchers have attempted to test the above scaling predictions [Eqs. (1.31)-(1.35)]
by using experiments and numerical simulations (to be described later in this section). In
a recent review, Lohse and Xia [46] have described these results critically and exhaustively.
The inconsistencies of the scaling predictions with the numerical and experimental results
are attributed to the drastic assumptions, such as isotropic and homogeneous nature of
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the flow, made in the scaling arguments. In the theory described above, both thermal and
viscous boundary layers are not considered appropriately. Shraiman and Siggia [54] and
Grossmann and Lohse [55] showed that the properties of the fluctuations in the boundary
layer and in the bulk are rather different. Experiments and numerical simulations reveal
that the fields in the boundary layer are highly inhomogeneous and anisotropic, while the
bulk flow is somewhat homogeneous and isotropic. Hence, the above scaling arguments
are expected to hold only in the bulk, if at all. The computation of the Bolgiano length
lB [Eq. (1.36)] assumes uniform dissipation, which is not valid in the boundary layer.
Calzavarini et al. [56] have computed lB for different layers in the convective fluid; they
report that lB /d is small near the walls (in the boundary layer), but lB /d ≈ 1 in the
bulk. In brief, the presence of boundary layers, taking a single lB for the whole fluid, the
inhomogeneity and anisotropy of the flow are some of the features that possibly make the
above scaling arguments inconsistent with realistic experiments and simulations [46].
To disentangle various complexities mentioned above, researchers have idealized the
geometry of RBC even further. For example Borue and Orszag [57], Škandera et al. [58]
considered convection in a periodic box (with thermal gradients along the vertical) and
obtained KO scaling. This feature removes the effects of the viscous and thermal boundary
layers on the bulk, and hints that BO scaling is possibly due to the thermal forcing
in the boundary layer [46]. For the free-slip and conducting boundary conditions, the
viscous boundary layer is insignificant, while the thermal boundary layer is present. These
conditions suppress the effect of the boundary layers and provide the energy spectrum for
the bulk. These boundary conditions are widely used in the investigation of instabilities
and behaviour of spectra in the turbulent regime for the RBC problem.
In the following discussion, we briefly review the experimental studies that attempt
to test the above phenomenology of RBC. Many convection experiments measured the
velocity and temperature fields only at fixed locations of the apparatus. For such experiments, the “local Taylor hypothesis” is invoked to relate the frequency spectrum to the
wavenumber spectrum [46, 59]. However, in some experiments, high resolution spatial
velocity and temperature fields have been measured for computing the above-mentioned
spectra; experiments by Mashiko et al. [60] and Sun et al. [61] belong to this category of
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experiments. Chillá et al. [53], Zhou and Xia [62], and Shang and Xia [63] carried out
convection experiments on water (P ≈ 7) at large Rayleigh number and found the energy
spectrum to be consistent with BO scaling. Heslot et al. [64] and Castaing [65] measured
frequency power spectrum of the temperature field in gaseous Helium (0.65 < P < 1.5)
and found the spectrum to be consistent with KO scaling. Wu et al. [66] however reported
BO scaling for Helium gas through frequency spectrum measurements of temperature.
Ashkenazi and Steinberg [67] performed an experiment with sulfur hexafluoride (SF6 ) gas
contained in a rectangular box of aspect ratio 0.7. They carried out their experiment near
the critical point of SF6 , where they were able to vary the Rayleigh and Prandtl number
over a wide range, R from 109 to 1014 and P from 1 to 300. Using the light scattering
produced by the critical density fluctuation, Ashkenazi and Steinberg [67] measured the
local velocity by using laser Doppler velocimetry technique and measured the frequency
power spectra for over a wide range of R and P . Their measured frequency power spectra
of the vertical velocity showed an exponent of −2.4, which is close to the BO exponent
of −11/5 predicted for the wave number spectra. They also measured the temperature
spectra using the thermistors by placing the probes near the boundary layers and observed the scaling exponent of −1.45 which is close to BO scaling. Mashiko et al. [60]
performed convection experiments for mercury and reported BO scaling for the velocity
spectra. Niemela et al. [68] measured temperature time series for He gas (P ≈ 0.7) and
reported the presence of both the KO and BO scaling. Cioni et al. [69] carried out experiments on mercury (P ≃ 0.02, a low-P fluid), and reported KO frequency spectrum for
it. Thus the outcome of these experiments are somewhat inconclusive on the validity of
the phenomenologies for RBC, yet the majority appear to support BO scaling for large-P
(P ≥ 0.7) convection, and the KO scaling for low-P (P < 0.7) convection.
Numerical experiments provide important clues in the study of turbulence. The
tremendous advantage that numerical simulations have over turbulent experiments is
that in numerical simulations data can be measured at multiple points. However, due
to the high computational cost, only a limited range of R can be covered in simulations. A series of numerical simulations of RBC have been performed to test the KO
and BO scaling. Grossmann and Lohse [70, 71] simulated an RB fluid with P = 1 under
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Fourier-Weierstrass approximation and reported KO scaling. Borue and Orszag [57] and
Škandera et al. [58] performed pseudo-spectral simulations on P = 1 fluid with periodic
boundary conditions in all directions and found consistency with KO scaling. Vincent and
Yuen [72] performed spectral simulations for P = 1 and R = 108 using free-slip boundary conditions and reported spectral indices of −5/3 and −3 for the temperature and
velocity fields, respectively. They, however, found dual branches in the entropy spectrum.
Paul et al. [73] also observed dual entropy spectrum in their 2D spectral simulations with
free-slip boundary conditions, albeit at lower Rayleigh numbers. Rincon [74] performed
a numerical simulation using a higher order finite-difference scheme to study the effects
of inhomogeneity and anisotropy on the scaling of the energy spectra; for R = 106 and
P = 1 on 256 × 256 × 128 grids with free-slip boundary conditions, he reported that the
numerical results are inconclusive in identifying a definite spectral slope. Kerr [75] used
pseudo-spectral method for his simulations of P = 0.7 fluid (air) under no-slip boundary
conditions on top and bottom plates and periodic condition on the side walls; he observed
E u (k) ≈ k −5/3 for the velocity spectrum and a less steep scaling for the temperature

spectrum, consistent with E θ (k) ≈ k −1 . Camussi and Verzicco [76] performed numerical simulations for a fluid with P = 0.7 contained in a cylindrical geometry using the
finite-difference method; they found both velocity and temperature spectral exponents to
be −7/5, which is inconsistent with both the KO and BO scaling. They attribute this
anomaly to inhomogeneities and the anisotropy of the flow near the boundaries. On the
whole, numerical results indicate uncertainty in the tests of the convective phenomenology.
Another way to investigate turbulent scaling is through the structure function calculations. Following Kolmogorov, Yakhot [77] derived an exact analytical form for the
third-order structure function for BO scaling. Skrbek et al. [78] calculated the temperature structure functions using the experimental data of helium (P ≈ 0.7) for R = 1.5×1011
and reported BO scaling. Note that they used extended self similarity in their analysis.
Sun et al. [61] computed the structure functions of the velocity and temperature fields
using the data of their convection experiments on water and reported KO scaling. Kunnen
et al. [79] performed similar calculations for Helium gas (both experiments and numerical
simulation) and observed BO scaling. Calzavarini et al. [56] computed third-order struc-
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ture function using the Lattice Boltzmann method for P = 1 and reported BO scaling.
Hence, structure function studies, too, are inconclusive in testing of the validity of BO
and KO scaling.
The above results indicate ambiguity in the phenomenologies of convective turbulence.
To complement the earlier phenomenological and experimental observations on the scalings of spectra in the inertial range, we computed the energy spectra and cascade rates
for the velocity and temperature fields using the pseudo-spectral method on 5123 grids
over a wide range of Prandtl numbers. We considered the free-slip boundary condition on
the top and bottom plates to reduce the effects of viscous boundary layers on the cascade
of energy. Our computations include zero-Prandtl number, low-P, and large-P convection regimes (P = 0, 0.02, 0.2, 1, 6.8). We hence have a reasonable number of numerical
runs to confirm the existing phenomenology in turbulent convection. The detailed results
pertaining to these investigations are presented in Chapter 4 of this thesis.

1.3.2

Large scale circulation and its associated dynamics in turbulent RBC

In the previous subsection, we discussed the energy spectra and fluxes of convective turbulence. Another interesting feature of convective turbulence observed in RBC experiments
is the presence of coherent roll structures at large length scales in spite of strong random
fluctuations at small scales. This is called the “large scale circulation” (LSC) of “mean
wind” [6, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87]. The regime for LSC is shown as ∼ in Fig. 1.1 [6].
It is a coherent structure of the flow in which the fluid particle ascends from one side of the
wall and descends from the opposite side. It has been observed in laboratory experiments
that the vertical plane containing LSC undergoes a diffusive motion in the azimuthal
direction of the cylindrical container. Sometimes, in the course of its motion, the plane
of the LSC changes by a significant angle. This phenomenon, called the “reorientation of
the LSC”, has been found to occur in two ways: (i) rotation-led in which reorientation
takes place without changing the amplitude of the LSC, and (ii) cessation-led in which
the amplitude of the LSC vanishes during the reorientation [84, 85]. The reorientation
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of the LSC typically leads to flow reversals. These issues are of major interest to the
community at present. For a recent review, see [87]. In the following, we will review the
experimental, theoretical, and numerical works related to the LSC in the Rayleigh-Bénard
convection.
Krishnamurti and Howard [6] performed experiments on water (P ≃ 7.0) and silicon
oil (P ∼ 860) and observed coherent roll structures or LSC in the turbulent regime. Subsequently, Castaing et al. [80] ascertained the existence of LSC in helium (P ≃ 0.65 - 1.5)
contained in a cylindrical container. They proposed that coherent large-scale structures
exist statistically only above a certain Rayleigh number (R ≃ 108 ). They also observed a
low frequency peak in the power spectrum of the temperature field. Xi et al. [88] studied
the onset of large-scale coherent mean flow in RBC using shadowgraph and particle image velocimetry techniques and showed that LSC is a result of the organization of plume
motion.
Cioni et al. [81] performed RBC experiments on mercury (0.021 < P < 0.026) and
placed several thermistors along the azimuthal direction of the cylinder. They deduced
the presence of global circulation from the dipolar temperature distribution measured by
the probes. The temperature fluctuations (after subtracting the mean) switched signs
randomly in their experiment. Since the warmer fluid ascends from one side, and the
cooler fluid descends from the other side of the apparatus, Cioni et al. [81] deduced that
the vertical velocity would also exhibit random “reversals” in phase with the temperature
fluctuations. This feature of convection has been studied extensively using theoretical,
experimental, and computational tools [87, 89].
To capture the dynamics of LSC in the azimuthal direction, Cioni et al. [81] put eight
probes in the azimuthal direction of the cylindrical container and computed the first
Fourier mode of the measured temperature field using the following relations:
Tˆ1 (t) =

8
X

Tj (t)exp(−iδ1 ),

(1.39)

ℜ(Tˆ1 )2 + ℑ(Tˆ1 )2 ,
ℑ(Tˆ1 )
,
= arctan
ℜ(Tˆ1 )

(1.40)

j=1

|Tˆ1 (t)| =
δ1

q

(1.41)
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where Tj (t) is the temperature field measured at the j th probe at a particular instant of
time, Tˆ1 is the first azimuthal Fourier mode, |T1ˆ(t)| and δ1 are the amplitude and phase of
the first azimuthal Fourier mode, respectively, and ℜ(Tˆ1 ) and ℑ(Tˆ1 ) represent the real and

imaginary parts of the first Fourier mode, respectively. They observed that the amplitude
of the first Fourier mode never vanishes, while the phase of first Fourier mode changes by
an angle of π during the reversal of the flow. They related this reversal of LSC due to the
travelling wave instability in the azimuthal direction of the cylindrical container. Note
that they did not report the dynamics of the higher Fourier modes during the reversals
of LSC. Cioni et al. [81] also observed a low-frequency peak in the energy spectrum that
corresponds to the circulation frequency of the large-scale flow inside the cylinder.
Tsuji et al. [90] performed an experiment with mercury contained in a cylindrical
container with aspect ratios 1/2, 1, and 2 and found that the low-frequency peak is absent
for the aspect ratio 1/2 case. Niemela et al. [82], and Sreenivasan et al. [83] performed
convection experiments on helium contained in cylindrical container and reported reversals
of LSC using two probes near the lateral walls in the bulk of the container.
Brown et al. [84] and Brown and Ahlers [85] performed similar experiments on water
(P = 4.38) and measured the temperature field in the bulk using probes placed at 1/4th,
1/2 and 3/4th of height of the cylinder. They observed that the plane containing the LSC
exhibits diffusive and sometimes a quick but significant drift in the azimuthal direction
with the angular change (|∆θ|) ranging from small values to π, i.e., π/4 < |∆θ| < π. They
called this phenomenon as the “reorientation of LSC”, and showed that the reorientation
of the flow can occur in two ways: (a) through rotation of the circulation plane without
any major reduction of the circulation strength, and (b) through “cessation” of the circulation, followed by a restart in a randomly chosen new direction. Brown and Ahlers [85]
observed the probability distribution P (∆θ) to be a power law (P (∆θ) ∝ (∆θ)γ with
γ = 3.77 ± 0.04) for the former, and a uniform distribution for the latter. Brown and
Ahlers [85] also computed the amplitude of the first Fourier mode, and found it to be
non-zero for the rotation-led reorientations and close to zero during the cessation-led reorientations. Xi et al. [86] measured the azimuthal motion of the LSC using particle
image velocimetry and studied the reversals of LSC. They also observed cessation-led
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and rotation-led reorientation of the LSC for water contained in a cylindrical container
of aspect ratio one. They observed that sometimes LSC undergoes two quick cessations
within an interval of eddy turn over time, which they termed as a “double cessation”. In
a similar set of experiments, Xi and Xia [91, 92, 93] observed strong dependence of the
azimuthal reorientations on the aspect ratio of the cylinder.
Qiu and Tong [94] performed RBC experiments on water and computed the temperature correlation functions. They reported a transition from random chaotic states to
a correlated turbulent state at around Rc ≃ 5 × 107 . Sano et al. [95] report a strongly
correlated large-scale flow beyond Rc ≃ 4 × 107 for He gas (P = 0.7).

Various theoretical models have been proposed to understand the dynamical behaviour
of the LSC. Sreenivasan et al. [83] and Benzi [96] proposed a stochastic model in which
the reversal of LSC was explained as noise-induced switching between two meta-stable
states. They treated diffusion of the LSC strength in a potential well. However, they
could not address the azimuthal dynamics of the LSC. Araujo et al. [97] attempted to
explain the irregular cessation and subsequent reversal of the LSC using the force and
thermal balance on a single plume modelled by coupled non-linear equations related to
the Lorenz equations. The model was based on assumptions about the lifetimes of the
plumes. Brown and Ahlers [98] and Brown and Ahlers [99] proposed a stochastic model
with the strength and the azimuthal orientation of the LSC being determined by two
stochastic ordinary differential equations; this model appears to explain the experimental
observations of cessation and reorientation. They extended the model by considering
various perturbations. Villermaux [100] proposed a model to explain the low-frequency
oscillations in the temperature signal measured in the bulk. His model assumes that the
modes of the boundary layers interact through the slow-moving large-scale circulation.
There are only a small number of computational studies on the reorientation or reversal
of LSC. Stringano and Verzicco [101] simulated convection in air (P = 0.7) in a cylinder
with an aspect ratio of 1/2 and observed a single roll breaking into two counter-rotating
roll stacks vertically. Benzi and Verzicco [102] performed a simulation of a fluid at R =
6 × 105 with white noise added to the heat equation and studied the statistical behaviour
of the observed reversals. Breuer and Hansen [103] studied RBC for infinite Prandtl
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number in a 2D box and observed reversals of the LSC for very high R (R = 109 ). There
are other 2D numerical experiments in a box that report that the reversals of the LSC
are due to cessations [104, 105] or due to the chaotic movement of rolls perpendicular to
the roll axis [106].
In Chapter 5, we present a numerical study of the reversals and reorientations of the
large scale circulation (LSC) of a convective fluid in a cylindrical container of aspect ratio
one. We take the Prandtl number to be 0.7 and Rayleigh numbers in the range of 6 × 105

to 3 × 107 . It is observed that the reversals of the LSC are induced by its reorientation

along the azimuthal direction, which are quantified using the phase of the first Fourier
mode of the vertical velocity measured near the lateral surface in the mid-plane. During
a “complete reversal”, the above phase changes by around 1800 leading to reversals of
the vertical velocity at all the probes. We also observe “partial reversals” in which the
phase of the first Fourier mode changes by an angle of less than 1800 . Numerically, we
observe rotation-led and cessation-led reorientations, in agreement with earlier experimental results. During the cessation-led orientations, the amplitude of the first Fourier mode
becomes relatively weak as compared to the amplitude of the second Fourier mode. This
observation is consistent with the quadrupolar dominant temperature profile observed
during cessation. We also observe reorientations involving double cessation.

1.4

Outline of the subsequent chapters

The layout of the subsequent chapters is as follows.
In Chapter 2, we present the details of the two codes used in our thesis work: (a) a
parallel pseudo-spectral code TARANG [107] for a 3D box, and (b) a parallel finitedifference code for a cylindrical container. We use the pseudo-spectral code for two
problems: (i) to investigate the dynamics near the instabilities for low-P and zero-P
convection, and (ii) to investigate the scalings of the energy cascade in the inertial range
for turbulent RBC. The finite-difference code has been used to analyze the reorientations
and reversals of large scale circulation in the turbulent regime of convection. In the first
part of the chapter, we discuss the details of the techniques and algorithms used in pseudo-
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spectral code. This discussion is followed by an introduction of different schemes that have
been used for the calculation of various statistical quantities such as fluxes, velocity and
temperature spectra, etc., from the numerically calculated fields. In the second part,
we provide details of the algorithm used to solve the RBC dynamical equations in a
cylindrical geometry with realistic boundary conditions: no-slip at all the walls, adiabatic
on the lateral wall, and isothermal on the horizontal plates. At the end of the chapter, we
provide some details on (i) the function used for the distribution of the grids, (ii) numerical
schemes used to solve the dynamical convective equations in a cylindrical geometry, and
(iii) higher-order schemes used to discretize the fields in space.
In Chapter 3, we present direct numerical simulations and a related low-dimensional
models to investigate the dynamics of patterns near the onset for low-Prandtl number
(P = 0.02, P = 0.005, P = 0.0002) for r (reduced Rayleigh number) ranging from 1
- 1.25 in a 3D box on a 643 grid with free-slip and conducting conditions on top and
bottom plates, and periodic condition on the lateral walls. We observe various convective
patterns: rolls, asymmetric squares, squares, oscillatory asymmetric squares, and chaotic
patterns for low-P convection. To investigate the origin of these patterns and chaos,
we identify the active large scale Fourier modes present near the onset from the DNS
data and construct a thirty-dimension model using Galerkin projection methods. We
numerically solve the 30 coupled nonlinear equations and construct bifurcation diagrams
for various Prandtl numbers. We find that the static patterns such as rolls, squares, and
asymmetric squares are generated as a result of supercritical pitchfork bifurcations, and
periodic patterns are generated via Hopf bifurcations. Furthermore, we observe presence
of chaotic attractors just above the onset for P . 0.005. We present a comprehensive
analysis of the route to chaos for these values of P (P = 0.005 and P = 0.0002) and
find that the chaos is related to the “gluing bifurcations”, “attractors merging crisis” and
“homoclinic chaos”. We also find that the range of Rayleigh numbers for which stationary
2D rolls exist decreases rapidly with decreasing Prandtl number. Our low-P results are
consistent with zero-P convection results [43].
In Chapter 4, we compute the spectra and fluxes of the velocity and temperature
fields in the inertial range of turbulent RBC using simulations in a 3D rectangular box on
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5123 grids. To reduce the effects of viscous boundary layers on the scalings, we consider
free-slip boundary conditions for the velocity and isothermal conditions for the temperature on the horizontal plates. We employ periodic boundary condition for the fields in
the horizontal directions. We perform our simulations for the Prandtl numbers 0, 0.02,
0.2, 1, and 6.8. We present a phenomenology for the nature of the energy spectra for
zero-P and low-P convection which supports Kolmogorov-Obukhov scaling. Our numerical simulations for P = 0 and 0.02 are in good agreement with this phenomenology.
For large-Prandtl number convection, the system appears to follow Bolgiano-Obukhov
scaling (spectral exponent of −11/5 for the velocity field). We also calculate the heat
and viscous dissipation rates using our numerical data and find them to be in reasonably
good agreement with their corresponding analytical values. We observe that the temperature spectra exhibit dual branches for all finite-Prandtl number simulations. Using
the numerical data, we present a phenomenological model to explain this behaviour. Our
study suggests that the lower branch of the spectra participate in the non-linear transfer
of energy in the inertial range.
In Chapter 5, we analyze the dynamics of reorientations and reversals of the large
scale circulation in Rayleigh-Bénard convection using direct numerical simulations for
air (P = 0.7) confined in a cylindrical container of aspect ratio one. We vary R from
6 × 105 to 2 × 107 and employ no-slip boundary conditions. For the temperature, we
employ conducting conditions for the top and bottom pates, and adiabatic condition on
the lateral surfaces. We calculate velocity and temperature fields at the eight azimuthal
probes placed near the side walls in the middle of the container. We first establish the
presence of LSC in our simulation. To this end, we calculate autocorrelation function for
the temperature fields at these probes and show the presence of regular oscillations in
the LSC. This result is consistent with earlier experimental results on LSC. We calculate
the phase and amplitudes of the azimuthal Fourier modes. We show that the phase and
amplitude of the first Fourier mode provide interesting information on the orientation
and strength of the LSC. Next we find that during the “complete reversals”, the phase of
the first Fourier mode changes by an angle of 1800 leading to the reversals of the vertical
velocities at all the probes. We also observe partial reorientations in which the phase of
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the first Fourier mode changes by an angle other than 1800 . We observe rotation-led and
cessation-led partial and full reorientations of the LSC in our numerical simulation. We
also report the structure of the flow during rotation-led and cessation-led orientations.
We find that the second Fourier mode dominates over the first Fourier mode during
the cessation in cessation-led reorientations, while the first Fourier mode continues to
dominate throughout in rotation-led reorientations. This observation is consistent with
the quadrupolar dominant temperature profile observed during cessation-led reorientation.
We also observe double-cessation led reorientation in our simulation, which is a rare event
during the azimuthal reorientations of LSC.
In Chapter 6, we present a summary and the conclusion of our studies on nonlinear instabilities and turbulent aspects of Rayleigh-Bénard convection. We also propose
possible numerical and theoretical extensions of our present work.

Chapter 2
Direct numerical simulation of
Rayleigh-Bénard convection:
numerical details
In this chapter, we present the details of the numerical simulations used for the investigation of the instabilities and the turbulent aspects of Rayleigh-Bénard convection. We
have performed studies for two different geometries: (i) a three-dimensional (3D) box with
free-slip boundary condition for the velocity field and isothermal boundary conditions for
the temperature field on the top and bottom plates, and periodic condition for both the
fields in the horizontal directions, and (ii) a cylindrical container with isothermal top and
bottom plates and adiabatic lateral walls, and no-slip boundary conditions for the velocity
field on all the walls. For the 3D box, we use the pseudo-spectral technique, while for the
cylindrical container, we use finite-difference scheme.
We first discuss the algorithm and techniques used to solve the RBC flow in a 3D
rectangular box. To this end, time-advancement and the discretization of different terms
are discussed. Further, we present the method to compute the fluxes and spectra of the
fields from numerically calculated data. In the second part of the chapter, we present the
numerical procedure to solve the RBC equations in a cylindrical geometry. To this end,
we provide the details of the semi-explicit scheme used for the calculation of the fields.
Further, the details of the schemes used for the spatial discretization of the fields are
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discussed. At the end, we validate the cylindrical geometry code with earlier numerical
and experimental results by calculating the N u for a range of Rayleigh number varying
from R = 6 × 105 to 3 × 107 and find the good agreement between our results and earlier
ones.

2.1

Pseudo-spectral code for a 3D box

We use a pseudo-spectral code TARANG [107] for simulating RBC in a 3D box. We solve
the RBC equations (Eqs. (1.13) - (1.15)) in a 3D rectangular geometry. We employ freeslip boundary conditions for the horizontal velocity fields, isothermal boundary condition
for temperature at the top and bottom plates, and periodic boundary conditions for
both temperature and velocity fields on the lateral walls. Consequently, the velocity and
temperature fields are expanded in terms of the basis functions as
u1,2 (x, y, z) =

X

[u1,2 (ix , iy , 0) +

ix ,iy

u3 (x, y, z) =
θ(x, y, z) =

X

X

X

u1,2 (ix , iy , iz )2 cos(kz z)] exp i(kx x + ky y),(2.1)

iz

u3 (ix , iy , iz )2 sin(kz z) exp i(kx x + ky y),

(2.2)

θ(ix , iy , iz )2 sin(kz z) exp i(kx x + ky y),

(2.3)

where u1 , u2 , u3 are the x-, y-, and z-components of the velocity field, respectively, and θ
is the deviation of the temperature field from the mean profile, and ix , iy , iz are the grid
√
√
indices with kx = ix π/ 2, ky = iy π/ 2, and kz = nπ, n being a positive integer.

2.1.1

Numerical methods

In this subsection, we will briefly sketch the spectral method used for the convective flow
in a 3D rectangular container. For details of this numerical scheme we refer to Canuto et
al. [108]. In Fourier space, Eqs. (1.13)-(1.15) will take the following form
X
∂ui (k, t)
= −iki σ(k, t) − iki
uj (q, t)ui (p, t) + Rθ(k, t)δi3 − k 2 ui (k, t), (2.4)
∂t
p+q=k
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P

X
∂θ(k, t)
= u3 (k, t) − P ikj
uj (q, t)θ(p, t) − k 2 θ(k, t),
∂t
p+q=k

k · u(k, t) = 0,

(2.5)
(2.6)

where u1 (k), u2 (k), u3 (k) are respectively the x-, y- and z-components of the velocity field
(u) in the Fourier space, and θ(k) is the deviation of the temperature field from the mean
√
√
profile in the Fourier space. The box size in the real space is 2 2 × 2 2 × 1. In the
following we describe the steps involved in the calculation of the fields.
1. Computation of the non-linear terms (u · ∇u and u.∇θ ) is performed using the
Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT). We use the FFTW library in our simulations. The
details of this method are as follows:
(a) Compute u(x), θ(x) from u(k), θ(k) using the Inverse FFTW.
(b) Compute ui (x)uj (x) and ui (x)θ(x) in the real space by multiplying the fields
at each space point.
(c) Compute FFT[ui (x)uj (x)] and FFT[ui (x)θ(x)] using FFTW.
(d) Compute ikj FFT[ui (x)uj (x)] and ikj FFT[uj (x)θ(x)] for j = 1, 2, and kj
FFT[ui (x)uj (x)] and kj FFT[uj (x)θ(x)] for j = 3. Note that in z-direction
cosine − sine transformation has been used. The resulting vectors are FFT[u ·
∇u ] and FFT[u · ∇θ].
2. Products ui (x)uj (x) produce modes with wavenumbers larger than kmax . On FFT,
these modes get aliased with k < kmax and will provide incorrect value for the
convolution. To overcome this difficulty, the last 1/3 modes of the fields ui (k) are
set to zero, and then the FFTs are performed. This scheme is called the 2/3 rule.
For details, refer to Canuto et al. [108].
3. Pressure is computed by taking the dot products of Eq. (2.4) with k. Using incompressibility condition (Eq. (2.6)), one obtains
σ(k, t) =

ik · ẑ
ik
· F T [u(x, t)·∇u(x, t)] − 2 Rθ(k, t).
2
k
k
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The non-linear terms calculated in the previous step are used for the calculation of
σ(k).
4. Once the right-hand sides of the RBC equations (Eqs. (2.4) - (2.6)) are computed,
the fourth-order Runge Kutta (RK4) scheme is used for the time advancement of
the non-linear terms. An exponential trick is used for computing the diffusive term.
5. The time-step dt is computed using the CFL condition.
6. The steps are repeated until the final state is reached.
We validate our numerical code with the earlier results of Thual [12] by calculating
the Nusselt numbers for 2D and 3D simulations in the box. The plot of temperature
averaged over a horizontal planes show a sharp change near the horizontal walls and
remains constant in the bulk of the container. This feature of the temperature inside the
container confirms that our simulation is well-resolved. We use this code for two purposes:
(i) to investigate the patterns and chaos for low-Prandtl number and zero-Prandtl number
convection, and (ii) to investigate the dynamics of the energy cascade in the inertial range
of the turbulence. In the following we discuss the different types of initial conditions that
have been included in the code to investigate the dynamics of RBC flow.

2.1.2

Initial conditions

In numerical simulations, a good initial guess of the field helps in optimizing the simulation time for both the instability and the turbulence calculations. The patterns and
instabilities near the onset depend critically on the initial conditions. In the turbulent
regime, random initial conditions are preferred over the biased initial conditions. Furthermore, to save computational time, the turbulent state is reached by performing the
numerical experiment in several steps. For example, simulation is performed for low
Rayleigh numbers on a small grid and further the output of this run is fed to the run
for a higher Rayleigh number convection on higher grid size. As we have performed our
simulation to investigate the dynamics near the onset and in the fully turbulent regime,
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different kinds of initial conditions are required to perform the simulation. The details of
the initial conditions available in the code are as follows:
1. In the first type of condition, data are fed to run the simulation on the same grid
size.
2. Data on smaller grid size are fed to run the simulation on higher grid size. This
is useful to reach the simulation at the turbulent state starting from low Rayleigh
number regime.
3. Large scale velocity mode: Some of the large scale modes are given as initial
conditions. Due to a critical slowing down, simulations take a long time to reach
the steady state for any arbitrary initial condition. Thus, this initial condition is
useful to the investigations of the dynamics of static and time-dependent patterns
near the onset.
4. Large scale Vorticity modes: Large scale vertical velocity, vertical vorticity and
temperature modes are given as initial conditions to perform the numerical experiment in the regime where vertical vorticity modes play an important role in exciting
instabilities. These initial conditions are useful for the numerical experiments near
the onset for low-Prandtl number and zero-Prandtl number convection where vorticity plays an important role.
5. Random initial conditions: Initial random fields are generated by choosing the
following form of the unidirectional energy and temperature spectra:
E(k) =

ak 4
exp(−bk 1.1 ),
(k 4 + q 4 )1+α

(2.7)

where b = 0.02, q = 1.5, α = 2.8/12, and a is a free parameter [127]. The initial
phases of the modes are randomly generated.
After discussing the numerical methods and different features of the 3D box code, we
discuss a procedure to numerically calculate the energy spectra and fluxes of the velocity
and temperature fields. In the following, we discuss these schemes in detail.
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2.1.3

Calculation of the spectrum and flux

The numerical computation of the energy spectra and fluxes is quite tricky for turbulent
fields. The energy spectra of the velocity field E u (k) and the temperature field E θ (k) are
calculated using the following formulae:
1
|u(k′ )|2 ,
2
k≤k′ <k+1
X 1
E θ (k) =
|θ(k′ )|2 ,
2
k≤k′ <k+1

E u (k) =

X

(2.8)
(2.9)

where the sum is being performed over the Fourier modes in the shell (k, k + 1).
We compute the fluxes using the mode to mode energy transfer procedure.The energy
flux from a sphere of radius k0 is defined as the energy leaving per unit time from a
wavenumber sphere to the outside of the sphere. This energy transfer takes place from
the modes inside (giver) the wavenumber sphere to the modes outside (receiver) the
sphere. This is computed as
Πu (k0 ) = ℑ

"

X

kj u>
i (k)

X
p

k

#

uj (k − p)u<
i (p) ,

(2.10)

where the truncated variables u> and u< are defined as follows:
u> (k) =




0 if |k| < k0

 u(k) if |k| > k ,
0

 u(p) if |p| < k
0
u< (p) =
 0 if |p| > k .

(2.11)

0

The p summation in Eq. (2.10) is the convolution sum. The pseudo-spectral method can
be used to compute the flux efficiently using the truncated variables u> and u< . We repeat
this process for the various values of k0 for which we need the flux. In a similar fashion,
we can compute the flux Πθ of a scalar field θ. Convective turbulence is anisotropic, yet
we compute the energy flux which is an average quantity over all angles.
For the energy flux calculation, we divide the wavenumber space into 20 shells. The
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first three shells are k = (0, 2), [2, 4), and [4, 8), and the last shell contains all modes
beyond k = 568. Between k = 8 and k = 568, the wavenumber space is split into shells
bounded by [kn , kn+1 ) with kn = 8 × 2s(n−4) where s = (1/15) ln2 (568/8). The numerical
results regarding the energy spectra and fluxes will be presented in Chapter 4.
In the following section, we provide the details of the numerical schemes and procedures
used to simulate RBC flow in a cylindrical container.

2.2

Finite-difference code for simulating convection
in a cylindrical geometry

In this section, we provide details of the finite-difference code that has been used to
investigate the dynamics of large scale circulation in a cylindrical container. The results
pertaining to LSC are discussed in Chapter 5. The schematic diagram of the cylindrical
container used for the study is shown in Fig. 2.1. The bottom plate is heated at T = Th
and the top plate is cooled at T = Tc . For the temperature, the adiabatic condition
= 0) has been implemented on the lateral walls. No-slip condition for the velocity
( ∂T
∂n
field has been implemented on all the walls. In the following, we discuss the dynamical
equations of the convective flow in cylindrical geometry.

2.2.1

Governing equations

The forms of the dynamical equations with different scalings have been discussed in detail
in Chapter 1. In this sub-section, we discuss the details of the governing equations of
Rayleigh-Bénard convection in the physical and computation domain. We choose the
vertical height h of the container as the length scale, (Th − Tc ) as the temperature scale,
³p
´
and the free-fall velocity
αg(Th − Tc )h as the velocity scale, where α and g are the
thermal expansion coefficient and acceleration due to gravity, respectively. The governing
Boussinesq RBC equation in the cylindrical geometry (r,φ,z) will have the form [109]
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of the cylindrical cell used for our study. Isothermal conditions on
the horizontal walls and adiabatic condition on lateral walls are applied for the temperature. No-slip
conditions for velocity fields are applied on all the walls. Circular lines show the locations of the ideal
probes inserted at different locations of the container to characterize the temporal behaviour of RBC
flow.
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(2.12)
(2.13)
(2.14)
(2.15)
(2.16)

where u, v, and w are, respectively, the radial, azimuthal, and vertical components of the
velocity field (u) in the cylindrical coordinates (r, φ, z), and T is the temperature field.
The operators are ∇ ≡

∂
∂r

+

1 ∂
r ∂φ

+

∂
,
∂z

and △ ≡

∂2
∂r 2

+

1 ∂2
r 2 ∂φ2

+

∂2
∂z 2

+

1 ∂
.
r ∂r

Due to the

presence of boundary layers near the container walls, non-uniform grids are chosen in the
vertical and radial directions, and uniform grids are chosen in the azimuthal direction.
But higher-order numerical schemes are compatible with the uniform grids. Therefore,
the physical domain x(r,φ,z) with non-uniform grids is transformed to another domain
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Physical domain

Computational domain

Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of the physical (r, φ, z) and computational (ξ, η, ζ) domain of the
simulation in a cylindrical geometry. The grids are non-uniform in the physical domain and uniform in
the computational domain.

ξ(ξ,η,ζ) with uniform grids. Fig. 2.2 shows a schematic view of the physical domain
with non-uniform girds, and the transformed (computation) domain with uniform grids.
In order to solve the equations in uniformly spaced grids, the governing equations are
transformed according to the definition x = x(ξ), i.e., for r = r(ξ), φ = φ(η), z = z(ζ).
The corresponding metric tensor will be [110]


ξixj

where ξixj ≡

∂ξ i
∂xj

ξr



 0
=

 0


and xjξi ≡

∂xj
.
∂ξi

0
ηφ
0

0





rξ





 0
0 
 = 


 0
ζz 



0
φη
0

0

−1



0 


zζ 


The above relation leads to a simplified relation between

the direct and the inverse matrices:
ξr =

,

1
1
1
φη zζ
rξ zζ
rξ φη
, ηφ =
, ζz =
,
=
=
=
rξ
J
φη
J
zζ
J

where the Jacobian of the metric tensor is given by J = rξ φη zζ .
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The governing equations, Eqs. (2.12) - (2.16), in the transformed domain are
¢
∂u 1 ¡
v2
+
U · ∇ξ u +
∂t
J
r
¢
1¡
∂v
uv
+
U · ∇ξ v +
∂t J
r
¢
∂w
1¡
+
U · ∇ξ w
∂t
J
¢
∂T
1¡
U · ∇ξ T
+
∂t
J
¢ u
1¡
∇ξ · U +
J
r

r

¶
µ
2 ∂v
u
P
2
,
−
∇ξ u − 2
R
r φη ∂η r2
r µ
¶
1 ∂p
v
P
2 ∂u
2
,
= −
+
−
∇ξ v + 2
rφη ∂η
R
r φη ∂η r2
r
P 2
1 ∂p
= −
+
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where the contravariant velocity (U) is given by
U = φη zζ u, V = rξ zζ v, W = rξ φη w,
and the nabla operators in the transformed domain are given by
∇ξ =

∇2ξ =
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Note that in deriving the dynamical equations, Eqs. (2.17) - (2.21), in the transformed domain, only the gradient operators are changed to the corresponding transformed domain,
whereas the other variables are left in the physical domain.

2.2.2

Numerical techniques

The governing equations (Eqs. (2.17) - (2.21)) are solved using a semi-explicit scheme. To
avoid velocity-pressure decoupling, a staggered grid arrangement for the variables is used
with the temperature defined at the centre of the cell. The Predictor-corrector algorithm
has been used to solve the equations [110]. Under this scheme, a provisional velocity
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field that does not satisfy the continuity equation is initially guessed using a pressure at
previous time, and then it is corrected by solving a Poisson equation for pressure correction
in the previous step. This corrected velocity field satisfies the continuity equation, and
the new pressure values are obtained simultaneously. Once the velocity field is calculated,
the temperature field is calculated using the divergence-free velocity field. However, in
the z-momentum equation, the temperature is taken explicitly to avoid further coupling
between the equations. In the following, we describe the details of the algorithm for the
Predictor-corrector method used to solve the equations.

2.2.3

Predictor-corrector method

For time-advancement, a second-order Adams-Bashforth scheme is used for the non-linear
terms, and the Cranck-Nicholson scheme is used for the diffusive terms [110]. Further,
pressure is considered as an implicit variable. Under this procedure, the governing equations will have the form
1
1 ∂pn+1 αv
un+1
− unP
P
+ (3CunP − Cun−1
+ (Dun+1
+ DunP ),
(2.24)
)
=
−
P
P
∆t
2
rξ ∂ξ
2
1
1 ∂pn+1 αv
vPn+1 − vPn
n
n−1
+ (3CvP − CvP ) = −
+ (DvPn+1 + DvPn ),
(2.25)
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2
rφη ∂η
2
1
1 ∂pn+1 αv
wPn+1 − wPn
+ (3CwnP − Cwn−1
+ (DwPn+1 + DwPn ) + T n , (2.26)
)
=
−
P
∆t
2
zζ ∂ζ
2
where the subscript P represents the particular grid point on which the velocities (u,
q
v, w) are defined in the computational domain, αv = PR and C, D correspond to the

discretized effective convective and diffusive operators, respectively. Note that here the

convective (C) and diffusive (D) operators contain some extra terms apart from the usual
operators (see Eqs. (2.17)- (2.20)). From the above equations we see that the calculation
of the velocity fields at the nth time level depends on the pressure at (n + 1)th level.
Thus, the Predictor-corrector scheme is used to solve the equations. In this method, the
provisional velocity field (ũ), which need not satisfy the continuity equations, is calculated
using the the known pressure at the nth time level. The corresponding equations with the
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provisional velocity will be
1
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(2.27)
(2.28)
(2.29)

Eqs. (2.27)-(2.29) constitute the predictor steps that give the provisional velocity ũ. The
corresponding contravariant velocities can be calculated using their respective definitions
Ũ = φη zζ ũ, Ṽ = rξ zζ ṽ, W̃ = rξ φη w̃.

(2.30)

When Eqs. (2.27)-(2.29) are correspondingly subtracted from Eqs. (2.24)-(2.26), the relations between the velocity and pressure correction can be obtained. Thus, the velocity
corrections will have the form
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(2.31)
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(2.33)

where the pressure correction (p′ ) is defined as p′ = pn+1 − pn .
In order to obtain a compact formula for the velocity correction, the contribution of
the diffusions operator in Eqs. (2.31) - (2.33) are discarded, which leads to
u′ = −

1 ∆t ∂p′ ′
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,v = −
,w = −
,
aP u rξ ∂ξ
aP v rφη ∂η
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(2.34)

where the coefficients apu , apv , and apv contain the contribution to the velocity correction
at the point P given by

aP u = aP v = aP w = 1 + α∆t
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1 1
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Note that aP u ,aP v , and aP w have the same formula but they are computed at the different u, v, and w node points, respectively. By using the definition of the contravariant
velocities,
UPn+1 = ŨP + φη zζ u′P ,

(2.36)

VPn+1 = ṼP + rξ zζ vP′ ,

(2.37)

WPn+1 = W̃P + rξ φη wP′ ,

(2.38)

and substituting Eqs. (2.34) and (2.36)- (2.38) in the transformed continuity Eq. (2.21),
a Poisson equation for the pressure correction is obtained :
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(2.39)
(2.40)

(2.41)
(2.42)

Coefficients aP u , aP v , and aP w are held constant in Eq. (2.41) to derive the Poisson
equation for the pressure correction. The nabla operator in Eq. (2.42) is the same as
given by Eq. (2.23). The solution of Eq. (2.42) provides the pressure correction field
which using Eq. (2.34) corrects the provisional velocity field to yield the (n + 1)th timelevel values that satisfy the continuity equation. Using the divergence-free velocity field,
the temperature equation can be time-advanced by using the Adams-Bashforth method
for the non-linear term and the Cranck-Nicholson method for the diffusive term. Thus
the form of the temperature equations will be
¢
¢
T n+1 − T n 1 ¡ n
1 ¡
+
3CT − CTn−1 = √
DT n+1 + DT n ,
∆t
2
2 RP

(2.43)
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where C and D are the convective and diffusive operators mentioned above.

2.2.4

Solution algorithm

In the following, we present a flow chart of the algorithm used for the calculation of the
fields for RBC flow in a cylindrical container using the finite-difference scheme.
Step 1: At first, the velocity, pressure, and temperature fields are initialized with
random values.
Step 2: A provisional velocity field (ũ, ṽ, w̃) are calculated using Eqs. (2.27) - (2.29)
with known pressure fields.
Step 3: Contravariant velocities Ũ , Ṽ , W̃ are predicted using the relations given in
Eqs. (2.36) - (2.38).
Step 4: The divergence of the predicted contravariant velocity ∇ · Ũ, which is used
as the source term in the Poisson equation (Eq. (2.42)) for the pressure correction, is
calculated.
Step 5: Eq. (2.42) is solved for the pressure correction field using the Gauss-Siedel
Successive Overrelaxation (GSSOR) method.
Step 6: The corrected velocity is calculated using Eq. (2.34) and, subsequently, the
provisional velocity fields are updated using the relations, ũ = ũ + u′ , ṽ = ṽ + v ′ and
w̃ = w̃ + w′ , while the pressure field is updated using p = p + p′ , and the corresponding
contravariant velocity fields using Eq. (2.41).
Step 7: Next, the divergence conditions for the free velocity field are checked. If
´
³
rξ Ũ
1
∂ Ũ
∂ Ṽ
∂ W̃
| < ǫ (the convergence limit), the divergence-free velocity field
|
+
+
+
J
∂ξ
∂η
∂ζ
r

is obtained, i.e., ũ → un+1 , ṽ → v n+1 , w̃ → wn+1 , otherwise the process again starts from
Step 4.
Step 8: Using the divergence-free velocity field, the temperature field T n+1 is calculated using Eq. (2.43).
Step 9: For the calculation of the fields at the next time step, the above mentioned
processes are repeated from Step 2 onwards.
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2.2.5

Discretization of the fields and other numerical details

The fields in the convective parts of Eqs. (2.17) - (2.21) are discretized using Tamm and
Webb’s [111] fourth order central explicit scheme with enhanced spectral resolution. This
scheme uses a seven point stencil for the calculation of the derivative, as is shown below:
ψj′ =

1
[0.02651995(ψj+3 − ψj−3 ) − 0.18941314(ψj+2 − ψj−2 )
h
+0.79926643(ψj+1 − ψj−1 ).

(2.44)

However, the second order central difference scheme has been used to discretize the diffusive parts of the equations. The convergence limit for all the equations including the
three provisional velocities is set at 10−5 .

Figure 2.3: Distribution of 100×120×201 grids in (a) a horizontal (z = 0.5), and (b) a vertical (θ = 3π/4)
plane of a cylindrical container of aspect ratio one.

Due to presence of thermal and velocity boundary layers near the top and bottom
plates, and the lateral wall, we use non-uniform grids along the radial and vertical directions. A uniform grid is used along the azimuthal direction. The following function has
been used for the distribution of the grids along the radial and vertical directions [112]:
z = h

(β + 2α)[(β + 1)/(β − 1)](zu −α)/1−α − β + 2α
,
(1 + 2α){1 + (β + 1)/(β − 1)](zu −α)/1−α }

(2.45)

where β > 1 is the stretching parameter that refines the grid near the boundary layers.
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In our simulation, we take α = 0.5, and β = 1.5. h is the vertical height of the container,
and zu is the uniformly distributed grid in a domain of length 1. We have used a similar
distribution of grids along the radial directions of the container. Fig. 2.3(a) and Fig. 2.3(b)
show the distribution of 100 × 120 × 201 grids in a horizontal plane (z = 0.5) and a
vertical plane (φ = 3π/4) respectively. The grids are more closely spaced near the top
plates (z ∼ 0.02), bottom plates (z ∼ 0.98) and near the lateral walls (r ∼ −0.5).
R
6 × 105
8 × 106
2 × 107
3 × 107

N r × Nθ × Nz

dt

Nu
Nu Nu
(comp) (I) (II)
33 × 49 × 97
0.001
7.6
7.5 7.5
75 × 96 × 145
0.001
15.1
16.8 16.8
100 × 120 × 201 0.0005
22.1
22.3 22.3
100 × 180 × 201 0.0005 24.03 25.3 25.3

Table 2.1: Comparison of N u as calculated from our simulation with earlier numerical and experimental
results. Nr , Nθ , and Nz are the number of grids along the radial, azimuthal, and vertical directions of
the cylindrical container; N u(comp) is the Nusselt number obtained from our simulations; N u(I) is the
Nusselt number reported in the numerical simulation by Stringano and Verzicco [101]; and N u(II) is the
Nusselt number observed in the laboratory experiment by Niemela et al. [68].

We validate our code by calculating the Nusselt number (N u) for a range of Rayleigh
numbers varying from R = 6×105 to 3×107 and compare these with earlier numerical and
experimental results. The Prandtl number taken for our simulations is P = 0.7. Table 2.1
shows the comparison of N u calculated from our numerical results with those of Stringano
and Verzicco [101] and of Niemela et al. [68]. We find a good agreement between our results
and the earlier results. Our numerical results on the Nusselt number (N u) for different
Rayleigh numbers approximately obey a relationship of the form N u ≃ 0.143R0.297 .
In the next chapter, we will discuss the patterns and chaos near the onset for lowPrandtl number and zero-Prandtl number convection.

Chapter 3
Patterns and bifurcations in low-P
and zero-P convection
3.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we construct bifurcation diagrams for low-Prandtl number convection
using DNS and low-dimensional models. Low-Prandtl number fluids, such as, for example, mercury (P ≈ 0.02), liquid sodium (P ≈ 0.01), solar plasma in the convective zone
(P ∼ 10−3 ), exhibit interesting convective patterns and chaos [8, 9, 10, 11, 113, 114].
For low-Prandtl number (low-P), the inertial term u · ∇u becomes quite important and
generates the vertical vorticity. As a result, the flow pattern becomes three-dimensional,
and oscillatory waves along the horizontal axes are generated just near the onset of convection [13]. The instabilities and patterns near the onset for low-P have been studied
analytically [7, 15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23], experimentally [6, 8, 9, 27, 28, 29], and numerically [12, 24, 30, 31, 32]. These works have been reviewed in more detail in Chapter
1. Busse [13] showed, using perturbative analysis, that for small Prandtl numbers, the
2D rolls become unstable when the amplitude of the convective motion exceeds a critical value. Busse and Bolton [15] argued that under free-slip boundary conditions, the
stability of the 2D rolls exists only for Prandtl numbers above a critical value Pc , which
is around 0.543. Clever and Busse [17] extended the oscillatory instability analysis to
no-slip boundary conditions and showed that the convective rolls are unstable for Prandtl
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numbers less than about 5.
Straight two-dimensional (2D) rolls that have zero vertical vorticity are neutrally stable solution of zero-P convection at r = 1. However, they become unstable for r > 1.
Thual [12] and Kumar et. al. [39] showed that these 2D rolls saturate through the generation of vertical vorticity (wavy rolls) for r > 1 of zero-P fluids. Thual [12] performed a
DNS to study the different types of instabilities that occur for low-P and zero-P convection and established that zero-P convection may be treated as a limiting approximation
of low-P convection.
Several low-dimensional models have been proposed to study the patterns and instabilities near the onset for low-Prandtl number and zero-Prandtl convection. Kumar,
Fauve and Thual [39] showed using a 6-mode model of zero-P convection that the growth
of the 2D rolls saturate through the generation of the vertical vorticity (wavy nature).
Kumar, Pal and Fauve [41] observed critical bursting in the above model during saturation. Pal and Kumar [42] explained the mechanism of the selection of the square patterns
using a 15-mode model of zero-P RBC. Recently, Pal et al. [43] constructed a 13-mode
low-dimensional model for zero-P convection and performed bifurcation analysis for the
same. They observed various convective patterns including squares, asymmetric squares,
oscillating asymmetric squares, relaxation oscillations with an intermediate square pattern, and chaos in their model. Pal et al. [115] have generalized the 13-mode model to a
27-mode model by incorporating some of the vorticity modes that induce the wavy nature.
The main motivation of our study is to understand the dynamics of different nonlinear instabilities that appear near the onset of convection for low-P convection through
DNS and low-dimensional models. In this chapter, we present a detailed analysis of the
instabilities and bifurcations observed near the onset for low-P convection. This work is
published in Europhys. Lett. [38]. We perform the DNS on a 643 grid size in a 3D box with
free-slip and conducting boundary conditions on the top and bottom plates, and periodic
condition in the horizontal directions. Using DNS results as a guiding tool, we construct
low-dimensional models with the active large scale modes present in the regime near
the onset for low-P convection and perform a detailed bifurcations analysis. The low-P
convection exhibits static patterns, such as rolls, squares, asymmetric squares, and time-
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dependent patterns, such as oscillating asymmetric squares, and relaxation oscillations.
We observe the presence of chaotic attractors both in the DNS and the low-dimensional
model for low-Prandtl number (P . 0.005). However, low-P convective flows always
exhibit stationary 2D rolls and associated stationary and oscillatory asymmetric squares
in contrast to zero-P convection, where chaos appears at the onset itself [43].
First, we present the DNS results and bifurcation analysis of the related low-dimensional
models for low-P convection. Subsequently, we present the DNS results and the lowdimensional model of zero-P convection, and compare the results with the bifurcations
results of the low-P convection.

3.2

Bifurcation analysis of low-P RBC

3.2.1

Direct numerical simulations for low-P convection

We consider a layer of Boussinesq fluid with infinite horizontal extension confined within a
3D box with perfectly conducting and free-slip boundary conditions at the top and bottom
plates and periodic boundary conditions along the horizontal directions. The relevant
equations (under Boussinesq approximation) in non-dimensionalized form for low-Prandtl
number convection are discussed in Chapter 1 [Eqs. (1.22) - (1.25)]. The main control
parameters for these equations are the Rayleigh number (R) and the Prandtl number (P ).
For our analysis we will typically use the reduced Rayleigh number r = R/Rc , where Rc
is the critical Rayleigh number, as the control parameter.
We perform direct numerical simulations of the convective flows for P = 0.02, 0.005, 0.002
and 0.0002 and for r ranging from 1 to 1.25 on a 643 rectangular grid. The detailed numerical schemes used to solve the dynamical equations of low-P convection in a 3D box
have been discussed in Chapter 2. We use the fourth order Runge-Kutta scheme for the
√
time-stepping. The aspect ratio of our simulations is given by Γx = Lx /d = 2 2, and
√
Γy = Ly /d = 2 2. Eqs. (1.22) and (1.24) provide us an estimate of dt for the DNS
(dt ∼ P θ/v3 ∼ P/R). For P = 0.0002, dt ∼ 10−7 , which makes numerical simulations
very demanding.
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Figure 3.1: Static patterns in the mid-plane of the 3D convection box observed in DNS near the onset for
P = 0.02 on a 643 grid. Temperature snapshots at: (a) r = 1.0005 exhibits a roll pattern, (b) r = 1.007
exhibits a “weak” asymmetric square (ASQ) pattern, (c) r = 1.186 exhibits a “strong” asymmetric
square (ASQ) pattern, and (d) r = 1.217 exhibits a square (SQ) pattern. Blue and red regions represent,
respectively, the downflow and upflow of the convection.

In DNS of low-Prandtl number convection, we observe various static patterns such as
2D rolls, asymmetric squares (ASQ), squares (SQ), and time-dependent patterns such as
oscillatory asymmetric squares (OASQ), oscillatory rolls with squares in the intermediate
regime, and chaotic attractors near the onset of convection. Some of these patterns were
first observed in the numerical observations of Thual [12] and Meneguzzi et al. [32] for
low-P and/or zero-P convection. For P = 0.02, Fig 3.1 shows the static convective flow
patterns in the mid-plane of 3D box at different values of the Rayleigh number near the
onset of convection. The red and blue regions represent the upcoming and downgoing
convective flows, respectively. Fig. 3.1(a) exhibits straight rolls along the x-axis observed
at r = 1.0005. Note that the orientation of the roll solutions depends on the nature
of the initial perturbations in the numerical simulations. As the Rayleigh number is
increased, rolls start appearing in the perpendicular direction and the superposition of
the two perpendicular rolls gives rise to static asymmetric square (ASQ) and square
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Figure 3.2: Relaxation oscillation with an intermediate square regime (SQOR) pattern observed in the
DNS at r = 1.031 for P = 0.02. Snapshots of temperature at: (a) t = 0, (b) t = T /4, and (c) t = T /2,
where T is the time period of the oscillation.

(SQ) patterns. The two perpendicular rolls have unequal intensity for ASQ patterns
while they have equal intensity for SQ patterns. Figs. 3.1((b),(c)) show the “weak” and
“strong” asymmetric square patterns respectively. In Fig. 3.1(b), the roll along the x-axis
dominates strongly on roll along the y-axis. However, in Fig. 3.1(c), both the rolls, i.e.,
along the x- and y-axes, have unequal but comparable intensity. Fig. 3.1(d) shows the
square patterns that are the result of the superposition of the two perpendicular rolls with
equal magnitudes.
Apart from the above-described static patterns, we also observe a variety of time
dependent patterns in the DNS for low-Prandtl number convection. For P = 0.02 at
r = 1.031, Fig. 3.2 shows a periodic transition from the roll pattern in one direction to
the roll pattern in the perpendicular direction with a square pattern as an intermediate
pattern. Thual [12] observed this dynamical pattern for the first time in his numerical
simulation and he termed this as the “relaxation oscillations with intermediate squares
(SQOR) pattern”. Fig. 3.2(a) shows the roll along the x-axis at t = 0; Fig. 3.2(b) shows
the intermediate square at t = T /4 (T is the time period of the oscillation); and Fig. 3.2(c)
shows the roll along the y-axis at t = T /2. In another type of time-dependent pattern, we
observe a periodic distortion of the roll in the transverse direction. This is called as the
“oscillatory asymmetric square (OASQ) pattern”. Fig. 3.3(a) and Fig. 3.3(b) show the
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Figure 3.3: Oscillating asymmetric square (OASQ) pattern observed in the DNS for P = 0.02 at r = 1.110.
Snapshots of temperature at: (a) t = 0, (b) t = T /2, where T is the time period of the oscillation.

OASQ patterns at t = 0 and t = T /2, respectively, for P = 0.02 at r = 1.110. Thual [12]
reported this as a propagation of oscillatory standing wave along the roll axis. Note that
this pattern is different from the wavy roll in which a travelling wave moves along the
axis of the roll.
We observe similar types of static and time-dependent patterns for other low Prandtl
numbers (P = 0.002, 0.005, 0.0002) considered for our study. However, the range of the
stable roll solution that appears near the onset decreases with the decrease of the Prandtl
number. For low Prandtl numbers (P = 0.005 and P = 0.0002), we also observe chaotic
behaviour of the flow near the onset.
The origin of different static and time-dependent patterns observed in the DNS for
low-Prandtl number convection appears to be very complicated. Each run of the simulation takes a significantly long period of time, so it is not possible to explore the whole
parameter regime. Moreover, the requirement of high temporal resolution for low-Prandtl
number convection near the onset makes the DNS very demanding. So, for a systematic
study of these instabilities we construct a low-dimensional model of low-Prandtl number
convection. In the next subsection, we present a brief discussion on the construction of
the low-dimensional model.
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3.2.2

Low-dimensional model

In the DNS, we observe regular and chaotic patterns near the onset of convection. As we
carefully analyze the DNS data, we find that a few large scale modes are instrumental in
the dynamics of convection near the onset. Using these important modes, we construct a
30-mode low-dimensional model for low-Prandtl number convection. We run the model
and the DNS in the range of r = 1 - 1.25. Commulative energy contained in these modes
ranges from 85% to 98% of the total energy of the DNS, and each of these modes has 1%
or more of the total energy. We pick 11 large-scale vertical velocity modes: W101 ,W011 ,
W112 , W211 , W121 , W301 , W103 , W013 , W031 , W202 , and W022 ; 12 large-scale θ modes: θ101 ,
θ011 , θ112 , θ211 , θ121 , θ301 , θ103 , θ013 , θ031 , θ202 , θ022 , and θ002 ; and 7 large-scale vertical
vorticity modes: Z110 , Z112 , Z211 , Z121 , Z220 , Z310 , and Z130 . The three subscripts here
are the indices of the wavenumbers along the x-, y-, and z-directions. All the Fourier
modes, 30 in total, are taken to be real. Expansion of these vertical velocity modes (v3 ),
temperature (θ), and vertical vorticity modes (ω3 ) yields
v3 (x, y, z, t) = W101 (t) cos(kx) sin(πz) + W011 (t) cos(ky) sin(πz)
+W112 (t) cos(kx) cos(ky) sin(2πz) + W211 (t) cos(2kx) cos(ky) sin(πz)
+W121 (t) cos(kx) cos(2ky) sin(πz) + W202 (t) cos(2kx) sin(2πz)
+W022 (t) cos(2ky) sin(2πz) + W103 (t) cos(kx) sin(3πz)
+W013 (t) cos(ky) sin(3πz) + W301 (t) cos(3kx) sin(πz)
+W031 (t) cos(3ky) sin(πz),

(3.1)

θ(x, y, z, t) = θ101 (t) cos(kx) sin(πz) + θ011 (t) cos(ky) sin(πz)
+θ112 (t) cos(kx) cos(ky) sin(2πz) + θ211 (t) cos(2kx) cos(ky) sin(πz)
+θ121 (t) cos(kx) cos(2ky) sin(πz) + θ202 (t) cos(2kx) sin(2πz)
+θ022 (t) cos(2ky) sin(2πz) + θ103 (t) cos(kx) sin(3πz)
+θ013 (t) cos(ky) sin(3πz) + θ301 (t) cos(3kx) sin(πz)
+θ031 (t) cos(3ky) sin(πz) + θ002 (t) sin(2πz),

(3.2)
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ω3 (x, y, z, t) = Z110 (t) sin(kx) sin(ky) + Z112 (t) sin(kx) sin(ky) cos(2πz)
+Z211 (t) sin(2kx) sin(ky) cos(πz) + Z121 (t) sin(kx) sin(2ky) cos(πz)
+Z220 (t) sin(2kx) sin(2ky) + Z310 (t) sin(3kx) sin(ky)
+Z130 (t) sin(kx) sin(3ky).

(3.3)

The modes (1,0,1) and (0,1,1) are the most important modes of our model; they represent
the rolls along the y- and x-directions, respectively. For the square pattern, the most
important participating triad is [(1, 0, 1), (0, 1, 1), (1, 1, 2)]]. Note that the wavenumbers
of the interacting triad satisfy k = p + q.
We compute the horizontal components of the velocity using the incompressibility
condition for the velocity field [Eq. (1.25)]. Next, we perform a Galerkin projection of
the RBC equations [Eqs. (1.22) - (1.24)] on the above modes, and obtain a set of thirty
dimensional coupled ordinary differential equations for the amplitudes of the above Fourier
modes. In the next subsection, we present the detailed bifurcation analysis of the low-P
convection using this 30-mode low-dimensional model.

3.2.3

Bifurcations for low-P convection

We numerically solve the 30-mode model by employing accurate implicit ODE solvers
from MATLAB. As the selection of large-scale modes for this model are motivated by
the DNS results, we observe a variety of convective patterns: square (SQ), asymmetric
square (ASQ), oscillating asymmetric squares (OASQ), relaxation oscillation with an intermediate square regime (SQOR), etc. Furthermore, the values of modes selected for
the construction of the low-dimensional model match quite well with the values in the
DNS. Table 3.1 shows the Fourier amplitude of the vertical velocity modes as calculated
in the DNS and low-dimensional model at r = 1.156 (ASQ regime) and r = 1.217 (SQ
regime) for P = 0.02. Stable steady values of the modes for the SQ and ASQ patterns
match with the corresponding DNS values within 10%. This shows the accuracy of our
low-dimensional analysis for the selected range of our study. Note that earlier Thual [12]
and Meneguzzi et al. [32] showed the existence of SQ, SQOR, oscillatory quasi-hexagons
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(SQOS), chaotic squares (SQCH) and chaotic quasi-hexagons (HXCH) in their DNS for
low-Prandtl numbers. We observe OASQ and several chaotic patterns in addition to the
above patterns observed by Thual [12] and Meneguzzi et al. [32].
Model Values DNS values Model Values
Modes
r = 1.156
r = 1.156
r = 1.217
W101
9.6
9.4
14.9
W011
17.8
20.2
14.9
W112
-3.0
-1.7
-3.4
W211
-2.4
-1.2
-5.8
W121
-5.4
-2.9
-5.8
W301
1.3
0.9
2.5
W103
0.3
0.3
0.4
W013
0.3
0.3
0.4
W031
1.2
1.2
1.8
W202
1.0
0.9
1.4
W022
1.0
1.0
1.4

DNS values
r = 1.217
14.1
14.1
-1.7
-2.5
-2.5
1.8
0.4
0.4
2.5
1.6
1.0

Table 3.1: A comparison between the values of the amplitudes of the vertical velocity Fourier modes in
the DNS and the low-dimensional model for P = 0.02.

We investigate the origin of various convective flow patterns for low Prandtl numbers (P = 0.02, 0.005, 0.0002) from the bifurcation diagrams generated using the lowdimensional model. To generate the bifurcation diagram, we start first with the fixed
points of the system. For a given Prandtl number, we compute the fixed points using the
Newton-Raphson method for a given r, and these fixed points are subsequently continued
using a fixed arc-length based continuation scheme for the neighbouring r values [116].
The stability of the fixed points is ascertained through an eigenvalue analysis of the Jacobian. New branches of the fixed points and limit cycles are born when the eigenvalues(s)
become zero (pitchfork) and purely imaginary (Hopf), respectively. This process is continued on the new branch. For aperiodic and chaotic solutions, we resort to numerical
integration and report the extremum values of the important modes. We use our own
MATLAB code [116] as well as MATCONT package [117] for the analysis.
The phase space of our low-dimensional model is 30-dimensional. Among all the
modes, W101 , W011 , θ101 , and θ011 are the most important ones. Fixed points of a system
and their bifurcations provide important clues about the dynamics of the system. There-
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fore, we start our analysis by locating all the fixed points of the 30-mode model with
P = 0.02. In Fig. 3.4 we plot the numerical values of the fixed points W101 and W011
for P = 0.02 as a function of r. The stable fixed points are shown as solid lines, while
the unstable ones are shown as dashed lines. The stable 2D rolls along the x-axis have
W101 = 0, while the rolls along the y-axis have W011 = 0. The unstable symmetric square
(SQ) solutions satisfy |W101 | = |W011 |, while asymmetric square (ASQ) solutions satisfy
|W101 | =
6 |W011 |. At r = 1, the conduction state (cyan curve) becomes unstable and bifurcates into four stable 2D rolls (shown as purple curves) and four unstable SQ patterns
(shown as black dashed lines) through a codimension-2 pitchfork bifurcation associated
with double zero eigenvalues [118]. With an increase of r, the stable 2D rolls bifurcate
into stable ASQ patterns shown as the solid blue lines in Fig. 3.4. These ASQ patterns
lose stability at some point through a Hopf bifurcation. With a further increase in r,
the unstable branch of the ASQ solutions (dashed blue curves) regains stability through
an inverse Hopf bifurcation resulting in stable ASQ solutions (solid blue curves). These
stable ASQ solutions subsequently meet the unstable SQ patterns (represented by dashed
black curves originating from r = 1) in yet another inverse bifurcation, and stable SQ
patterns (solid black curves) are formed. These stable SQ patterns subsequently lose
stability beyond r = 1.25 and complex chaotic attractors are generated. An analysis in
this regime is, however, beyond the scope of the present study. This sequence of fixed
points remains the same for all finite but small values of P . However, the range of r
corresponding to various states changes with P .
We will describe the above-mentioned fixed points and associated time-dependent patterns using a bifurcation diagram in the range of 0.95 ≤ r ≤ 1.25. Fig. 3.5 illustrates
the bifurcation diagram for P = 0.02 where we plot the modulus of (W101 )extremum as
a function of r. At r = 1 the conduction state bifurcates to stationary 2D rolls (purple curve) through a codimension-2 pitchfork bifurcation. As described above, unstable
stationary SQ patterns (shown as a dashed black curve) with W101 = ±W011 , are also
generated as a result of this bifurcation. As r is increased further, at r ≈ 1.0035, the
stationary 2D rolls bifurcate to ASQ patterns (solid blue curves) through another pitchfork bifurcation. Subsequently, at r ≈ 1.0114, the ASQ patterns bifurcate to limit cycles
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Figure 3.4: For P = 0.02, the three-dimensional view of the bifurcation diagram computed from the
low-dimensional model exhibiting stable fixed points (solid curves), and unstable fixed points (dashed
curves). The purple solid and dashed lines represent the stable and unstable 2D roll solutions respectively.
The black, blue, and cyan curves depict stationary squares (SQ), asymmetric stationary squares (ASQ),
and the conduction state, respectively. This Figure is taken from [38].

(red curves) through a Hopf bifurcation. These limit cycles represent OASQ patterns.
Figs. 3.6((a),(b)) illustrate the projection of two of these stable limit cycles for r = 1.016
on the W101 -W011 plane. Note that the limit cycles are quite close to the axes. The oscillatory patterns corresponding to these limit cycles form standing waves along the roll
axis that have been discussed earlier by Thual [12]. The time-period and amplitude of
these limit cycles increase as r is increased. At r ≈ 1.0184, these limit cycles collide with
the unstable SQ fixed points (saddles) originating from r = 1 and form homoclinic orbits.
The phase space projection of the homoclinic orbit on the W101 -W011 plane is shown in
Figs. 3.6((c),(d)).
Beyond r ≈ 1.0184, there is a smooth transition from homoclinic orbits to regular limit
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Figure 3.5: Bifurcation diagram of the low-dimensional model for P = 0.02 in the range 0.95 ≤ r ≤ 1.25.
The stable branches corresponding to the conduction state, 2D rolls, SQ, and ASQ are represented by
solid cyan, solid purple, solid black, and solid blue curves respectively. The red and green curves depict
the extrema of OASQ and SQOR, respectively. The dashed curves represent unstable solutions. This
Figure is taken from [38].

cycles corresponding to SQOR, illustrated as green curves in the bifurcation diagram.
Figure 3.7 shows the dynamical behaviour of the W101 and W011 modes in the SQOR
regimes. Fig. 3.7(a) shows the time plot of the W101 and W011 modes in the SQOR
regime at r = 1.034. We find an alternate but periodic growth and decay of the W101
and W011 modes. As the energy corresponding to the W101 mode grows at a particular
instance, the energy corresponding to the W011 mode reamins close to zero. At some
point, the energy corresponding to the W101 mode reaches a peak value and then it starts
transferring its energy to the W011 mode through non-linear interaction. Subsequently, the
energy contained in the W011 mode grows while energy in the other mode (W101 ) remains
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Figure 3.6: Phase space projection on the W101 - W011 plane is shown to make a comparison between
the DNS results and the model results in the OASQ and the SQOR regimes of convection for P = 0.02.
Red and blue curves show the results obtained from the DNS and the model, respectively. (a) The limit
cycle obtained in DNS at r = 1.016. (b) The limit cycle obtained in model for r = 1.0129. (c) The
homoclinic orbit obtained in DNS at r = 1.027. (d) The homoclinic orbit at r = 1.0184 for model. The
black dots shown in (b) and (d) indicate the symmetric square saddle points. Note that the two limit
cycles corresponding to OASQ in the homoclinic orbit are very close but they don’t touch each other.

close to zero. This alternate growth and decay of the modes occurs in a periodic way.
Fig. 3.7(b) illustrates the projection of the SQOR limit cycle on the W101 - W011 plane
at r = 1.034. The flow pattern in this regime changes in time from an approximate pure
roll in one direction to a symmetric square, and then to an approximate pure roll in the
perpendicular direction. The flow pattern corresponding to the SQOR pattern is shown
in Fig. 3.2. The limit cycles corresponding to SQOR form another set of homoclinic orbits
at r ≈ 1.1034 after which each of the homoclinic orbits bifurcate into two separate limit
cycles. These limit cycles (OASQ, shown as red curves) diminish in size as r is increased
until they transform to stable fixed points (ASQ, shown as blue curves) through an inverse
Hopf bifurcation. As r is increased further, at r ≈ 1.183, the stable ASQ branches meet
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Figure 3.7: (a) The time series of W101 and W011 . (b) The phase space projection on the W101 -W011
plane in the SQOR regime for P = 0.02 at r = 1.034.

the unstable SQ branch (the dashed black curve) resulting in the stabilization of the SQ
pattern (solid black curves) as a consequence of an inverse pitchfork bifurcation. Thus,
low-dimensional model for P = 0.02 exhibits SQ, ASQ, OASQ, and SQOR patterns that
are consistent with the earlier numerical investigations for low-P convection of Thual [12].
The DNS and low-dimensional results for P = 0.02 are in good agreement with each
other (see also Table 3.2). In the following discussion we will consider the bifurcation
diagrams for lower Prandtl numbers (P = 0.005, 0.002, &0.0002) for which we observe the
presence of several chaotic attractors near the onset of convection.
The bifurcation diagram for P = 0.005, shown in Fig. 3.8, is similar to the corresponding figure for P = 0.02 with a major difference being that for P = 0.005, the
chaotic attractors appear near the onset in the band of r = 1.000685 - 1.0068. The
chaotic attractors have three different forms: Ch1, Ch2, and Ch3 as shown in the inset
of Fig. 3.8 as (i), (ii), and (iii), respectively. The phase space projection for these three
solutions ((iii),(ii) and (i)) are depicted in Figs. 3.9((b,c,d)) for r = 1.0023, r = 1.0053,
and r = 1.0064, respectively. In the following, we will explore the origin of these chaotic
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Figure 3.8: Bifurcation diagram of the low-dimensional model for P = 0.005 in the range 0.95 ≤ r ≤ 1.25.
The colour convention is the same as that for P = 0.02 (Fig. 3.5). The chaotic attractors are shown in
brown. A zoomed view of the bifurcation diagram for the chaotic regime is shown in the inset where the
x-axis is chosen as log(r − 1) to highlight the behaviour near r = 1. The three attractors Ch1, Ch2 and
Ch3 are shown as (i), (ii), and (iii), respectively. This Figure is taken from [38].

attractors.
As we increase r from 1, we observe 2D straight rolls, ASQ, and OASQ just like in
the P = 0.02 case, however, at lower r values (see Table 4.1). The phase space projection
on the W101 -W011 plane of two of the limit cycles corresponding to OASQ are shown in
Fig. 3.9(a). Subsequently, these limit cycles appear to approach their basin boundary (the
horizontal axis of the figure), and the system becomes chaotic. This phenomenon is due to
a “gluing bifurcation” [119], and it could be related to the “attractor merging crisis” [120].
The gluing bifurcation and the attractor merging crisis refer to the phenomena wherein
two or more distinct attractors simultaneously hit their common basin boundaries to give
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Flow patterns
Roll
ASQ
OASQ
SQOR
OASQ
ASQ
SQ

r (Model)
1 - 1.0032
1.0033 - 1.0122
1.0123 - 1.0183
1.0184 - 1.1027
1.1028 - 1.1402
1.1403 - 1.1830
1.1831 - 1.4859

r (DNS)
1 - 1.0038
1.0039 - 1.0114
1.0115 - 1.0236
1.0237 - 1.0874
1.0875 - 1.1407
1.1408 - 1.2015
1.2015 - 1.2528

Table 3.2: Range of the reduced Rayleigh number r corresponding to various flow patterns observed in
the 30-mode model and the DNS for P = 0.02. Here SQ, ASQ, OASQ, and SQOR represent stationary
squares, stationary asymmetric squares, oscillatory asymmetric squares, and relaxation oscillation of
squares, respectively.

rise to a single large attractor. The former is used when the pre-bifurcation attractors
are regular, e.g., limit cycles, while the latter involves chaotic attractors. The resulting
chaotic attractor, whose phase space projection is shown in Fig. 3.9(b) is labelled as the
Ch3. As r is increased further, the various Ch3 attractors merge together in yet another
crisis to form a single large chaotic attractor Ch2. At a larger r value, the Ch2 attractor
breaks into four separate chaotic attractors, each labelled as Ch1. Phase space projections
of the chaotic attractors Ch2 and Ch1 for P = 0.005 are shown in Figs. 3.9(c) and 3.9(d)
respectively. The Ch1 chaotic attractors become regular for r ≥ 1.0068 giving rise to the
SQOR limit cycles. The subsequent patterns and the bifurcation diagram are the same
as those for P = 0.02. Note that the Ch1 chaotic attractors are generated as a result of
“homoclinic chaos”, where the stable and unstable manifolds of a saddle intersect each
other rather than merge smoothly to form a homoclinic orbit. Note that for P = 0.02,
the window of chaos (Ch1 to Ch3) is absent as the homoclinic intersection point of the
left OASQ limit cycle precedes the gluing bifurcation point. The patterns and chaotic
attractors observed in the low-dimensional model for P = 0.005 are also observed in
the DNS. Phase space projections of the chaotic attractors (Ch3 and Ch1) obtained in
the DNS are shown in Fig. 3.10(a) (for r = 1.0023) and Fig. 3.10(b) (for r = 1.0068),
respectively. The chaotic attractors obtained from the DNS data are quite thin. However
an enlarged view of the attractors in the insets show that the attractors are chaotic.
When we lower the value of the Prandtl number even further from P = 0.005, the
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P
rp
0.02
1.0035
0.005
1.000179
0.002
1.000042
0.0002 1+2.5 × 10−7

rt
ω
1.01139 1.15 × 10−3
1.000683 2.9 × 10−5
1.00012 1.15 × 10−5
1.000018 1.15 × 10−7

Table 3.3: Table depicting the reduced Rayleigh numbers rp at which the 2D rolls bifurcate to ASQ,
rt where the ASQ patterns bifurcate to limit cycles, and the frequency ω of the limit cycle at the Hopf
bifurcation point. These values are computed for Prandtl numbers P = 0.02, 0.005, 0.002, and 0.0002.
This Table is taken from [38].

stationary 2D rolls and the associated ASQ patterns occur even nearer to r = 1 as
evident from the entries of Table 4.1. It can be noted from Fig. 3.11 that the windows
of the 2D rolls and ASQ for P = 0.0002 are very small. The 2D rolls and ASQ occur
for 1 < r < 1 + 2.5 × 10−7 and 1 + 2.5 × 10−7 < r < 1 + 1.8 × 10−7 , respectively.
Consequently, it would be very difficult to observe these 2D rolls and the related ASQ
patterns in experiments and in the DNS; a small experimental or numerical noise will be
sufficient to push the system out of this narrow ordered region to chaos Ch1-Ch3. Later
on in this chapter we will show that for zero-P convection chaotic attractors (Ch3-Ch1)
appear at the onset itself.
It can be seen from Table 4.1 that the branch points corresponding to ASQ (rp )
and OASQ (rt ) asymptotically approach r = 1 as P → 0. In Table 4.1, we also list
the imaginary part of the eigenvalue (ω) of the stability matrix at the Hopf bifurcation
(r = rt ). We observe that rp − 1, rt − 1, and ω appear to vary approximately as P 2

with prefactors around 10, 30, and 3 respectively. The P 2 dependence is consistent with
the theoretical predictions of Busse [13] that rt − 1 ≥ 0.310P 2 for free-slip boundary
conditions. However, the multiplying factor of Busse and our model differ by an order
of magnitude. Also, Busse and Bolton [15] predict an absence of stable 2D rolls for
P < Pc = 0.543. Our analysis, however, indicates stable 2D rolls for non-zero P , with the
range of rp − 1 decreasing rapidly with the lowering of P . Earlier, Krishnamurti [29] had

found stable 2D rolls for mercury (P = 0.025) near the onset (R ≈ (2.3 ± 0.1) × 103 ) in

her experiments with no-slip boundary conditions, thus indicating that the Pc predicted
by Busse and Bolton [15] is an overestimate. Regarding ω, Busse [13] predicts that ω (in
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Figure 3.9: Phase space projections of the attractors on the W101 -W011 plane obtained from the lowdimensional model for P = 0.005 near r = 1: (a) two of the limit cycles at r = 1.0006844; (b) the chaotic
attractor Ch3 at r = 1.0023; (c) the chaotic attractor Ch2 at r = 1.0053; (d) the chaotic attractor Ch1 at
r = 1.0064, with the inset depicting the chaotic nature of the attractor. This Figure is taken from [38].

units of ν/d2 ) is independent of the Prandtl number, which is in contrast to our finding
that ω ∼ P 2 near the onset of convection. In a related work on convection, Mercader
et al. [121] have shown that the relationship between ω and P depends critically on the
aspect ratio and they have reported both linear and quadratic dependence. Recently, Pal
et al. [115] found that ω is independent of the Prandtl number when oscillatory modes
like Z010 , etc., are included in the model.
We could not go below P = 0.0002 in the DNS and even in the low-dimensional model
because the computations take a lot of time. Thual [12] showed for the first time that the
convection patterns near the onset for P → 0 are very similar to the pattern near P = 0.
In the next section, we present our bifurcation study for P = 0 convection and establish
the similarity between the P → 0 and P = 0 cases.
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Figure 3.10: Phase space projections of the chaotic attractors on the W101 -W011 plane obtained from
DNS with P = 0.005: (a) Ch3 for r = 1.0023; (b) Ch1 for r = 1.0068. The insets show an enlarged view
of the boxed region. This Figure is taken from [38].

3.3

Zero-P Convection

In this section we present the numerical simulations and bifurcation analysis of zero-P
convection by Pal et al. [43]. This analysis was performed along similar lines as described
for low-P convection. Spiegel [5] and Thual [12] derived the equations for the zeroP limit under the Boussinesq limit. The dynamical equations related to zero-Prandtl
number convection are Eqs. (1.26) - (1.29) described in Chapter 1. We consider perfectly
conducting and free-slip boundary conditions at the top and bottom plates, and periodic
boundary conditions along the horizontal directions.
We performed around 100 DNS runs for zero-P convection (Eqs. (1.26) - (1.29)) using
a pseudo-spectral code for various r values ranging from r = 0.95 - 1.5 on a 643 box. The
√
√
aspect ratio of the simulation was 2 2 : 2 2 : 1. For zero-P DNS, Pal et al. [43] observed
stationary squares (SQ), stationary asymmetric squares (ASQ), oscillatory asymmetric
squares (OASQ), relaxation oscillations with squares (SQOR), and chaos as we observe
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Figure 3.11: Bifurcation digram of the low-dimensional model for P = 0.0002 in the range 0.95 ≤ r ≤ 1.25.
The colour convention is same as that for P = 0.005 (Fig. 3.8). This Figure is taken from [38].

for low-P convection. In the next subsection we present the detailed bifurcation analysis
for zero-P convection observed by Pal et al. [43].

3.3.1

Low-dimensional model

For the bifurcation analysis, Pal et al. [43] constructed a low-dimensional model using
the energetic modes of the above-mentioned simulation in the range of r = 1 - 1.4 along
similar lines as we have used for low-Prandtl number convection. Pal et al. [43] picked
9 large-scale vertical velocity modes (real Fourier amplitudes): W101 , W011 , W202 , W022 ,
W103 , W013 , W112 , W121 , and W211 ; and 4 large-scale vertical vorticity modes (real Fourier
amplitudes): Z110 , Z112 , Z121 , and Z211 . Note that for zero-Prandtl number convection,
the temperature modes becomes enslaved to the vertical velocity. Hence they can be
calculated from the vertical velocity modes. The cumulative energy contained in these
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modes ranges from 85% to 98% of the total energy of the DNS, and each of these modes
has 1% or more of the total energy.
The vertical velocity field (v3 ) and the vertical vorticity field (ω3 ) of the low-dimensional
model are
v3 (x, y, z, t) = W101 (t) cos(kx) sin(πz) + W011 (t) cos(ky) sin(πz)
+W112 (t) cos(kx) cos(ky) sin(2πz) + W211 (t) cos(2kx) cos(ky) sin(πz)
+W121 (t) cos(kx)cos(2ky) sin(πz) + W202 (t) cos(2kx) sin(2πz)
+W022 (t) cos(2ky) sin(2πz) + W103 (t) cos(kx) sin(3πz)
+W013 (t) cos(ky) sin(3πz),

(3.4)

ω3 (x, y, z, t) = Z110 (t) sin(kx) sin(ky) + Z112 (t) sin(kx) sin(ky) cos(2πz)
+Z211 (t) sin(2kx) sin(ky) cos(πz)
+Z121 (t) sin(kx) sin(2ky) cos(πz).

(3.5)

Pal et al. [43] derived the model equations using the Galerkin projection of Eqs. (1.26)
- (1.27) on the subspace of these modes. This results in thirteen coupled ordinary differential equations for the above variables. The low-dimensional model captures all the
flow patterns of the DNS mentioned above. The range of r for these patterns for the
model and the DNS are shown in Table 3.4, and they are reasonably close to each other.
Interestingly, the stable steady values of the modes W101 , W011 , W112 , W121 , and W211 for
SQ and ASQ patterns match with the corresponding DNS values within 10%.
Flow patterns
Chaotic
SQOR
OASQ
ASQ
SQ

r (Model)
1 - 1.0045
1.0045 - 1.0175
1.0175 - 1.0703
1.0703 - 1.2201
1.2201 - 1.4373

r (DNS)
1 - 1.0048
1.0048 - 1.0708
1.0709 - 1.1315
1.1316 - 1.2005
1.2006 - 1.4297

Table 3.4: The range of the reduced Rayleigh number r corresponding to various flow patterns observed
in the model and the DNS for P = 0. Here SQ, ASQ, OASQ, and SQOR represent stationary squares,
stationary asymmetric squares, oscillatory asymmetric squares, and relaxation oscillation of squares,
respectively.
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Figure 3.12: Three-dimensional view of the bifurcation diagram showing the fixed points with solid and
dashed curves representing the stable and unstable fixed points, respectively. Black, blue, and cyan
curves represent stationary squares (SQ), asymmetric stationary squares (ASQ), and the conduction
state, respectively. All the points on the axis (purple lines) are 2D roll solutions. Below the 3D diagram,
we plot the values of W101 and W011 vs. r. These plots indicate xy symmetry in the system. This Figure
is taken from [43].

In the following, we present the bifurcation analysis of Pal et al. [43] for zero-Prandtl
number convection and compare it with low-Prandtl number convection. Fig. 3.12 shows
the plot of the numerical values of the fixed points W101 and W011 for P = 0 as a function
of r. For r < 1, the origin is the unique stable fixed point corresponding to the pure
conduction state. There is a double zero eigenvalue at r = 1 [118], and all the fixed
points (13 in number) arising from r = 1 are unstable for r > 1 in contrast with the
low-P convection where we observe a fixed roll solution above the onset. Fixed points
for zero-P are shown as dotted lines in Fig. 3.12. Four of these branches of fixed points
bifurcate from the origin; these fixed points satisfy |W101 | = |W011 |. The other 8 branches
of unstable fixed points emerge from non-zero W101 or W011 , and they obey |W101 | =
6 |W011 |
(see Fig. 3.12). With an increase of r, these 8 branches become stable and merge with
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the 4 branches that originate from the origin. For a clear visualization, the bottom of
Fig. 3.12 contains projections only on the individual modes.
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Figure 3.13: Bifurcation diagram of the model for 0.95 ≤ r ≤ 1.4. The stable branches corresponding to
stationary squares (SQ) and stationary asymmetric squares (ASQ) are represented by solid black and solid
blue lines, respectively. Red, green, and brown curves represent the extrema of oscillatory asymmetric
squares (OASQ), relaxation oscillation of squares (SQOR), and chaotic solutions respectively. A zoomed
view of the bifurcation diagram for the chaotic regime is shown in the inset. In the inset, the x-axis is
chosen as log(r − 1) to highlight the behaviour near r = 1. Branches corresponding to the unstable fixed
points are represented by dashed lines. The cyan line represents the conduction state. This Figure is
taken from [43].

The bifurcation diagram of zero-Prandtl number convection in the range 1 ≤ r ≤ 1.4
is shown in Fig. 3.13. For P = 0, chaotic solutions are observed at the onset of convection
itself, i.e., just above r = 1. The nature of the chaotic attractors denoted as (i), (ii)
and (iii) in the inset of Fig. 3.13 are the same as that observed for low-Prandtl number
convection. The phase space projection for these three attractors are depicted in Fig. 3.14
for r = 1.0041, 1.0038 and 1.0030 for the 13-mode model, and for r = 1.0045, 1.0032, and
1.0023 in the DNS for zero-P convection. The bifurcation scenario for low-P and zero-P
from SQ to SQOR for the larger r values are topologically equivalent (see Fig. 3.13). We
observe two major differences between the bifurcation diagrams of zero-P convection and
low-P convection: (a) no chaos for P ≥ 0.02 near the onset; and (b) existence of stable
2D rolls and associated ASQ and OASQ patterns for P 6= 0 near the onset. For P = 0.02,
we find only stationary and time-periodic solutions near the onset which is in agreement
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Figure 3.14: The three different chaotic solutions observed near r = 1: Ch1 at r = 1.0041 for the model
(a) and at r = 1.0045 in DNS (b); Ch2 at r = 1.0038 for the model (c) and at r = 1.0030 in DNS (d);
Ch3 at r = 1.0030 for the model (e) and at r = 1.0023 in DNS (f). These solutions belong to (i), (ii),
and (iii) regimes in the bifurcation diagram (Fig. 3.13). This Figure is taken from [43].

with the results of Meneguzzi et al. [32] for P = 0.025 and Thual [12] for P = 0.02 and
0.2. However, for P ≤ 0.005, we observe chaotic attractors Ch1, Ch2, and Ch3 between
OASQ (closer to r = 1) and SQOR. The stationary 2D rolls and associated ASQ and
OASQ patterns are observed in a narrow window between the conduction state and the
chaotic states.

Thus, our study indicates that zero-P convection is an appropriate limiting case of
low-P convection in terms of bifurcations near the onset. For practical purposes, the
bifurcation diagram for low-P convection is topologically equivalent to that of zero-P
convection.
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3.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented a detailed bifurcation structure and associated flow patterns
for low-Prandtl number (P = 0.0002, 0.002, 0.005, and 0.02) and zero-Prandtl number
(P = 0) Rayleigh-Bénard convection near its onset. We used both direct numerical
simulations and a low-dimensional models for this study. We proposed a 30-mode model
for low-Prandtl number convection. The results of the low-dimensional models are in good
agreement with those of the DNS since the model is derived using DNS by choosing most
of the relevant modes. We observed that low-Prandtl number and zero-Prandtl number
convection exhibit patterns, namely, squares, asymmetric squares, oscillating asymmetric
squares, and relaxation oscillations. We observed that the bifurcation diagram for low-P
convection is very similar to that of zero-P convection, except near the onset of convection
where 2D stationary rolls, and stationary and oscillatory asymmetric squares are observed
for nonzero Prandtl numbers. The range of Rayleigh numbers for which 2D rolls and
associated ASQ and OASQ are observed shrinks rapidly (∼ P 2 ) as P is decreased. This
result is in qualitative agreement with the results of Busse [13]. For P ≤ 0.0002, the range
of reduced Rayleigh numbers for which the stationary 2D rolls could be observed is too
narrow (< 1 + 10−7 ) to be observed in experiments or in DNS. Our results predict the
critical Prandtl number Pc , i.e., the Prandtl number below which the stable roll solution
does not exist, is P ∼ 0.0002, which is much lower than that predicted by Busse and
Bolton [15].
Our bifurcation analysis provides very useful insights into the origin of patterns and
chaos for low-P and zero-P convection. Furthermore, our comparative study of lowP convection with that of zero-P convection of Pal et al. [43] shows how the limiting
behaviour of zero-P convection is obtained as P approaches zero. We also show how the
chaos near onset disappears as the Prandtl number is increased to P = 0.02.

Chapter 4
Energy spectra and fluxes for
Rayleigh-Bénard convection
4.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we present a numerical study of the nature of the velocity and temperature
spectra in the inertial range of convective turbulence for a wide range of Prandtl numbers:
zero-Prandtl number (P = 0), low-Prandtl number (P = 0.02, and 0.2), moderate Prandtl
number (P = 1), and high-Prandtl number (P = 6.8). This work is published in Phys.
Rev. E [122]. The previous works related to the spectra and fluxes have been described
in Section 1.3.2 of Chapter 1.
The presence of a buoyancy term makes the energy transfer in the inertial range of
convective turbulence quite interesting and complicated [45, 46]. For turbulent RayleighBénard convection, Procaccia and Zeitak [49], L’vov [50], and Falkovich and L’vov [51]
predicted that the kinetic energy spectrum scales as E u (k) ∼ k −11/5 and the temperature

(entropy) spectrum as E θ (k) ∼ k −7/5 [Bolgiano-Obukhov (BO) scaling] for scales above
the Bolgiano length (lB < l < L) in which buoyancy is the dominant force. For ld < l < lB ,
the inertia term dominates over the buoyancy force, and consequently, the kinetic and
entropy spectra follow the Kolmogorov-Obukhov (KO) scaling, i.e., E u (k) ∼ k −5/3 , and

E θ (k) ∼ k −5/3 . Here, k is the wavenumber, L is the characteristic length scale, lB is the

buoyancy length scale, and ld is the Kolmogorov length scale. In the BO regime, the
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entropy flux (Πθ ) is constant, while the kinetic energy flux (Πu ) varies as k −4/5 . However,
in KO regime, both the entropy and kinetic energy flux remain constant.
It was shown that for P < 1 (low-P fluid), lB is of the order of the characteristic scale L
of the system, and hence, only KO scaling is expected in the inertial range [46, 52, 53, 69].
However, for P > 1 (high-P fluid), lB is smaller than the characteristic length scale,
which gives rise to the co-existence of the two scalings in the inertial range [49, 52,
53, 69]. A series of experiments [53, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 67, 68, 69] and numerical
simulations [57, 58, 70, 71, 75] have been performed to test the above phenomenologies.
Many experiments [53, 66, 67] performed in the range of P > 0.7 appear to support BO
scaling, while experiments [53, 69] performed in the range of P 6 0.7 tend to support KO
scaling. Note, however, that Mashiko et al. [60] report only the presence of BO scaling for
mercury (P = 0.02). Niemela et al. [68] reported the co-existence of both the scalings (BO
and KO) in the inertial range of the temperature spectra for gaseous helium (P ∼ 0.7)
contained in a cylindrical container of aspect ratio one. A detailed review of these works
are presented in Chapter 1 (see Sec. 1.3.2).
In this chapter, we compute the energy spectra and cascade rates for the velocity and
temperature fields using the pseudo-spectral method on 5123 grids with free-slip boundary
conditions. Our computations include the zero-Prandtl number (zero-P), low-P, and largeP convection regimes (P = 0, 0.02, 0.2, 1, and 6.8), hence, we have a reasonable number
of numerical runs to test the convective turbulence phenomenology. We also construct
phenomenological arguments to understand the zero-P and low-P numerical results. We
find that for zero-P and low-P convection, the spectra and the fluxes of the velocity and
temperature fields in the inertial range support KO scaling. However, for large-Prandtlnumber (P = 6.8) convection, we observe only the presence of BO scaling in the inertial
range.
In the following sections, we present our numerical results pertaining to the calculation
of the spectra and the fluxes of the velocity and temperature fields for zero-P, low-P and
high-P convection.
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4.2

Governing equations

We numerically solve the non-dimensionalized Rayleigh-Bénard equations under the Boussinesq approximation [12]:
∂u
+ (u · ∇)u = −∇σ + P θẑ +
∂t
r
µ
¶
P 2
∂θ
P
+ (u · ∇)θ
= u3 +
∇ θ,
∂t
R
∇ · u = 0,

r

P 2
∇ u,
R

(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)

where u = (u1 , u2 , u3 ) is the velocity field, θ is the perturbation in the temperature field
from the mean temperature, σ is the deviation of the pressure from the conduction state,
R = αg(∆T )d3 /νκ is the Rayleigh number, P = ν/κ is the Prandtl number, and ẑ is the
buoyancy direction. Here, ν and κ are the kinematic viscosity and thermal diffusivity,
respectively, d is the vertical height of the container, and ∆T is the temperature difference
between the plates. For the non-dimensionalization we have used d as the length scale,
p
α(∆T )gd as the velocity scale, and ν(∆T )/κ as the temperature scale. For large-

P convection, the temperature scale is taken as ∆T , and the governing equations are
altered accordingly.
Zero-Prandtl number (zero-P) convection is the limiting case of low-P convection. The
corresponding dimensionless equations for zero-P convection are Eqs. (1.16) - (1.18) as
described in Chapter 1. Note that for zero-Prandtl number convection, we use d as the
length scale, ν/d as the velocity scale, and ν(∆T )/κ as the temperature scale.
Boundary conditions of the system strongly affect the properties of the convective
flow [55, 71]. We employ free-slip and conducting boundary conditions on the horizontal
plates and periodic boundary conditions are applied along the horizontal directions. The
viscous boundary layer is weak under the free-slip boundary conditions, however thermal
boundary layers are present due to the conducting boundary conditions. Hence, our
simulation results are expected to resemble the bulk flow due to the absence of the viscous
boundary layer.
The energy spectra of the velocity field (E u (k)), and the temperature field (E θ (k)) are
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calculated, respectively, using the expressions
1
|u(k′ )|2 ,
2
k≤k′ <k+1
X 1
E θ (k) =
|θ(k′ )|2 .
2
k≤k′ <k+1

E u (k) =

X

(4.4)
(4.5)

Here, the summation is being performed over all the Fourier modes in the shell [k, k + 1).
We will compute these spectra numerically at the steady state. Note that the magnitude
of the wavevectors in the Fourier space is
´1/2
³
√
√
.
k = (ix π/ 2)2 + (iy π/ 2)2 + (iz π)2

(4.6)

√
Here, we use the fact that the aspect ratio of the box is 2 2 [87].
The energy flux is a measure of the non-linear energy transfers in turbulence [123, 124,
125]. The energy flux for a given wavenumber sphere is the total energy transferred from
the modes within the sphere to the modes outside the sphere. The energy flux for fluid and
magneto-hydrodynamic turbulence have been studied in great detail [124]. However, there
are only a very few works on the flux computations in convective turbulence [126, 57, 58].
Toh and Suzuki [126] defined the kinetic energy flux Πu (k0 ), and the entropy flux Πθ (k0 )
based on Kraichnan formalism [125] as
Πu (k0 ) =

kl km
1X X
δk,p+q i
(1 − δl,n )
2 k>k p,q<k
kn
0

0

×u∗l (k)um (p)un (q),

1X X
Πθ (k0 ) =
δk,p+q i(k · u(q))
2 k>k p,q<k
0

(4.7)

0

×(θ∗ (k)θ(p)).

(4.8)

These quantities represent the net cascade of |θ|2 /2 and |u|2 /2, respectively, from the
modes within the wavenumber sphere of radius k0 to the modes outside the sphere.
The energy fluxes defined above can also be defined quite conveniently using the
“mode-to-mode energy transfers” formalism discussed by Verma [124]. According to this
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formalism, the kinetic energy flux and the entropy flux are respectively,
Πu (k0 ) =

XX

k≥k0 p<k0
θ

Π (k0 ) =

XX

k≥k0 p<k0

δk,p+q ℑ([k · u(q)][u∗ (k) · u(p)]),
δk,p+q ℑ([k · u(q)][θ∗ (k)θ(p)]),

(4.9)
(4.10)

where ℑ represents the imaginary part of the argument. We compute the spectra and
fluxes of the velocity and temperature fields using numerical simulations [124]. These
results will be described in the next section.

4.3

Numerical simulations and results

As described in the previous section, the dynamical equations of RBC are Eqs. (4.1) (4.3) for low-P convection and Eqs. (1.16) - (1.18) for zero-P convection. The equations
for large-P convection are similar. We solve these equations numerically using a pseudospectral method under free-slip boundary conditions for the horizontal plates, and periodic
boundary conditions along the horizontal directions. The details of the numerical schemes
used to solve the dynamical equations of RBC in a 3D box have been discussed in Chapter
2.
For the random initial input, an initial form of the spectra is chosen and the energy
is assumed to be equally distributed on the thin shells. The unidirectional initial energy
and entropy spectra for the initial conditions are both of the form
E(k) =

ak 4
exp(−bk 1.1 ),
(k 4 + q 4 )1+α

(4.11)

where b = 0.02, q = 1.5, α = 2.8/12, and a as a free parameter [127]. The initial
phases are generated randomly. We start our simulation on a smaller grid and run it
until the steady state is reached. We then use the steady solution of the lower grid as
an initial condition for simulations on a larger grid size at a larger R. We continue this
procedure till the turbulent state is reached. The final runs were performed on 5123 grid
for 20 large-eddy turnover time on 8 nodes (64 cores) and 16 nodes (128 cores) of EKA,
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the supercomputer at the Computational Research Laboratory, Pune. Zero-P convection
runs were performed on a 2563 grid. The values of kmax η, where η is the Kolmogorov
length, for our simulations are always greater than one indicating that our simulations
are well-resolved.
For the energy flux calculation, we divide the wavenumber space into 20 shells. The
first three shells are k = (0, 2), [2, 4), and [4, 8), while the last shell contains all modes
beyond k = 568. Between k = 8 and k = 568, the wavenumber space is split into shells
bounded by [kn , kn+1 ) with kn = 8 × 2s(n−4) where s = (1/15) log2 (568/8).
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Figure 4.1: For R = 6.6 × 106 and P = 6.8: (a) the vertical variation of the velocity fluctuations averaged
,
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y
x
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and uz , respectively; and (b) the vertical variation of the horizontally averaged mean temperature.
This Figure is taken from [122].

For free-slip boundary conditions, the viscous boundary layer is practically absent,
while the thermal boundary layer is significant [128]. To probe the existence of these
boundary layers, we compute the average value of the rms velocity fluctuations and the
temperature field over the horizontal planes. Figs. 4.1(a) & 4.1(b), respectively, exhibit
these quantities as a function of the vertical height for R = 6.6 × 106 and P = 6.8.
We observe a thin thermal boundary layer near the horizontal plates (δ/d ∼ 0.05). The
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slow variation of the velocity fluctuations, however, demonstrate the insignificance of the
viscous boundary layer. Our results are consistent with an earlier work on boundary
layers [128].
No-slip boundary conditions are encountered more often in convection experiments.
In our work we use free-slip boundary conditions for simplification. An added advantage
of the free-slip boundary conditions could be a reduction in the complexity of the viscous
boundary layer, as a result of which the energy spectrum of the flow may reflect the bulk
properties. Thus, we may be able to probe the validity of the KO or BO scaling for
the bulk flow using these simulations. Note that several properties of convection are the
same for both free-slip and no-slip boundary conditions, e.g., the scaling exponent of the
Nusselt number vs. Rayleigh number is the same for the two boundary conditions [129].
We choose five representative Prandtl numbers P = 0, 0.02, 0.2, 1, and 6.8 for our
energy spectra and flux studies. We compute the energy spectra and fluxes, and the
Nusselt number using the numerically generated data. We also compute ǫu , ǫθ using the
exact relationships [Eqs. (1.37) - (1.38)]. Kolmogorov’s dissipation wavenumber (kd ) and
“Kolmogorov’s diffusion wavenumber” (kc ) are also computed using the phenomenology
of passive scalar turbulence [123]:

kd =
kc =
=⇒

µ

µ

ǫu
ν3
ǫu
κ3

¶1/4

¶1/4

kc
= P 3/4 .
kd

,

(4.12)

,

(4.13)
(4.14)

In Table 4.1, we list the numerically computed and the estimated ǫu and ǫθ , kc , kd , and
inverse of the Bolgiano length. The Bolgiano length is calculated by using Eq. 1.36. The
estimated values of ǫu and ǫθ match quite well with the simulation results, thus validating
our simulations.
In the following, we discuss our numerical results on the energy spectra and fluxes for
the chosen Prandtl numbers.
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Table 4.1: Estimates of the viscous dissipation (ǫu ) and the thermal diffusion (ǫθ ) rates from numerical
simulations and by using theoretical relationships [Eqs. (1.37) - (1.38)], the inverse of the Bolgiano length
−1
(lB
), Kolmogorov’s dissipative wavenumber (kd ), and √
Kolmogorov’s diffusive
wavenumber (kc ). The
√
reported quantities are nondimensional: ǫu = (N u − 1)/ RP , ǫθ = N u/ RP , kd = [(N u − 1)R/P 2 ]1/4 ,
and kc = [(N u − 1)RP ]1/4 .

P

R

Nu

0.02
0.2
1.0
6.8

2.6 × 106
6.6 × 106
6.6 × 106
6.6 × 106

8.5
17
32
30

4.3.1

ǫu
ǫu
ǫθ
(estim). (comp.) (estim.)
0.033
0.032
0.037
0.014
0.014
0.015
0.012
0.0082
0.013
0.004
0.0043
0.0042

−1
ǫθ
lB
kd
kc
(comp.)
0.037
5.2 470.3 25.0
0.015
8.2 227.0 68.0
0.0085
9.0 108.6 108.6
0.0042 15.0 44.2 186.2

Prandtl number P = 0

For P = 0, the temperature fluctuations can be expressed as θ(k) = u3 (k)/k 2 [see
Eq. (1.17)]. Consequently E θ (k) ≈ E u (k)/k 4 . Hence the entropy spectrum is very steep
for zero-P convection, and we can safely assume that the velocity field is buoyantly forced
only at very large scales (small k). Hence, Kolmogorov’s argument for fluid turbulence
must be valid for zero-Prandtl number convection. These arguments closely resemble the
mathematical derivation of Spiegel [5].
We performed the DNS for P = 0 at R = 1.97×104 and computed the energy spectrum
using the steady-state data. In Fig. 4.2, we plot the compensated energy spectra E(k)k 5/3
(KO) and E(k)k 11/5 (BO). Clearly, the numerical plots fit better with the KO scaling
than the BO scaling, thus verifying the above phenomenological arguments. Using the
simulation data, we also compute the kinetic energy flux which is plotted in Fig. 4.3. The
kinetic energy flux is flat in the inertial range, which is in agreement with the KO scaling.
The Kolmogorov constant for P = 0 is around 1.8 (with significant error) which is in
a reasonable agreement with the expected value of 1.6 (Kolmogorov’s constant for fluid
turbulence).
In the next subsection, we discuss the numerical results for P = 0.02, which can be
taken as a representative case for low-Prandtl number convection.
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Figure 4.2: Plot of the compensated kinetic energy spectra E u (k)k 5/3 (KO) and E u (k)k 11/5 (BO) vs. k
for R = 1.97 × 104 and P = 0 on a 2563 grid. The DNS spectrum matches with the KO spectrum quite
well. This Figure is taken from [122].

4.3.2

Prandtl number P = 0.02

In the previous subsection, we showed that Kolmogorov’s scaling (KO) is expected to hold
for zero-P convection because buoyancy in this case is dominant at very small wavenumbers only. Here, we will attempt to extend the above arguments to low-Prandtl number
convection. The inertial range for the velocity and temperature fields extends almost up to
the Kolmogorov dissipative wavenumber (kd ) and the Kolmogorov diffusive wavenumber
(kc ), respectively. For low-P convection, where thermal diffusivity dominates kinematic
viscosity, we expect kc ≪ kd [see Eq. (4.14)]. According to the turbulence phenomenology
of passive scalar turbulence, E θ (k) is a power law for k < kc , and it decays exponentially
for k > kc . Hence the buoyancy, which is proportional to θ (cf. Eq. (4.1)), would be
dominant only for low wavenumbers (k ≤ kc ), and we expect Kolmogorov’s spectrum for
the kinetic energy E u (k) for kc < k < kd .
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Figure 4.3: Plot of the kinetic energy flux vs. k for R = 1.97 × 104 and P = 0 on a 2563 grid. The
constancy of the flux in the inertial range indicates that zero-P convection follows Kolmogorov’s scaling.
This Figure is taken from [122].

According to Eq. (4.13), for small ǫu and large κ, kc could be rather small. Under such
situations, the above phenomenological arguments indicate that the velocity field follows
Kolmogorov’s spectrum, and the temperature field exhibits a diffusive energy spectrum.
Interestingly, the above arguments for low-Prandtl number convections are consistent with
the zero-P convection case for which kc → 0 (asymptotic case). As argued by Grossmann
and L’vov [52], the Bolgiano length for low-P convection could be of the order of the box
size, and so BO scaling is not expected for low-P convection.
When kc is large, we need more rigorous theoretical arguments to predict the energy
spectra for k < kc . Possibly, the buoyancy term is irrelevant in the “renormalization
group” sense (see [130]), and both the velocity and temperature fields may follow KO
scaling for k < kc in the inertial range. This scenario is observed for P = 0.2, which will
be discussed in the next subsection.
In the following discussion, we will compare the above phenomenological predictions
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Figure 4.4: Plot of the compensated kinetic energy spectra E u (k)k 5/3 (KO) and E u (k)k 11/5 (BO) vs. k
for R = 2.6 × 106 and P = 0.02 on a 5123 grid. The KO scaling is in better agreement than the BO
scaling. This Figure is taken from [122].

with the numerical results. For P = 0.02, we perform numerical simulations at R =
2.6 × 106 which is at the lower end of the turbulent convection regime. We compute kc ,
−1
kd , ǫu , ǫθ , lB
, and the energy spectra and fluxes using the numerical data. As evident

from the entries of Table 4.1, kc ≃ 25, which is much smaller than kd ≃ 470. According
to the arguments given above, we expect a diffusive entropy spectrum for kc < k < kd .
We do not expect to observe KO scaling for k < kc since kc is too small. Fig. 4.4
shows the compensated kinetic energy spectra for both the KO and BO scaling. The KO
scaling fits better with the numerical data than the BO scaling, consistent with the above
phenomenological arguments. Fig. 4.5 exhibits the entropy spectrum which contains two
distinct branches similar to those observed by Vincent and Yuen [72] and Paul et al. [73] in
their 2D spectral simulations with similar boundary conditions as ours. In the Appendix
A we construct phenomenological arguments based on the energy equations and numerical
results to estimate the values of the temperature modes θ(0, 0, 2n). We observe that the
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P
θ(0, 0, 2)
6.8
-0.16
0.2
-0.15
0.02
-0.13
1
- 2nπ
-0.16

θ(0, 0, 4)
-0.077
-0.061
-0.040
-0.080

θ(0, 0, 6)
-0.050
-0.031
-0.017
-0.053

θ(0, 0, 8)
-0.036
-0.017
-0.0081
-0.040

Table 4.2: Numerical values of θ(0, 0, 2), θ(0, 0, 4), θ(0, 0, 6), and θ(0, 0, 8) modes for P = 6.8, 0.2 and
0.02. Our phenomenological arguments with numerical ingredients indicate that θ(0, 0, 2n) ≃ −1/(2nπ).
This Table is taken from [122].

maximum entropy transfers from the modes θ(n, 0, n) and θ(0, n, n) are to the modes
θ(0, 0, 2n) (the three indices are ix , iy , and iz respectively). These arguments lead to our
predictions that θ(0, 0, 2n) ≃ −1/(2nπ), and E θ (2n) ≃ 1/(4n2 π 2 ). For P = 0.02 we have
listed the values of θ(0, 0, 2n) for n = 1 to 4 in Table 4.2. Here θ(0, 0, 2) ≃ −1/2π, but for
higher n’s, |θ(0, 0, 2n)| < 1/(2nπ), possibly due to significant entropy transfers to other
modes or due to higher thermal diffusion for low-P convection. As we will show later,
the relationship θ(0, 0, 2n) ≃ −1/(2nπ) works quite well for large-P convection. However,
a common feature borne out for all Prandtl numbers is that the entropy contents of
θ(0, 0, 2n) modes are much larger than those of the other thermal Fourier modes, thus,
consequently, yielding two branches of the entropy spectrum.
We compare the entropy spectrum with both power law and exponential fits (see
Fig. 4.5). As evident from the figure, E θ (k) ∼ exp(−ak) (the inset), which is in agreement
with the phenomenological arguments given in the beginning of this subsection. We
complement our spectral analysis with energy flux studies. Fig. 4.6 shows the kinetic
energy and entropy fluxes. The kinetic energy flux is flat for more than a decade indicating
Kolmogorov’s spectrum for the velocity field, which is in agreement with KO scaling for
the velocity field. The entropy flux, however, drops sharply, which is consistent with the
exponential nature of the entropy spectrum. Using Eqs. (1.37) & (1.38), we compute ǫu
and ǫθ , which turn out to be close to the numerically computed energy and entropy fluxes
(see Table 4.1). Also, the numerical estimates of kc and kd are in general agreement with
the spectra and flux plots.
On the whole, the numerical results for P = 0.02, which is a representative of low-P
convection, appear to favour KO scaling for the velocity field. The temperature spectrum
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Figure 4.5: Plot of the entropy spectrum for R = 2.6 × 106 and P = 0.02 on a 5123 grid. The exponential
fit in the inset indicates the diffusive nature of the entropy spectrum. The upper part of the entropy
spectrum corresponds to the θ(0, 0, 2n) modes. This Figure is taken from [122].

appears to be diffusive for most of the wavenumber region. These numerical results
are in good agreement with the phenomenological arguments presented above for low-P
convection.
In the next subsection, we report the energy spectra and fluxes for the P = 0.2 case.

4.3.3

Prandtl number P = 0.2

We now present our numerical results for P = 0.2 at R = 6.6 × 106 . In Fig. 4.7, we
plot the compensated kinetic energy spectra E u (k)k 5/3 (KO) and E u (k)k 11/5 (BO). Even

though both the BO and KO scaling do not fit very well with the numerically computed
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Figure 4.6: Plot of the kinetic energy flux (solid line) and the entropy flux (dashed line) vs. k for
R = 2.6 × 106 and P = 0.02 on a 5123 grid. The kinetic energy flux is constant in a narrow inertial range,
indicating agreement with Kolmogorov’s scaling for the velocity field. The entropy flux appears to decay
rather sharply suggesting diffusive entropy spectrum. This Figure is taken from [122].

energy spectrum, yet the KO scaling is in better agreement with the numerical data than
the BO scaling.
In Fig. 4.8, we plot the entropy spectrum, which has a significant inertial range. Note
that kc = 68 (see Table 4.1). We obtain bi-spectra similar to P = 0.02 case. As
described in the Appendix A, the upper curve represent the spectrum of the Fourier
modes θ(0, 0, 2n), which matches reasonably well with the k −2 fits. As evident from the
entries of Table 4.2, θ(0, 0, 2n) matches with −1/(2nπ) with a scaling factor of 2. The
lower curve, however, appears to fit better with KO scaling than BO scaling. Note that
the upper curve of the entropy spectrum contains a small number of Fourier modes, and
hence, the non-linear energy transfers from these modes may be insignificant. There are a
large number of Fourier modes associated with the lower branch of E θ (k), and the energy
flux possibly results from the nonlinear interactions among these modes. For this reason,
we compare the lower branch of the entropy spectrum to either KO or BO scaling.
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Figure 4.7: Plot of the compensated kinetic energy spectra E u (k)k 5/3 (KO) and E u (k)k 11/5 (BO) vs. k
for R = 6.6 × 106 and P = 0.2 on a 5123 grid. The numerical results match better with the KO scaling
than the BO scaling. This Figure is taken from [122].

Next, we compute the energy fluxes for the velocity and temperature fields for the
same run. We observe constant fluxes for both the velocity and temperature fields as
exhibited in Fig. 4.9. Thus, both energy spectra and flux results appear to favour the KO
scaling more than the BO scaling. Given the kinetic energy spectrum and flux (in the
common inertial range), we compute Kolmogorov’s constant using Eq. (1.34) which yields
KKo ≈ 2.0 with significant error. Considering the uncertainties in the numerical fits, this
value is in a reasonable agreement with Kolmogorov’s constant for fluid or passive-scalar
turbulence measured earlier using experiments and numerical simulations.
We also compute ǫu , ǫθ , kd , and kc using Eqs. (1.37), (1.38), & (4.12,4.13). These
numbers are listed in Table 4.1. The predicted values of ǫu and ǫθ are in general agreement
with the simulation results. We observe that kc < kd , which is also evident in the spectra
and flux plots. An important point to note is that kc ∼ 68 is rather large. Hence, the
arguments presented in the previous subsection for low-P convection will not hold here.
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Figure 4.8: Plot of the entropy spectrum vs. k for R = 6.6 × 106 and P = 0.2 on a 5123 grid. The lower
part of the entropy spectrum matches better with KO scaling than BO scaling. The upper part of the
entropy spectrum corresponds to the θ(0, 0, 2n) modes, and is in general agreement with the k −2 fit. This
Figure is taken from [122].

More rigorous arguments are required to understand the phenomenology for P = 0.2.
After considering P = 0.2, we turn to convection with P = 1 .

4.3.4

Prandtl number P = 1

Next, we present the energy spectra and fluxes for the kinetic energy and entropy for
P = 1 at R = 6.6×106 . Figs. 4.10 and 4.11 exhibit the compensated kinetic energy spectra
and entropy spectrum respectively. The kinetic energy spectra plots are inconclusive since
both the compensated plots for the KO and BO scalings are equally flat, albeit at different
wavenumber ranges.
The entropy spectrum, shown in Fig. 4.11, has two distinct branches similar to the
low-P cases. In agreement with the arguments of the Appendix A, the upper branch of
the entropy spectrum follows E θ (2n) ∼ n−2 . A comparison of the lower curve with the
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Figure 4.9: Plot of the kinetic energy flux (solid line) and the entropy flux (dashed line) vs. k for
R = 6.6 × 106 and P = 0.2 on a 5123 grid. The kinetic energy and entropy fluxes are constant in the
narrow inertial range indicating a general agreement with the KO scaling. This Figure is taken from [122].

BO or KO scaling indicates that neither of the scaling fits well with the numerical data.
Fig. 4.12 shows the kinetic energy and entropy fluxes along with the compensated kinetic
energy flux Πu (k)k 4/5 . The flux plots are also inconclusive.
Overall, the numerical results for P = 1 are rather inconclusive. The inverse Bolgiano
length for P = 1 is approximately 9.0 (see Table 1), and, hence, the phenomenologies
predict BO scaling for k < 9π ∼ 28 and KO scaling for 28 < k < kd . Clearly, the
wavenumber range of BO or KO scaling is too small to be able to infer any scaling. Also,
the arguments put forth for the validity of the KO scaling for low-P convection were based
on the dominance of buoyancy force for low wavenumbers and those cannot be extended
to P ≥ 1.
In the next subsection, we discuss the simulation results on convective turbulence for
P = 6.8.
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Figure 4.10: Plot of the compensated kinetic energy spectra E u (k)k 5/3 (KO) and E u (k)k 11/5 (BO) vs. k
for R = 6.6 × 106 and P = 1 on a 5123 grid. We cannot infer which phenomenology fits better with the
plots. This Figure is taken from [122].

4.3.5

Prandtl number P = 6.8

Finally, we present the kinetic energy spectrum for P = 6.8 at R = 6.6 × 106 . In Fig. 4.13,

we plot the compensated kinetic energy spectra E u (k)k 5/3 (KO) and E u (k)k 11/5 (BO).

The flat regions in both the plots are rather short, but still the BO curve appears to be
in better agreement with the numerical results than the KO curve. The inverse Bolgiano
−1
length, lB
, is around 15.0. Hence, according to the convective turbulence phenomenology
−1
discussed in Section 1.3.2, the BO scaling hold for k < πlB
, and the KO scaling should
−1
hold for k > πlB
. The BO scaling appears to be present in our numerical results, but the
−1
KO scaling is not observable. The dominance of the dissipation for modes with k > πlB

in our 5123 simulation may be a reason for the absence of the KO scaling. We need higher
resolution simulation to investigate this issue.
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Figure 4.11: Plot of the entropy spectrum vs. k for R = 6.6 × 106 and P = 1 on a 5123 grid. Both the KO
and BO lines do not fit with the lower branch of the entropy spectrum. The upper part of the entropy
spectrum matches with k −2 quite well. This Figure is taken from [122].

Fig. 4.14 exhibits dual branches in the entropy spectrum similar to those discussed
earlier. The upper spectral curves representing the modes θ(0, 0, 2n) follow the k −2 scaling
as predicted in the Appendix A. The Fourier modes θ(0, 0, 2n) ≃ −1/(2nπ), as evident
from Table 4.2. For the lower branch, both the KO and BO scalings are not in good
agreement with the entropy spectrum, yet the BO scaling fits better with the numerical
data than the KO scaling.
Recall that for large-P convection, under the BO scaling, the entropy flux is constant
but the energy flux varies as k −4/5 (see Eq. (1.33)). By contrast, in the KO scaling the
fluxes of the kinetic energy and the entropy are constant. In Fig. 4.15, we plot both the
fluxes as well as the compensated kinetic energy flux Πu (k)k 4/5 . We observe that Πu (k)
falls rather steeply as a function of the wavenumber k, but the compensated kinetic energy
flux is constant in a narrow band of the inertial range. The entropy flux is also constant
for a significantly large wavenumber range. Thus, the flux results tend to favor BO scaling
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Figure 4.12: Plot of the kinetic energy flux (solid line) and the entropy flux (dashed line) vs. k for
R = 6.6 × 106 and P = 1 on a 5123 grid. The dotted line represents the Πu (k)k 4/5 curve. The flux results
are inconclusive about the nature of the scaling. This Figure is taken from [122].

for P = 6.8.
Our numerical results on the energy spectra and fluxes are somewhat inconclusive,
but the BO scaling appears to fit better with the simulation results.

4.4

Conclusions

In this chapter, we numerically computed the spectra and fluxes of the velocity and temperature fields of convective turbulence using the pseudo-spectral method. We performed
these simulations for a large range of Prandtl numbers—zero-P, low-P, and large-P. The
Rayleigh number of our simulations was around a million, which is at the lower end of the
turbulent convection regime. We applied free-slip and thermal boundary conditions for
our simulations. As a result, the viscous boundary layer was rather weak, but the thermal
boundary layer was quite significant. Consequently, our numerical results possibly reflect
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Figure 4.13: Plot of the compensated kinetic energy spectra E u (k)k 5/3 (KO) and E u (k)k 11/5 (BO) vs.
k for P = 6.8 and R = 6.6 × 106 on a 5123 grid. The fit is somewhat inconclusive, yet the BO scaling
appears to fit better with the numerical data than the KO scaling. This Figure is taken from [122].

the scaling for the bulk convective flow. The simulation results of the kinetic energy and
entropy fluxes were in good agreement with their estimates using exact relations, thus
validating our numerical simulations.
We found that for non-zero Prandtl numbers, the entropy spectrum exhibited dual
branches. Our simulation results indicated that the maximum entropy transfer from
the modes θ(n, 0, n) and θ(0, n, n) were to the modes θ(0, 0, 2n). These observations
combined with the entropy evolution equations yielded θ(0, 0, 2n) ≃ −1/(2nπ), and
E θ (2n) ≃ 1/(4n2 π 2 ). For large-P convection, these predictions fit very well with the

upper branch of the entropy spectrum. The upper branch, however, had only a small
number of modes, and they probably did not contribute significantly to the entropy flux.
For this reason, we compared the lower branch of the entropy spectrum to either the
Kolmogorov-Obukhov (KO) or the Bolgiano-Obukhov (BO) scaling.
For zero-P convection, the temperature field is expected to be active only for very
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Figure 4.14: Plot of the entropy spectrum E θ (k) vs. k for P = 6.8 and R = 6.6 × 106 on a 5123 grid.
Even though both the KO and BO lines do not fit well with the data, the BO line is closer to the lower
part of the spectrum. The upper branch matches with k −2 quite well. This Figure is taken from [122].

small wavenumbers since E θ (k) ∼ E u (k)/k 4 . Hence, buoyancy is likewise expected to
be active only for very small wavenumbers leading to Kolmogorov’s scaling just like in
fluid turbulence (E u (k) ∼ k −5/3 and Πu (k) ∼ const.). We observed such behaviour in our
numerical simulation.
The above phenomenological arguments for zero-P convection can be extended to lowP convection. For this case, Kolmogorov’s diffusive wavenumber kc is much smaller than
Kolmogorov’s dissipation wavenumber kd . Hence, the temperature field will be diffusive
for k > kc , and the forcing due to the buoyancy is active only for low wavenumbers
(k < kc ). Consequently, we expect Kolmogorov’s spectrum for the velocity field for
kc < k < kd . We numerically computed the energy spectra and fluxes for P = 0.02, and
observed a diffusive spectrum for the temperature field and Kolmogorov’s spectrum for the
velocity field. Thus, the phenomenological arguments presented above were in agreement
with our simulations. For k < kc , the inertial range was too narrow to ascertain either of
the KO or BO scalings. A large Rayleigh number simulation could possibly resolve the
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Figure 4.15: Plot of the kinetic energy flux (solid line) and the entropy flux (dashed line) vs. k for
R = 6.6 × 106 and P = 6.8 on a 5123 grid. The normalized kinetic energy flux (multiplied by k 4/5 ) is
also shown in the figure as a dotted line. Πu (k)k 4/5 and Πθ (k) are constant for a range of wavenumbers.
This Figure is taken from [122].

scaling in this range.
We also computed the spectra and fluxes for P = 0.2. For this case, the KO scaling
appeared to fit better than the BO scaling with the energy spectra and fluxes of the
velocity and temperature fields as E u (k) ∼ k −5/3 , E θ (k) ∼ k −5/3 , Πu (k) ∼ const., and

Πθ (k) ∼ const., respectively. Numerical results for P = 1 were inconclusive regarding the

phenomenology. Simulations results for P = 6.8, which is a sample of large-P convection,
were inconclusive, too. However, the BO scaling appeared to fit better than the KO
scaling in this case. P = 1 and large-P convection require more refined simulations for
resolving these issues.
When we compare our results with earlier experiments and simulations, we observe
general agreement with the findings of Cioni et al. [69] where they reported KO scaling
for mercury (P = 0.02, low-P), as also those of Chillá et al. [53], Zhou and Xia [62], and
Shang and Xia [63], who performed experiments on water and reported the BO scaling
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for it. A word of caution is in order: our simulations use free-slip boundary conditions
which differ from the no-slip boundary conditions of the experiments. Also, realistic
convective flows are quite complex due to the presence of boundary layers, anisotropic
forcing (buoyancy), plumes, large scale circulation (LSC), etc., all of which have not been
analyzed carefully in our analysis. Several past numerical simulations and experiments
have attempted to study these features [76]. Our emphasis has been on the bulk energy
spectrum and fluxes. Note that the plumes and LSC typically affect the low-wavenumber
regime of the energy spectrum, and may not significantly affect the inertial-range isotropic
energy spectra being investigated in this chapter.
In summary, we observe KO scaling for zero-P and low-P convection in our numerical
simulations. For large-P convection, the numerical results are not very convincing, yet the
BO scaling matches with the numerical results better than the KO scaling. These results
are in general agreement with some of the earlier experimental and numerical results. We
provide phenomenological arguments to support KO scaling for low-P and zero-P convection. More rigourous theories like renormalization group analysis and very high resolution
simulations could be very useful in providing further insights into this complex problem.
Unfortunately, convective turbulence simulations beyond 5123 grids are prohibitively expensive at this stage. Also, more complex features like inhomogeneity, anisotropy, and
the presence of boundary layers need to be investigated. Future experiments, simulations,
and theoretical modeling will hopefully resolve this outstanding problem.
In the next chapter, we will describe large scale circulation and dynamics of wind
reversals.

Chapter 5
Dynamics of reorientations and
reversals of large scale flow in
Rayleigh-Bénard convection
5.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we present a numerical study of the dynamics of large scale circulation
(LSC), in particular, that related with azimuthal reorientations and reversals, for a convective fluid (P = 0.7) contained in a cylindrical container of aspect ratio one. The work
described in this chapter is to appear in J. Fluid Mech. [131]. Earlier work related to LSC
and wind reversals have been reviewed in Sec.1.3.2. Here, we will describe these works
very briefly.
LSC, a coherent large scale structure which appears in the turbulent range of convection, exhibits many interesting dynamics: regular oscillations at the interval of one eddy
turn-over time [80, 81, 86, 90, 94, 95], spontaneous azimuthal meandering in the azimuthal
direction [86] and reorientations in the azimuthal direction of a cylindrical container of aspect ratio one [81, 84, 85], and random reversals [68, 82, 83]. It is observed experimentally
that the plane containing the LSC exhibits diffusive motion along the azimuthal direction,
and sometimes the orientation of the plane of the LSC changes by a significant angle. This
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is called the reorientation of the LSC [84, 85]. The reorientation can occur in two ways: (i)
without changing the strength of the flow, called rotation-led reorientation [81, 84, 85, 86],
and (ii) through cessation of the LSC, in which the strength of the flow vanishes during
the reorientation, called cessation-led reorientation [84, 86]. These aspects of the reorientations have been widely studied in laboratory experiments [68, 81, 82, 84, 85, 86, 93] and
phenomenological models [83, 96, 97, 98, 99]. However, very few numerical studies have
been performed to investigate the dynamics of reversals and reorientations of LSC. In a
cylindrical container of aspect ratio one, Benzi and Verzicco [102] numerically studied the
statistics of reversals of the flow for R = 6 × 105 by adding random noise in the heat
equation. There are a few numerical works in a 2D box which report the reversals of LSC
due to cessation [103, 104, 105] or due to chaotic movement of rolls perpendicular to the
roll-axis [106]. The numerical simulations are very demanding in the turbulent regime.
So, some efforts have been put to understand the detailed dynamics of LSC using shell
models. Benzi [96] used a SABRA shell model to investigate the dynamics of flow reversals observed in the laboratory experiment. However, the shell model could not capture
many of the features, e.g., cessation and rotation led partial reorientations observed in the
laboratory experiment and numerical simulation. We have presented a detailed review of
the works related with experimental, numerical, and phenomenological investigations of
LSC dynamics in Chapter 1.
The main goal of the present numerical study is to understand better the dynamics
of convective flow during both the cessation- and rotation-led reorientations of LSC observed in laboratory experiments. In this chapter, we study the dynamics of reversals of
convective structures using the direct numerical simulation (DNS) of turbulent RBC for
P = 0.7 in a cylinder of aspect ratio one with a similar configuration as considered in the
laboratory experiments. We choose a range of Rayleigh numbers varying from 6 × 105 to

3 × 107 for our study. We apply conducting boundary conditions on the top and bottom
plates, and adiabatic boundary conditions on the lateral walls of the container. No-slip
boundary conditions are applied on all the surfaces of the container. Our simulations
indicate a regular oscillation in the LSC at an interval of one eddy-turn over time for high
Rayleigh number (R = 2 × 107 and R = 3 × 107 ). Furthermore, we observe rotation-led
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and cessation-led reorientations of the LSC similar to those observed in experiments. We
compute the amplitudes and phases of the Fourier modes of the vertical velocity measured
near the lateral wall in the mid-plane, and establish that the dynamics of the LSC can
be captured quite well by the low wavenumber Fourier modes. We find that the amplitude of the second Fourier mode dominates over that of the first Fourier mode during
cessation-led reorientations.
We present our simulation details in Section 5.2. The results pertaining to the observations of large scale circulations and their reorientations are presented in Section 5.3.
We conclude by summarizing our results in Section 5.4.

5.2

Simulation details

We numerically simulate the convective flow in a cylinder. The Boussinesq approximation is assumed for the buoyancy term in the fluid. The relevant non-dimensionalized
dynamical equations for the fluid are
∂u
+ (u · ∇)u = −∇σ + T ẑ +
∂t
1
∂T
∇2 T,
+ (u · ∇)T = √
∂t
PR
∇ · u = 0,

r

P 2
∇ u,
R

(5.1)
(5.2)
(5.3)

where u = (ux , uy , uz ) is the velocity field, T is the temperature field, σ is the deviation
of the pressure from the conduction state, R = αg(∆T )d3 /νκ is the Rayleigh number,
P = ν/κ is the Prandtl number, and ẑ is the buoyancy direction. Here, ν and κ are
the kinematic viscosity and thermal diffusivity, respectively, d is the vertical height of
the container, and ∆T is the temperature difference between the bottom and top plates.
p
For the non-dimensionalization, we have used d as the length scale, α(∆T )gd (free-

fall velocity) as the velocity scale, and ∆T as the temperature scale. Consequently,
√
d/ αg∆T d is the time scale of our simulation. The aspect ratio of the container is taken
to be one. We confine our study to P = 0.7, which is a typical Prandtl number for air.
The above non-dimensionalized Eqs. (5.1) - (5.3) are solved numerically for a cylin-
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drical geometry using a finite-difference scheme. The details of the numerical techniques
used for this study have been discussed in Chapter 2. The convective parts of the equations are discretized in cylindrical coordinates using Tam and Webb’s fourth-order central
explicit scheme with enhanced spectral resolution [111]. The diffusive part is discretized
using the second-order central-difference scheme. For the time-advancement, we use the
second-order Adam-Bashforth scheme for the nonlinear terms, and the Crank-Nicholson
scheme for the diffusive terms. We perform simulations for Rayleigh numbers R = 6×105 ,
8 × 106 , 2 × 107 , and 3 × 107 . A comparison with experimental results show that these
Rayleigh numbers are near the threshold of the strong turbulence regime [95].
R
6 × 105
6 × 105
8 × 106
8 × 106
2 × 107
2 × 107
3 × 107

N r × Nθ × Nz

∆min.

∆max.

lmax.

ηh

NBL

dt

33 × 49 × 97
0.007
33 × 90 × 97
0.006
75 × 96 × 145
0.003
100 × 120 × 201 0.002
100 × 120 × 201 0.002
100 × 180 × 201 0.002
100 × 120 × 201 0.0018

0.02
0.017
0.011
0.008
0.008
0.007
0.008

0.064
0.035
0.033
0.026
0.026
0.017
0.026

0.057
0.057
0.025
0.025
0.018
0.018
0.016

9
9
7
9
7
7
6

0.001
0.001
0.001
0.0005
0.0005
0.0005
0.0005

Nu
(comp)
7.6
7.4
15.1
15.6
22.1
22.3
24.03

Table 5.1: Nr , Nθ , and Nz are the number of grids along the radial, azimuthal, and vertical directions
of the cylindrical container; ∆min and ∆max are the minimum and maximum mean-grid sizes; lmax =
max(2πr/Nθ ); ηh is the Kolmogorov length scale calculated using the expression ηh ≃ π(P 2 /R ∗ N u)1/4 ;
NBL is the number of points inside the thermal boundary layer; dt is the time resolution considered; and
N u (comp) is the Nusselt number obtained from the simulation.

The cylinder volume is discretized into variable grids with finer resolution near the
boundary layers. Since the boundary layers significantly affect the dynamics of LSC in
convective turbulence, it is necessary to resolve the regions near the top and bottom
plates, and the lateral walls [132]. In our simulations, we choose uniform grids along the
azimuthal direction, and non-uniform ones along the radial and vertical directions. For
the grid-spacing, the Grötzbach condition [133] is used, according to which the mean-grid
size ∆ = (r∆θ∆r∆z)1/3 should be smaller than the Kolmogorov and thermal diffusion
length scales. Note that the Kolmogorov length scale (ηh ) is estimated using the formula
ηh ≃ π(P 2 /(R ∗ N u))1/4 , where N u is the Nusselt number. We also calculate the width
of the thermal boundary layer using the formula δT ∼

1
2N u

and ensure that the minimum
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number of grid points inside the boundary layer (NBL ) should be in the range of 3 to
5. Number of grid points inside the thermal boundary layer is given in Table 5.1, and
they satisfy the above condition. As our studies are related with the “reorientations” and
R
6 × 105
6 × 105
8 × 106
8 × 106
2 × 107
2 × 107
3 × 107

N r × Nθ × Nz
hǫuc i/hǫua i hǫTc i/hǫTa i
33 × 49 × 97
0.93
1.26
33 × 90 × 97
0.93
1.34
75 × 96 × 145
1.00
1.33
100 × 120 × 201
1.10
1.34
100 × 120 × 201
1.12
1.35
100 × 180 × 201
1.08
1.34
100 × 120 × 201
-

urms
Teddy
z
0.078
26
0.083
24
0.118
17
0.107
19
0.185
11
0.174
12
0.201
10

Table 5.2: Nr , Nθ , and Nz are the number of grids along the radial, azimuthal, and vertical directions
of the cylindrical container;hǫuc i = νh|∇u|2 i and hǫTc i = κh|∇T |2 i are the numerically calculated viscous
and thermal dissipation rates, respectively; and hǫua i = ν 3 (N u − 1)RP −2 /d4 and hǫTa i (= κ(∆T )2 N u/d2 )
are the analytical values of the viscous and thermal dissipation rates, respectively. The third and fourth
column show hǫuc i/hǫua i and hǫTc i/hǫTa i, respectively. urms
is the rms value of the vertical speed of the flow,
z
and Teddy = 2d/urms
is the circulation time of the large scale flow.
z

“reversals” of the LSC, which require a longer time series, we choose smaller but adequate
grid sizes for our simulation. For the present study, we choose: 33 × 49 × 97 grids for the
R = 6 × 105 simulation, 75 × 96 × 145 for R = 8 × 106 simulation, and 100 × 120 × 201 for
R = 2 × 107 simulation. Our simulations satisfy the Grötzbach condition as the minimum

of the mean-grid sizes (∆min ) is smaller than ηh (see Table 5.1). Note, however, that
the maximum grid size lmax = max(2πr/Nθ ) is sometimes larger than ηh . To validate
our code, we compare the numerically computed Nusselt numbers at two different grid
sizes (one more resolved than the other) and find that the Nusselt numbers for the two
different grids are quite close. We also calculate the kinetic energy dissipation rate hǫuc i

(= νh|∇u|2 i) and the thermal dissipation rate hǫTc i (= κh|∇T |2 i) using the numerical data
and compare them with their theoretical estimates hǫua i (=ν 3 (N u − 1)RP −2 /d4 ) and hǫTa i

(=κ(∆T )2 N u/d2 ), respectively [54]. The ratios hǫuc i/hǫua i and hǫTc i/hǫTa i are listed in the
Table 5.2. Clearly, the numerical kinetic dissipation rate is quite close to its analytical
counterpart, with the maximum difference at 12%. For the thermal dissipation, the
numerical value always seems to be higher than the analytical value, with the maximum
difference around 35%. However, note that the theoretical estimates of hǫuc i and hǫTc i are
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functions of the Nusselt number for which we substitute its numerically computed value.
Our numerical results on dissipation rates appear to be less accurate as compared to those
by Stevens et al. [132]. Also, our numerical thermal dissipation rates are always larger
than the theoretical estimate in contrast to those by Stevens et al. [132] who report lower
values compared to the corresponding theoretical estimate. The above discrepancies are
probably due to the differences in the time integration schemes and the spatial derivative
schemes used by us and Stevens et al. [132].
We use a fixed time-step dt which is listed in Table 5.1. Due to the computational
complexity, the longest computer run for the R = 2 × 107 case took approximately 45
days on 32 cores of the CHAOS cluster at IIT Kanpur. To ensure that the initial conditions do not affect our final results, we start every run with a conductive state modulated
with random noise. We validate our numerical code by comparing our results with past
numerical results. For example, our numerical results of the Nusselt number (N u) for
different Rayleigh numbers fit with a relation N u ≃ 0.143R0.297 which is in good agreement with the earlier numerical results of Stringano and Verzicco [101], and Verzicco and
Camussi [134], and the experimental observations of Niemela et al. [68].

Figure 5.1: (a) Some of the velocity and temperature probes placed inside the cylinder. For most of our
discussions in this chapter, we use the probes at z = 0.5, r = 0.48, and θ = jπ/4 with j = 0 : 7 as shown
in the figure. (b) Temperature profile in the vertical plane θ = 3π/4 for R = 2 × 107 on a 100 × 120 × 201
grid. A hot plume ascends from the right wall and a cold plume descends from the left wall confirming
the presence of a large scale structure. (c) Temperature profile in the horizontal section z = 0.5 for
R = 2 × 107 on a 100 × 120 × 201 grid. This Figure is taken from [131].

Similar to some of the earlier experiments [81, 84, 85, 93], we place “probes” in the
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bulk and in the boundary layers of the cylinder to record the time series of the velocity
and temperature fields. The probes are located at θ = θj = jπ/4 (j = 0 : 7), the vertical
heights of z = 0.02, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 0.98; and radial distances of r = 0.15, 0.3, and 0.48
from the axis. The bottom and top probes are inside the thermal boundary layers. A
schematic diagram of the probes in the middle plane is depicted in Fig. 5.1(a). The nonrms
dimensional rms values of the velocity urms
z , and the eddy turn-over time (Teddy = 2d/uz )

for various R’s are listed in Table 5.2. The urms
values have been computed by taking
z
P
the time average of 81 ( 8i=1 (uiz )2 )1/2 for the eight probes placed at z = 0.5 and r = 0.48.

The eddy turnover time ranges from 26 to 10 free fall times for the range of Rayleigh
numbers studied here; its value decreases with an increase of the Rayleigh number, which
is consistent with the earlier results of Qiu and Tong [94].

In the next section, we will study the properties of the temperature and velocity time
series, and relate them to the earlier experimental results on the reversals of LSC.

5.3

Numerical results

5.3.1

Large scale circulation

The time series measured by the probes in Fig. 5.1(a) carries the signature of the LSC
which will be described below. Later on in this section, we will relate the reversals of
the vertical velocity field with the reorientation of the LSC. In Figs. 5.1(b) and 5.1(c),
we display the temperature profiles for R = 2 × 107 for a vertical plane (θ = 3π/4) and
the middle horizontal plane (z = 0.5), respectively. As a supplementary material [135],
we also provide two short movies depicting the flow behaviour for the above two sections.
These figures and movies clearly indicate the presence of convective structures in the flow.

In Figs. 5.2(a,b,c,d) we plot the normalized autocorrelation function gc (τ ) = hδT (t)δT (t+

τ )i/σT2 at θ = 0, r = 0.48, and z = 0.5 for R = 6 × 105 , 8 × 106 , 2 × 107 , and 3 × 107 ,
respectively. Here δT (t) = T (t) − T̄ (T̄ is the mean temperature) and σT2 = T (t)2 − (T̄ )2 ,

and time is measured in the units of eddy turnover time. The autocorrelation functions
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Figure 5.2: Plot of the autocorrelation function gc (τ ) = hδT (t)δT (t + τ )i/σT2 vs. delay time τ (in units of
large eddy turnover time) for a probe at r = 0.48, θ = 0, and z = 0.5: (a)R = 6 × 105 on a (33 × 49 × 97)
grid, (b)R = 8 × 106 on a 75 × 96 × 145 grid, (c)R = 2 × 107 on a 100 × 120 × 201 grid, and (d)R = 3 × 107
on a 100 × 120 × 201 grid. The insets show oscillations on the eddy turn-over time scale. This Figure is
taken from [131].

indicate two time scales in the system. Variations at the shorter time scale, shown in
the insets, are due to the statistical return of the convective flow after one eddy turnover
time or less (see Table 5.1). For R = 6 × 105 and 8 × 106 , the oscillations are somewhat
irregular. However for R = 2 × 107 and 3 × 107 , the oscillations in the insets are quite

regular, and the oscillation time period of the autocorrelation function is around one eddy
turnover time. This is also evident from the plot of the cross-correlation function of the
temperature between two azimuthally opposite probes placed at θ = 0 and θ = π, in the
mid-plane (z = 0.5) at r = 0.48 (see Fig. 5.3). The cross-correlation function also shows
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oscillations with approximately one eddy turnover time as the time period, which is in
general agreement with the observations of Castaing et al. [80], Sano et al. [95], Qiu and
Tong [94], and Xi et al. [86]. The above correlations are related to the peak in the power
spectrum at frequency corresponding to 1/Teddy . The peak in the spectrum, however,
tends to be overshadowed by noise. Consequently, the correlation function appears to be
a good tool to analyze these oscillations. Note that the autocorrelation studies tend to
become strongly periodic when the LSC direction is locked, e.g., by a small tilt of the
cylinder [136].
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Figure 5.3: For R = 2 × 107 on a 100 × 120 × 201 grid, the cross-correlation function between the
temperature measured at two azimuthally opposite probes at θ = 0 and θ = π in the mid-plane at
r = 0.48. The inset shows oscillations on the eddy turn-over time scale. This Figure is taken from [131].

In addition to the above, we observe variations in the above autocorrelation and crosscorrelation functions at much larger time-scales. For R = 6×105 (see Fig. 5.2(a)), there is
a significant decrease in the correlations till τ ≃ 23Teddy , after which the correlations rise
again to reach a maximum value at τ ≃ 46Teddy . These variations possibly correspond
to the reorientations of the LSC. Similar features are observed for R = 8 × 106 (see

Fig. 5.2(b)). For R = 2 × 107 and 3 × 107 , the auto-correlation functions decrease with
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time (see Figs. 5.2(c,d)). Incidentally, the cross-correlation function for R = 2 × 107
shows a minima at τ = 0 and then at τ ≈ 20Teddy , and a maximum at τ ≈ 10Teddy , which
possibly indicates reversals of the flow at τ ≈ 10Teddy , and reoccurrence at τ ≈ 20Teddy .
We could not perform longer statistics since the computer simulations of the RBC flows
for large Rayleigh numbers are computationally very expensive. The auto-correlation
and cross-correlation function studies are inconclusive due to averaging, yet, the above
observations indicate with some certainty that LSC exists in RBC. The reversal time
could not be deduced from the present correlation functions.
The presence of LSC becomes more apparent when we study the time series of the
velocity and temperature fields in the next sub-section.

5.3.2

Measure of reorientations of LSC

The time series of the vertical velocity field for R = 6 × 105 , 8 × 106 , and 2 × 107 recorded
by the probes at θj = jπ/4 (j = 0 : 7), r = 0.48, and z = 0.5 are shown in Figs. 5.4, 5.5,
p
and 5.6, respectively. Here, time is measured in the units of free-fall time (d/ αg(∆T )d).

The figures clearly show that the vertical velocity at probes θj and (θj + π) mod 2π are

clearly anti-correlated. These observations indicate the presence of a large scale convective
structure (see Figs. 5.1(b,c)). As shown in Figs. 5.4-5.6 the local mean value (in time) of
the vertical velocity changes sign, and this feature is called the “reversal” of LSC in the
literature.
In the following discussions, we will show that the above-mentioned reversals are
connected to the “reorientations” of the LSC. To quantify the reorientations, we Fourier
transform the vertical velocity field measured at r = 0.48 and z = 0.5. Note that these
probes are near the lateral wall in the mid-plane. The velocity signal at a given probe
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Figure 5.4: For R = 6 × 105 on a 33 × 49 × 97 grid, the time series of the vertical velocity measured by
the probes at z = 0.5 (mid- plane) and r = 0.48 for: (a) θ = 0 and θ = π, (b) θ = π/4 and θ = 5π/4, (c)
θ = π/2 and θ = 3π/2, and (d) θ = 3π/4 and θ = 7π/4. The time series of the phase of the first Fourier
mode
p of the vertical velocity (δ1 ) is shown in subfigure (e). Time is measured in units of the free-fall time
d/ αg(∆T )d. The arrows (inside the boxed regions) in (e) indicate a partial reorientation (δ1 ≃ 1350 )
near t ≃ 2700, and a complete reversal (δ1 = 1800 ) near t ≃ 3900. This Figure is taken from [131].
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Figure 5.5: For R = 8 × 106 on a 75 × 96 × 145 grid, the time series of the vertical velocity measured by
the probes at z = 0.5 (mid- plane) and r = 0.48, and the phase of the first Fourier mode of the vertical
velocity. Details of the figures are the same as in Fig. 5.4. A complete reversal of the flow occurs in the
boxed region. This Figure is taken from [131].

can be expressed in terms of its Fourier transform as

uj (t) =

4
X

ûk exp (ikθj )

(5.4)

|ûk | exp (ikθj + δk )

(5.5)

k=−4

=

4
X

k=−4

= umean +

k=4
X
k=1

2|ûk | cos (kθj + δk ),

(5.6)

where θj = jπ/4(j = 0 : 7), and δk is the phase of the k-th Fourier mode. Note that the
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reality condition û−k = û∗k is used to derive Eq. (5.6). In our simulations, we observe that
the first Fourier mode (k = 1) dominates over the other modes except possibly during
the reversals. Note that Cioni et al. [81], and Brown and Ahlers [85] have analyzed the
properties of û1 (t) and δ1 (t) using only their experimental data. In the later part of
our discussion, we will compute the amplitudes of the Fourier modes using the vertical
velocity fields measured by the probes at z = 0.5 and r = 0.48.
For quantitative analysis, Brown et al. [84] and Brown and Ahlers [85] proposed that
the phase of the first Fourier mode δ1 can be used as an approximate measure of the
orientation of the plane of the LSC. Using this criteria, they defined “reorientation of the
LSC” as a sudden and significant rotation of the plane containing the LSC. They used
two selection criteria for the reorientation of the LSC: (a) the magnitude of the angular
change in orientation |∆δ1 | should be greater π/4, and (b) the azimuthal rotation rate
|δ˙1 | should be greater than π/(5Teddy ), where Teddy is the eddy turn-over time. We apply
the same criteria for the selection of reorientation events in our simulations.
In Figs. 5.4-5.6 we plot the phase of the first Fourier mode (δ1 ), which is a measure of
the plane of the LSC. Note that the discontinuities from 1800 to −1800 in the δ1 diagrams
are not reorientations; they simply indicate jitters near 180 degree. In all the time series
of the vertical velocity and the phase of the first Fourier mode plots, we observe that the
mean value of the vertical velocity changes sign but not necessarily simultaneously for all
the probes. For example, in Fig. 5.4, the vertical velocity uz measured by all the probes
reverse sign near t ≃ 3900 (the right boxed region of Fig. 5.4). This reorientation is a
“complete reversal” of the LSC, and it corresponds to a change in δ1 by around π, i.e.,
∆δ1 ≈ π. Near t ≃ 2700 (the left boxed region of Fig. 5.4), however, uz changes sign
for all the probes except at θ = 0 and π. This kind of reorientation will be termed as a
“partial reversal”, and it corresponds to ∆δ1 6= π. Near t ≃ 2700, ∆δ1 ≈ 1350 . The time
series shown in Figs. 5.4-5.6 exhibit several partial and complete reversals. For example,
we observe complete reversals for R = 8 × 106 and 2 × 107 in the boxed regions shown in
the figures.
A careful analysis of the Fourier modes reveals that complete and partial reversals
are intimately related to the changes in orientations of the convective structures by ∆δ1 .
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Figure 5.6: For R = 2 × 107 on a 100 × 120 × 201 grid, the time series of the vertical velocity measured by
the probes at z = 0.5 (mid- plane) and r = 0.48, and the phase of the first Fourier mode of the vertical
velocity. Details of the figures are the same as in Fig. 5.4. A complete reversal of the flow occurs in the
boxed region. This Figure is taken from [131].

We take the real space uz data before and after the reversals for the three cases marked
with arrows in the δ1 time series of Figs. 5.4 and 5.6. In Figs. 5.7(a,c,e) we illustrate
the azimuthal profile of the vertical velocity at z = 0.5 and r = 0.48 before and after
the reorientations as solid and dashed lines respectively. We calculate ∆δ1 , the change
in the phase of the first Fourier mode, during the reorientations of the structures. If the
convective structure rotates by an angle ∆δ1 during a reorientation, then, according to
Eq. (5.6), we can cancel the effects of this reorientation by subtracting k∆δ1 from the
phases of all the positive k modes, and by adding k∆δ1 to all the negative k modes of
the data recorded after the reorientation (Note that the k = 0 mode is left unaltered).
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Figure 5.7: Azimuthal profile of the vertical velocity at z = 0.5 and r = 0.48 before (solid line) and after
reorientation (dashed line): (a) R = 2 × 107 at t = 695 & 750, (c)R = 6 × 105 at t = 2548 & 2850, and
(e) R = 6 × 105 at t = 3400 &4050. During the reorientations the phase of the first Fourier mode changes
by ∆δ1 = 1800 , 1350 , and 1800 , respectively. For the reoriented time series, we subtract ∆δ1 from the
positive k modes, add ∆δ1 to the negative k modes, and construct a modified velocity profile (dotted
line). As seen in the sub-figures (b), (d), and (f), the reconstructed velocity profiles match quite well
with the profiles before the reorientation. This Figure is taken from [131].

We perform the above exercise on the Fourier modes of the data sets recorded after the
specified reversals or reorientations. Subsequently, we compute the velocity fields from
the modified Fourier coefficients. The modified velocity fields, shown as dotted lines
in Figs. 5.7(b,d,f), match quite well with the corresponding velocity profiles before the
reorientations. Thus, we show that the convective structures essentially rotate by ∆δ1
during the reorientations.

The above features of our simulations are in general agreement with the experimental
results by Cioni et al. [81], Brown et al. [84], Brown and Ahlers [85], and Xi et al. [86].
Note that the numbers of reorientations in the convection experiments are much larger
than those observed in numerical simulations. In the next subsections we analyze the
detailed dynamics of the reorientation of LSC using numerical data.
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Figure 5.8: Time series of the phase of the first Fourier mode δ1 (in units of 2π), amplitude of the first
Fourier mode |û1 |, and amplitude of the second Fourier mode |û2 | during the rotation-led reversals. Panels
(a), (b), (c), and (d) show the time series of δ1 , |û1 |, |û2 |, and |û2 |/|û1 |, respectively, for R = 6 × 105
on a 33 × 49 × 97 grid in which the reversal takes place near t = 3950. (e), (f), (g), and (h) show the
time series of δ1 , |û1 |, |û2 |, and |û2 |/|û1 |, respectively, for R = 2 × 107 on a 100 × 120 × 201 grid with a
reorientation event near t = 700. This Figure is taken from [131].

5.3.3

Dynamics of reorientations

A careful analysis of the phases and amplitudes of the Fourier modes provides important
clues about the dynamics of the reorientations of LSC and the reversals of the vertical
velocity. The amplitudes of the Fourier modes vary significantly over time. We observe
that during some of the reversals or reorientations, the amplitude of the first Fourier
mode almost vanishes; these reorientations are termed as “cessation led”. In the other
reorientations, which are termed as “rotation led”, the Fourier modes continue to fluctuate
around their mean values. These kinds of reversals were reported by Brown et al. [84],
Brown and Ahlers [85], and Xi et al. [86] based on their RBC experiments. In the this
subsection, we probe the dynamics of reversals using numerical simulations.
In Fig. 5.8, we plot the phases and amplitudes of the first two Fourier modes during
two rotation-led reorientations. For R = 6 × 105 Fig. 5.8(a) exhibits the time series of the
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Figure 5.9: Time series of δ1 , |û1 |, |û2 |, and |û2 |/|û1 | indicating cessation-led reorientation near t ∼ 1175
for R = 8 × 106 on a 75 × 96 × 145 grids. The strength of |û1 | decreases significantly, while |û2 |/|û1 |
increases during this event. This Figure is taken from [131].

phase δ1 /2π (i.e., in units of 2π). Figs. 5.8(b,c) show the amplitudes of the first and second
Fourier modes |û1 | and |û2 |, respectively, while Fig. 5.8(d) shows their ratio |û2 |/|û1 |. As
shown in the figures, δ1 changes by approximately π near t ≈ 3900, but |û1 | and |û2 |
continue to fluctuate around their average values. However, |û1 | always dominates over
|û2 |, as is evident from the plot of |û2 |/|û1 | shown in Fig. 5.8(d). Figures 5.8(e,f,g,h)
exhibit similar features for R = 2 × 107 . Note, however, that |û1 | tends to have a small

dip during the reorientation, but ∆|û1 | is much smaller as compared to the cessationled reversals to be described later. Note that both the above events lead to “complete
reversals” since ∆δ1 ≈ π.
In the other set of reversals or reorientations, we observe that the amplitude of the
first Fourier mode |û1 | tends to vanish during the event. These sets of reversals were
termed as “cessation led” by Brown et al. [84], Brown and Ahlers [85], and Xi et al. [86].
We illustrate the cessation-led reversals using the following examples.
Figs. 5.9(a) and 5.9(b) exhibit the time series plots of δ1 and |û1 |, respectively, for
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Figure 5.10: Time series of δ1 , |û1 |, |û2 |, and |û2 |/|û1 | indicating cessation-led partial reorientations near
t ∼ 6625 and 6710 for R = 6 × 105 (33 × 49 × 97 grid). For both the events ∆δ1 ≈ 720 . This Figure is
taken from [131].

R = 8 × 106 . During the cessation at t ∼ 1175, ∆δ1 ≈ π and |û1 | tends to zero. The
amplitude of the second Fourier mode |û2 | however increases slightly above its average
value during this event (see Fig. 5.9(c)). The fluctuations in |û1 | and |û2 |, however, tend
to hide the above features. Therefore, we use |û2 |/|û1 | to amplify the decrease in |û1 | and
the increase in |û2 | to be able to identify the cessation-led reversals clearly. In Fig. 5.9(d),
we plot |û2 |/|û1 | which exhibits a sharp peak during the event. This is an example
of cessation-led complete reversal since ∆δ1 ≈ π. Fig. 5.10 shows the corresponding

quantities for another set of cessation-led reorientations for R = 6 × 105 . As is evident

from the time series, near t ∼ 6620, ∆δ1 ∼ (3.2 − 2) ∗ 2π ≈ 720 . Later at t ∼ 6720,

∆δ1 ∼ (2 − 1.2) ∗ 2π ≈ −720 . These two reorientations as shown in Fig. 5.10 are partial
ones, and the LSC comes back to its original configuration after the two reorientations
(∆δ1 = (3.2 − 1.2) ∗ 2π). During both these events |û2 |/|û1 | has a sharp peak.
In our simulations, we also observe reorientations involving “double cessations”, first
observed by Xi et al. [86] in their experiments. During these events, the phase δ1 changes
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Figure 5.11: Time series of δ1 , |û1 |, |û2 |, and |û2 |/|û1 | indicating double-cessation for R = 6 × 105 on a
33 × 49 × 97 grid. The first cessation occurs at t ∼ 2083 and second one occurs at t ∼ 2088. During both
the events, |û1 | becomes weak and |û2 | dominates. Panel (d) shows the two spikes in |û2 |/|û1 | during
these events. This Figure is taken from [131].

in two stages in quick succession, first by θ1 and then by θ2 . Therefore, the net ∆δ1 ≈
θ1 + θ2 . During double cessation, |û1 | vanishes on two occasions separated by a small
time gap (within an eddy turnover time), while |û2 | tends to increase during these times,
hence, |û2 |/|û1 | exhibits two peaks within a short time interval. Two independent double
cessation events have been illustrated in Fig. 5.11(a) and Fig. 5.12(a) for R = 6 × 105 . In

Fig. 5.11(a), we observe the first cessation at t ≈ 2083 followed by the second cessation
at t ≈ 2088, with θ1 ≈ −θ2 ≈ π. In Fig. 5.12(a), the first cessation occurs at t ≈ 2464
followed by the second cessation at t ≈ 2466 with θ1 ≈ −θ2 ≈ 0.8π. Since the net
change in the phase δ1 is approximately zero, the final configuration of the LSC is similar
to its original configuration. Note that one eddy turn over time for the corresponding
run is approximately 26 free fall time (see Table 5.2). Hence, the two double-cessations
occur within 0.2 and 0.08 eddy turnover time respectively, which is consistent with the
experimental result of Xi et al. [86].
For R = 6×105 , we observe two events that are similar to the above-mentioned double-
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Figure 5.12: Time series of δ1 , |û1 |, |û2 |, and |û2 |/|û1 | indicating double-cessation for R = 6 × 105 on a
33 × 49 × 97 grid. The first cessation at t ∼ 2464 is followed by the second at t ∼ 2466. During both the
events, |û1 | becomes weak and |û2 | dominates. Panel (d) shows the two spikes in |û2 |/|û1 | during these
events. This Figure is taken from [131].

cessation events (see Figs. 5.13(a,b,c,d)). Near t ≈ 4540, δ1 changes twice, θ1 ≈ 0.6π
and θ2 ≈ −0.6π with a net ∆δ1 ≈ 0. These two events, however, occur very close to
each other, and we observe only one peak for |û2 |/|û1 |, rather than any double peaks
indicative of double-cessation. Another cessation-led reorientation occurs near t ≈ 4270
which resembles the above-mentioned double-cessation event with the exception of one
major difference. Here θ1 ≈ 0.8π and θ2 ≈ −0.6π, and hence, the LSC reorients by a
net non-zero angle after the event. Note that for the double cessation reported by Xi et
al. [86], θ1 ≈ −θ2 and the net change in δ1 is zero. In our numerical simulations, we do
find such events. In addition we also observe a double cessation where θ1 6= −θ2 , and the
LSC reorients by a finite angle after the event.
Figure 5.14 illustrates the distribution of ∆δ1 in the large scale circulations observed in
our numerical simulations. We observe three complete reorientations (∆δ1 ≈ π) of which
two are rotation-led while the third is cessation-led. The number of observed partial
reorientations is rather large with total of a 19. Among the partial reorientation events,
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Figure 5.13: Time series of δ1 , |û1 |, |û2 |, and |û2 |/|û1 | for R = 6 × 105 depicting events similar to double
cessations on a 33 × 49 × 97 grid. ∆δ1 ∼ 720 near t ∼ 4270, while ∆δ1 ≈ 0 near t ∼ 4540. During both
the events, |û1 | → 0 while the ratio |û2 |/|û1 | increases significantly. This Figure is taken from [131].

15 of them are rotation-led, while 4 of them are cessation-led. We also observe 4 doublecessations of which three have ∆δ1 ≈ 0 while the fourth has ∆δ1 ≈ 0.2π. The above
observations indicate that cessation-led events are rarer as compared to the rotation-led
ones, an observation consistent with that of Brown et al. [84], and Brown and Ahlers [85].
The number of reorientations observed in our simulations are far fewer as compared to
those observed in the experiments of Brown et al. [84], Brown and Ahlers [85], Cioni et
al. [81], and Xi et al. [86]. Consequently, we are unable to perform statistical studies of the
reorientations similar to those performed by Brown et al. [84] and Brown and Ahlers [85].
In our numerical simulations we observe that the higher Fourier modes play an interesting role during reorientations. These kind of investigations were missing in earlier
experimental works. We find that during the cessation-led reorientations, |û2 | tends to
become significant while |û1 | tends to vanish. This feature is evident from the significant
increase in the magnitude of |û2 |/|û1 | during the cessation-led reorientations . Brown
et al. [84], and Brown and Ahlers [85] interpret such events as cessation of the circula-
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Figure 5.14: The distribution of the change in the phase of the first Fourier mode (|∆δ1 |) of LSC during
reorientations. The criteria of Brown et al. [84] and Brown and Ahlers [85] have been used for identifying
reorientations of the LSC. This Figure is taken from [131].

tion, followed by a restart in a randomly chosen new direction. Our simulation results
are consistent with the above interpretation, yet show that another scenario is also possible. During the cessation, the circulation structure corresponding to û1 (dipolar in a
horizontal plane) becomes very weak, while the quadrupolar structure corresponding to
û2 becomes dominant. After the cessation, the quadrupolar structure disappears and
the dipolar structure reappears with a shift in the azimuthal direction. These features
have been illustrated in Fig. 5.15 in which we show the horizontal profile of the temperature in the z = 0.5 plane before, during, and after two cessation-led reorientations for
R = 6×105 . Figures 5.15(a,b,c) represent the temperature snapshots near a double cessation event (near t = 2100 of Fig. 5.11). The system starts from a û1 dominant state with
approximate profile as cos(θ + δ1 ) of Fig. 5.15(a). During the cessation, the system profile
appears as Fig. 5.15(b) which has û2 as the most prominent Fourier mode with profile as
cos(2θ + δ2 ). After the double-cessation, the system returns to the û1 dominant structure
as is evident from Fig. 5.15(c). Similar features are observed for another cessation-led
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Figure 5.15: Temperature snapshots at the mid-plane (z = 0.5) during cessation-led reorientations near
t ∼ 2087 and 4539 for R = 6 × 105 . Dipolar structures are dominant before and after the reorientations,
but quadrupolar structures are prominent during the reorientations (at t = 2087 & 4539). The horizontal
black lines are drawn as a reference line which provide a guide to the azimuthal reorientations of the
convective structure. This Figure is taken from [131].
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reorientation near t ≈ 4500 for R = 6 × 105 as shown in Figs. 5.15(d,e,f). Note that in
the rotation-led reorientations, the dipolar structure continues to be dominant during the
reorientation itself.
In this section, we presented some of the complex dynamics of the reorientations of
LSC. The reversals of the vertical velocity were shown to be intimately related to the
reorientations of LSC. We observed rotation-led and cessation-led reorientations, which
were first reported by Brown et al. [84] and Brown and Ahlers [85], and observed later
in other experiments [86, 91, 93]. In our simulations, we encountered double cessation,
previously observed by Xi et al. [86]. A new feature of our simulation was a double
cessation in which the orientation of the LSC after the event was different from the
original orientation. In our analysis, we studied higher Fourier modes, notably û2 , which
were missing in earlier works on reversals. We proposed a new interpretation of the
cessation-led reorientations, and argued that the LSC transformed from the dipolar (û1
dominant) to the quadrupolar (û2 dominant) structure, and then back to the dipolar (û1
dominant) structure during this event.

5.4

Discussion and conclusions

In this chapter, we numerically analyzed the dynamics of reorientations and reversals
of LSC for air (P = 0.7) contained in a cylindrical container of aspect ratio one. We
varied the Rayleigh number in the range of 6 × 105 to 3 × 107 . We observed that the
dynamics of LSC could be captured quite well by the first Fourier mode of the vertical
velocity measured near the lateral surface in the mid-plane of the container. The phase
and amplitude of the first Fourier mode (δ1 ) were used as a measure of the orientation and
strength of the LSC respectively. We observed that the LSC occasionally reorients itself
by rotating along the azimuthal direction by an arbitrary angle. When the reorientation
angle was around π, the vertical velocity at all probes changed sign signaling a complete
reversal of the flow. A partial reversal was observed when the reorientation angle was less
than π.
We observed two kinds of reorientations: (a) rotation-led, and (b) cessation-led, earlier
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observed by Brown et al. [84], Brown and Ahlers [85], and Xi et al. [86]. The rotation-led
reversals involved the rotation of the LSC without any appreciable reduction in circulation
strength, i.e., the amplitude of |û1 | remained finite. In the cessation-led reversals, |û1 |
tended to zero, which was interpreted by Brown et al. [84], and Brown and Ahlers [85] as
a cessation of the circulation followed by a restart in a randomly chosen new direction.
During this event, we found that the ratio of the amplitude of the second Fourier mode to
the first Fourier mode, i.e., |û2 |/|û1 |, increased significantly, and then it came back to its
original level. These properties of the Fourier modes revealed that during the cessation,
the LSC transformed from a dipolar-like structure to a quadrupolar-like structure, and
then back to a dipolar-like structure. These features appear to have certain similarities
with the reversals of the magnetic field in a dynamo [137]. The role of the higher Fourier
modes in the reversals and reorientations of LSC have been highlighted in our simulations
for the first time.
We also observed double-cessation-led reorientations of LSC. Xi et al. [86] had observed
in their experiments that the LSC returns to its original orientation (approximately) after
a double cessation. We, however, found in our numerical simulations that the change of
the orientations of the LSC during some double cessations is zero, while in some others,
the changes are non-zero.
We were able to reproduce many features (“rotation-led reorientations”, “cessation-led
reorientations”, “double-cessations”, etc.) observed in convection experiments by Cioni et
al. [81], Brown et al. [84], Brown and Ahlers [85], Xi et al. [86], and Niemela et al. [82] for
Rayleigh numbers greater than those in our simulations. Several researchers have argued
that the reorientations, including the reversals, of LSC occur only in strong turbulence
regimes, say for R > 108 . We, however, observe that the nature of the convective flows and
reorientations are very similar for the range of Rayleigh numbers studied by us (R = 6×105
to R = 3×107 ). The lowest Rayleigh number that we have chosen, R = 6×105 , is probably
in the weak turbulence regime where the LSC is not well-organized, and R = 3 × 107 , the
highest Rayleigh number that we have chosen, is at the lower end of the strong turbulence
regime. We could not carry out simulations for even larger Rayleigh numbers due to the
very expensive computational requirements for these runs. However, we believe that the
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reversals in the high Rayleigh number regimes are extremely likely to be similar to those
presented in the simulations.
The next chapter summarizes the main conclusions of this thesis.

Chapter 6
Conclusions and future work
6.1

Main conclusions of the thesis

In this thesis, we have performed numerical and phenomenological studies on instabilities and turbulence in Rayleigh-Bénard convection. In the instabilities regimes, we investigated the effects of Prandtl number (mainly low-Prandtl number and zero-Prandtl
number) on various static and time-dependent competitive non-linear instabilities, and
proposed a low-dimensional model to understand it through a bifurcation diagram. In
the turbulent regime, we have investigated the two features: (i) nature of energy cascade
in the inertial range and (ii) dynamics of large scale circulation. The main conclusions of
our studies are as follows:
In chapter 3 we have explored various flow patterns of low-P (P = 0.0002, 0.002, 0.005, 0.02)
convection, and performed a detailed bifurcation analysis near the onset using direct numerical simulation and a related low-dimensional models. Using the most energetic modes
of DNS, we have proposed a 30-mode low-dimensional for low-P convection. We find a
good agreement between the low-dimensional models and DNS results. We find the chaotic
nature of the flow near the onset for P . 0.005 convection, however, we observe no chaos
for P = 0.02. We have carried out a comparative studies of low-P convections with zero-P
convection [43], and show how the limiting behaviour of zero-P convection is obtained as
P approaches to zero. We find that low-P and zero-P convection exhibit patterns, namely
squares, asymmetric squares, oscillating asymmetric squares, relaxation oscillations, and
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chaos. The bifurcation diagram of low-P convection is very similar to zero-P convection,
except near the onset where 2D stationary rolls, and stationary and oscillatory asymmetric squares are observed for non-zero Prandtl number. However, the range of Rayleigh
numbers for which the stationary 2D rolls and associated asymmetric patterns are observed shrinks towards the onset with a P 2 dependence as P is decreased. This result is
consistent with the earlier numerical and phenomenological studies performed for free-slip
boundary conditions.
In Chapter 4 we numerically compute the energy spectra and fluxes on 5123 grid in
the inertial range of the convective turbulence for a wide range of Prandtl numbers: zero-P
(P = 0), low-P (P = 0.02, 0.2), moderate-P (P = 1), and high-P (P = 6.8). We perform
simulation in a 3-D box with isothermal and free-slip condition on the horizontal walls,
and periodic conditions on the lateral walls. We find that the spectra and fluxes support
the presence of Kolmogorov-Obukhov scaling for zero-Prandtl number and low-Prandtl
number convection. However, we find the presence of Bolgiano-Obukhov scaling for highPrandtl number convection. Our numerical results for P = 1 is rather inconclusive.
Next we find that the entropy spectra for non-zero Prandtl number exhibit dual branches
in the inertial range. We propose a phenomenological argument based on the modeto-mode energy transfer and find that the upper branch mainly correspond to the mode
θ0,0,2n , where subscript represents the wave vectors along the x-, y- and z-axis respectively.
Moreover, we find that the upper branch shows a scaling k −2 that is consistent with our
phenomenological arguments.
In Chapter 5 we have numerically investigated the dynamics of large scale circulation
(LSC), in particular related to the reversals and reorientation of the flow, for air (P = 0.7)
contained in a cylindrical container in the turbulent regime of Rayleigh-Bénard convection. The dynamics of the LSC in the azimuthal direction is captured by the Fourier
modes of the vertical velocity in the azimuthal direction. We show that the amplitude
and phase of the first Fourier mode contain the information of the strength and orientation of the LSC. We find that the LSC oscillates with a time period approximately
equal to one eddy turn over time for high Rayleigh number convection (R = 2 × 107 and

R = 3 × 107 ), however for low Rayleigh number we find that the oscillation in LSC is not
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so regular. This observation is consistent with earlier experimental results. We observe
large time modulation in the correlation functions related to the reversals of LSC. We find
both rotation-led and cessation-led reorientations in our simulation. During rotation-led
reorientation the amplitude of first Fourier mode continue to dominate over the higher
modes. However, during the cessation-led reorientation of the flow, our simulations indicate the dominance of second Fourier mode over the amplitude of the first Fourier mode.
We also observe the double cessation led reorientations. These results are consistent with
earlier experimental and numerical observations.

6.2

Scope for future work

RBC is a vast field. In the following discussions, we describe some of the problems in
RBC which could be attempted using tools similar to used in this thesis. The main limitation of our low-dimensional model for low-P presented in Chapter 3 is the absence of
the modes that generate the wavy instability along the axis of the roll [12, 13]. Recently
Pal et al. [115] have proposed a 27-mode model for zero-P convection by considering the
modes responsible for the wavy instabilities. The wavy instabilities are also observed in
the laboratory experiments. Thus inclusion of modes (e.g. Z010 ) related to the wavy instabilities in the present 30-mode low-dimensional model would provide the better picture
of instabilities and patterns observed in the experiments for low-P convection. We have
√
√
performed our studies for aspect ratio 2 2 : 2 2 : 1. It would be interesting to study the
effects of aspect ratio on the dynamics of different static and time-dependent instabilities. As laboratory experiments are performed under the rigid wall boundary condition.
The similar bifurcation analysis for no-slip boundary conditions would provide the more
quantitative picture of instabilities which are observed in the laboratory experiments.
For the study of energy spectra and fluxes in Chapter 4, we have considered the
free-slip condition for velocity on the horizontal walls to reduce the effect of the viscous
boundary layers. However, in a recent review article, Lohse and Xia [46] discussed that
the boundary layers critically affect the cascade of energy. Thus it would be interesting
to perform similar numerical investigations for no-slip boundary condition. Further we
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have proposed a phenomenological arguments for the nature of energy cascade in the
inertial range for zero-P convection and very low-P convection, and we find that Buoyancy
remains significant for low wave number (k ∼ 1) for P = 0 and P = 0.02 convection. As
a consequence, KO scaling is expected in the inertial range of very low-P and zero-P
convection. It would be interesting to compute these scalings for limiting cases such as
for P → 0 and P → ∞ using field-theoretical techniques. We have ignored the effects
of anisotropy and intermittency in our studies for spectra and fluxes. The quantitative
analysis of energy transfer in different direction in Fourier space would provide the better
picture of energy cascade in the inertial range. The further extensions of our work may be
the calculation of exponents of higher order structure function which would provide more
comprehensive picture of cascade of energy in the small scale of convective turbulence.
In Chapter 5, we have analyzed the dynamics of LSC for Rayleigh numbers ranging
from 6 × 105 to 3 × 107 , which is lower than the Rayleigh number considered in the laboratory experiments. Therefore, the natural extension of this work would be the numerical
investigations of the dynamics of LSC for high Rayleigh number regime that would provide more quantitative comparison between the experimental and numerical observations.
Another interesting result of our thesis (Chapter 5) is the prediction of flow structure during the cessation-led reorientation of the LSC. We find that the dipolar structure of the
LSC transforms to the Quadrupolar structure during cessation and again comes back to
dipolar structure. It would be interesting to investigate these issues from the perspective
of energy transfer from low-wave number modes to higher-wave number modes during cessation. Xi and Xia [93] showed in their experiment that for large aspect ratio container,
the azimuthal motion of the vertical plane containing LSC remains confined in a smaller
azimuthal region compared to the small aspect ratio container. Numerical investigations
of these observations would provide clearer picture on this issue. One of the possible reason of the presence of both rotation-led and cessation-led reorientations in the cylindrical
geometry is of the azimuthal symmetry of the container. However, the 3D rectangular
container lack this symmetry. It would be interesting to investigate the reorientations of
LSC in the rectangular container.

Appendix A

A.1

Entropy spectrum

In chapter 4, we found that the entropy spectra for some finite Prandtl numbers (P =
0.02, 0.2, 1, and 6.8) exhibit dual branches. In this appendix, we discuss the reasons for
this behaviour. We start with the entropy equation for the θ(n, 0, n) mode, which is
1
∂ |θ(n, 0, n)|2
(n2 π 2 + n2 kc2 )|θ(n, 0, n)|2
= T θ (n, 0, n) + ℜ[u3 (n, 0, n)θ∗ (n, 0, n)] − √
∂t
2
PR
(A.1)
√
where T θ (n, 0, n) is the nonlinear entropy transfer to the mode θ(n, 0, n), and kc = π/ 2.
The second term in the RHS is the entropy production rate P θ (n, 0, n) due to the vertical
velocity, and the last term provides the dissipation rate of the entropy due to thermal
diffusivity. The entropy equation for the θ(0, 0, n) mode is very similar. We compute
T θ (n, 0, n) and P θ (n, 0, n) from the simulation data, and find these quantities to be highly
variable (i.e, fluctuate greatly with time). Yet we compute them at a given instant of time
in the steady state regime. In this regime, ∂|θ(n, 0, n)|2 /∂t ≃ 0, and the dissipation term
is also quite small. In Table A.1, we list the numerical values of T θ (n, 0, n), T θ (0, n, n),

P θ (n, 0, n), and P θ (0, n, n) at an instant. Clearly, T θ ≃ −P θ , indicating that the entropy
generated by u3 is transferred to the higher modes by non-linear transfer.
From Eq. (A.1) we can conclude that the θ(n, 0, n) mode gains energy through the
entropy production term (P θ (n, 0, n)), and loses energy to other modes through non-linear
entropy transfer (T θ (n, 0, n)). When we compute the energy transfer functions explicitly,
we find that the dominant entropy transfer from the θ(n, 0, n) mode is to the θ(0, 0, 2n)
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Table A.1: For the high-P (P = 6.8) and low-P (P = 0.2) cases, the numerical values of the non-linear
entropy transfer rates T θ , entropy production rates P θ , and the nonlinear entropy transfer rates S(k|p|q)
from the θ(0, 0, 2n) mode to the modes θ(n, 0, n) or θ(0, n, n). This Table is taken from [122].

Mode
(1,0,1)
(0,1,1)
(2,0,2)
(0,2,2)
(3,0,3)
(0,3,3)
(4,0,4)
(0,4,4)

Tθ
-1.2 × 10−4
-1.0 × 10−7
-7.0 × 10−7
-1.6 × 10−6
3.0 × 10−7
-1.0 × 10−7
3.0 × 10−7
-4.0 × 10−7

P = 6.8
S(k|p|q)
-1.1 × 10−4
-7.5 × 10−8
-5.0 × 10−7
-1.2 × 10−6
2.1 × 10−7
-9.3 × 10−8
-3.2 × 10−7
-4.0 × 10−7

Pθ
1.1 × 10−4
7.5 × 10−8
5.5 × 10−7
1.3 × 10−6
-2.2 × 10−7
1.0 × 10−7
3.5 × 10−7
3.9 × 10−7

Tθ
-1.3 × 10−3
-3.1 × 10−4
-2.5 × 10−6
-6.1 × 10−5
-7.0 × 10−7
-5.7 × 10−6
-8.0 × 10−7
1.0 × 10−6

P = 0.2
S(k|p|q)
-2.7 × 10−3
-3.4 × 10−4
-2.6 × 10−5
-4.9 × 10−5
-1.4 × 10−6
-5.3 × 10−6
-1.0 × 10−6
-7.0 × 10−7

Pθ
2.9 × 10−3
3.6 × 10−4
3.4 × 10−5
6.3 × 10−5
2.3 × 10−6
9.2 × 10−6
2.4 × 10−6
-1.6 × 10−6

mode. The “mode-to-mode energy transfer” formalism [124] provides us the entropy
transfer rate from the θ(0, 0, 2n) mode to the θ(n, 0, n) mode with u (−n, 0, n) acting as
a mediator, which is
S(k|p|q) = −ℑ{2nπ(−i)u3 (−n, 0, n)θ(n, 0, n)θ(0, 0, 2n)}
= 2nπθ(0, 0, 2n)ℜ[u∗3 (n, 0, n)θ(n, 0, n)]

(A.2)

with k = (n, 0, n), p = (0, 0, 2n), and q = (−n, 0, n). The function ℑ() stands for the
imaginary part of the argument. The above formula has been adopted from the modeto-mode energy transfer formulae for Fourier bases to mixed bases used for the free-slip
boundary conditions [Eqs. (2.1) - (2.3)].
We compute S(k|p|q) using the numerical data at the same instant of time when
we compute T θ (n, 0, n), and compare it with T θ (n, 0, n) and the entropy production. As
evident from the entries of the Table A.1,
T θ (n, 0, n) ≃ S(n, 0, n|0, 0, 2n| − n, 0, n) ≃ −P θ (n, 0, n).

(A.3)

The formulae and relationships for θ(0, n, n) are very similar. The above numerical findings indicate that the most dominant entropy transfers to the θ(0, 0, 2n) mode occur from
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the θ(n, 0, n) and θ(0, n, n) modes. Also, the approximate relationship S(n, 0, n|0, 0, 2n| −

n, 0, n) ≃ −P θ (n, 0, n) and the equivalent relationship for the θ(0, n, n) mode yield
θ(0, 0, 2n) ≃ −

1
,
2nπ

(A.4)

which matches quite well with the simulation data for P = 6.8 and 0.2 (listed in Table 4.2).
Using the above result we can immediately derive that
E θ (0, 0, 2n) ≃

1
,
4π 2 n2

(A.5)

which matches well with the upper branch of the entropy spectrum as shown in Figs. 4.5, 4.8, 4.11,
and 4.14. The lower branch of the entropy spectrum corresponds to the modes other than
θ(0, 0, 2n). The dual branches appear to arise due to the free-slip boundary conditions,
and they have been observed in the simulations by Vincent and Yuen [72] and Paul et
al. [73]. Note that the dual branches in the entropy spectrum have not been reported for
no-slip [75] and periodic boundary conditions [57, 58].
The above arguments that support E θ (0, 0, 2n) ∼ 1/n2 are essentially numerical and

phenomenological which work for P = 6.8 and 1. For lower Prandtl numbers, T θ (n, 0, n) is

not approximately equal to S(n, 0, n|0, 0, 2n| − n, 0, n), possibly due to significant entropy
transfers to other modes, or due to thermal diffusion. Note, however, that the above
1
holds even for lower
quantities are within a factor of two, consequently θ(0, 0, 2n) ≃ − 2nπ

Prandtl number within a factor of two.
The dual branches in the entropy spectrum add complications to the energy fluxes
discussed in the Chapter 4. The temperature modes on the upper branch have significantly
higher entropy, but they are only a few in number. Hence, the non-linear energy transfers
arising from the upper branch are possibly insignificant. The number of modes involved
in the lower branch is quite large, and they are likely to provide the energy flux.
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